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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this manual is to provide informa-
tion and guidance for individual and unit training
of the engineer combat battalion, divisional.

2. SCOPE

This manual outlines the organization, employ-
ment, missions, equipment, training, and capabilities
of the engineer combat battalion, divisional. Al-
thoughll the combat principles described herein are
established doctrine, detailed items, such as equip-
ment and specific duties of personnel, are subject to
frequent changes. The user should consult the latest
applicable T/O&E for such chllanges before using this
manual. Because of the possible changes in equip-
ment, model numbers have been omitted except in
appropriate charts. This manual is based on T/O&E
5-15N, 3 5May 1948; T/O&E 5-16N, 3 May 1948; and
T/O&E 5-17N, 4 February 1948, all as amended to 1
June 1951.

3. MISSION

The mission (fig. 1) of the engineer combat bat-
talion, divisional, is to increase the combat effective-
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FACILITATING MOVEMENT -
BY CLEARING OBSTACLES I :. :

BRIDGING TO EXPEDITE I
MOVEMENT OF SUPPLIES .

" -~- -A~ - -

IMPEDING ENEMY BY
CREATING OBSTACLES

Figure 1. Ty'pical tasks of tile enCgincri comlbat battalionl,

divisional.
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ness of the infantry division by means of general
engineer work.

Section II. ORGANIZATION

4. COMPOSITION

The engineer combat battalion, divisional, has a
battalion headquarters, a headquarters and service
company, four identical combat companies, and a
medical detachment (fig. 2).

ENGINEER COMBAT BATTALION DIVISIONAL

T9U 911 91 ~.

5. MAJOR ITEMS OF EUIPMENTO WOM

_ 9 o WO EM 2 2

5. MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT

The engineer combat battalion, divisional, is com-
pletely mobile in organic transportation and is well-
provided with general engineer equipment (table I).
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To transport the battalion by air, substantial equip-
ment substitutions must be made as indicated in the
table. Small arms and crew-served weapons are also
shown in table I and are assigned as indicated in the
applicable T/O&E.

6. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ENGINEER COMBAT
BATTALIONS

a. Personnel. Although generally similar, the or-
ganizations of the engineer battalions do vary with
the three types of division-airborne, armored, and
infantry (fig. 3). The principal differences are in
bridging and strength. The differences in bridg-
ing are: the engineer combat battalion, divisional,
and the airborne engineer battalion each have one
bridge platoon; the engineer combat battalion, army,

ENGINEER COMBAT BATTALION ORGANIZATION
(GENERAL)

xASSAW W/o la0 9 , aI
rIAT EM I1027 91 1 702 I72

,ZN9I , .0AGOG 104 061 745 I 12

OUAP & SOUA UD 0UAD |0 .,,

Pigure 3. Comparison of strength, and organization of
cngineere combat battalion.
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has none; the armored engineer baittalion has two
bridge platoons in its bridge company. The differ-
ences in strength are: the engineer combat battalion,
divisional, has one more combat company than the
airborne engineer battalion and the engineer combat
battalion, army; it also has an assault platoon that
none of the other battalions have.

b. Equipment. The engineer combat battalion,
divisional, has more construction and earth-moving
equipment than the engineer combat battalion, army,
and the airborne engineer battalion. It has approx-
imately the same amount of equipment as the ar-
mored engineer battalion.

c. Capabilities. The engineer combat battalion,
divisional, has a greater capability for general engi-
neer work than either the airborne engineer battalion,
the armored engineer battalion, or the engineer com-
bat battalion, army. It gains this advantage over the
engineer combat battalion, army, and the airborne
engineer battalion only because of its size, and over
the armored engineer battalion because the latter
must train extensively for its more specialized work.
Similarly, the engineer combat battalion, divisional,
is the most versatile of the engineer units in infantry
combat. It is not as effective in close combat, how-
ever, as an infantry battalion, because it has
less training in infantry tactics, fewer crew-served
weapons, and no recoilless rifles or specialized
communications.

7. ASSIGNMENT

The engineer combat battalion, divisional, is or-
ganic to the infantry division, T/O & E 7N (fig. 4).

7
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Figure 4. Infantry division.

It should not be confused with the engineer combat
battalion, army, which is an engineer component of
corps and army.

8. CAPABILITIES

The engineer combat battalion, divisional, can
furnish engineer support for the infantry division
in normal operations. It can-

a. Provide necessary engineer staff planning and
supervision for the infantry division, including that
required for attached and supporting engineer troops.

b. Conduct tactical and technical reconnaissance.
c. Construct, repair, maintain, and mark roads

and trails.
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d. Construct, improve, reinforce, and maintain
fords, fixed bridges, and culverts.

e. Construct, mn-aintain, and repair floating bridges
and ferries.

f. Transport infantry elements across rivers with
assault equipment.

g. Construct and remove obstacles, including mine
fields.

It. Execute demolitions.
i. Assist in the assault of fortifications.
j. Construct or assist in the improvement of coim-

mand posts, shelters, and defensive installations.
k. Prepare landing strips for army aircraft.
1. Establish and operate water points.
nm. Provide engineer supply service for the infan-

try division.
n. Procure and distribute maps.
o. Collect, evaluate, and disseminate engineer in-

telligence.
p. Prepare and post route-marki4ng signs.
q. Provide limited utilities, except, signal.
r. Survey and map small areas.
s. Fight as infantry in emergencies.
t. Provide technical advice and assistance, to in-

clude assistance in conducting engineering tralining.

13



CHAPTER 2

ENGINEER COMBAT COMPANY

Section I. GENERAL

9. MISSION

The engineer combat company is an operating
component of the engineer combat battalion, divi-
sional, in performing general engineer work contrib-
uting to the combat effectiveness of the infantry
division. It is the basic administrative unit within
the battalion. It is equipped to perform combat
engineer tasks and, when reinforced with additional
heavy equipment, can perform heavy engineer tasks.
It fights as infantry in an emergency. It normally
can provide engineer support for one infantry regi-
ment and its supporting troops.

10. ORGANIZATION

The engineer combat company is organized into a
company headquarters and three identical platoons

(fig. 5).

11. EQUIPMENT

The company is completely mobile in its organic
vehicles. In addition to individual arms, it has ma-
chine guns and grenade and rocket launchers for of-
fensive and defensive operations. It also has many

14
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items of administrative, operational, and housekeep-
ing equipment. Radios and other items of signal
equipment are provided for communication between
squads within each platoon, between platoon and
company, and between company and battalion or sup-
ported unit. Squad and platoon carpenter, pioneer,
and demolition sets and several pieces of engineer
heavy equipment are also organic to the company.
See table I for major items of equipment and figure
34 for radio nets.

Section II. SQUAD

12. MISSION

The squad is the basic unit of the company. Its
function is to mold individuals into one smooth work-
ing unit. It can work independent of a parent unit
for only short periods of time. It receives task as-
signments when the company or platoon is working
as a unit. In a sense the squad replaces the family.
It is therefore an important social unit in the devel-
opment of the private into a first-rate soldier.

13. ORGANIZATION

The squad consists of a squad leader (combat con-
struction foreman), assistant squad leader (combat
construction specialist), and additional combat con-
struction specialists, pioneers, and a light-truck
driver (fig. 140).

16



Section III. DUTIES OF SQUAD PERSONNEL

14. SQUAD LEADER

The squad leader is in the direct line of command:
company commander, platoon commander, platoon
sergeant, and squad leader. He is responsible for the
discipline, appearance, training, control, and con-
duct of his men. Under the platoon leader's direc-
tion, he arranges for the feeding, supplying, and
equipping of his men when they are working alone.
He enforces rules of personal hygiene and sanita-
tion, and checks to see that squad tools, equipment,
weapons, and transportation are maintained in serv-
iceable condition. He must be familiar with combat
engineering and pioneer construction principles, so
that he can properly supervise and inspect the
squad's work. He must be familiar with infantry
tactics in order to lead his squad effectively when it
is employed as infantry in combat. He must be fully
acquainted with the duties of combat construction
specialists (par. 16) and must have the qualifications
of a combat construction foreman (par. 33).

15. ASSISTANT SQUAD LEADER

The assistant squad leader is a combat construc-
tion specialist. He performs duties assigned him
by the squad leader. He normally works with other
squad members in performing squad tasks and is put
in charge of squad security details. He supervises
the maintenance of squad equipment and expedites
squad supply. He may command part of the squad,
or in the squad leader's absence, the whole squad.
He must possess squad leader qualities and be pre-
pared to take command of the squad at any time.

17



16. COMBAT CONSTRUCTION SPECIALISTS

a. Combat construction specialists supervise and
assist in the construction and repair of roads and
bridges; the removal, demolition, or preparation of
obstacles; the laying and clearing of mine fields; and
the setting and removal of booby traps. They con-
struct, maintain, and repair temporary structures of
various types. They supervise and assist in general
rigging; raise and move heavy equipment and mate-
rial by means of gin poles, A-frames, chain blocks,
and cableways, set up braces and rig hoisting equip-
ment; and splice rope and cable. They construct,
maintain, and repair airstrips for use by Army type
aircraft. They help conduct engineer reconnais-
sance, and help in the assembly and operation of
stream-crossing equipage.

b. Combat construction specialists must be fully
acquainted with the duties of the pioneers (par. 17)
and have a thorough knowledge of the engineer-
ing equipment and tools used in hasty construction
and repair work on roads, bridges, and fortifica-
tions. They must know the characteristics of all
materials used in demolition operations; how to in-
terpret and prepare reports concerning demolition
and barrier tactics; the combat principles, tactics,
and techniques of infantry squad alId platoon; and
the employment of individual and organizational
crew-served weapons. They must be able to read
and understand military signs, symbols, and maps,
and have an elementary knowledge of camouflage.

c. Two of the combat construction specialists are
trained especially to be demolition men. As such,
they use squad, individual, and at times the platoon

18



demolition sets. They compute, prepare, and fire
explosive charges. They must have a knowledge of
all military explosives and related devices, whether
used for destruction or construction. They must be
familiar with the fundamentals of electricity cover-
ing open, closed, and short circuits.

17. PIONEERS

a. The pioneers perform the same type of tasks as
the combat construction specialists, but on a lower
level of skill. With additional training, and on suc-
cessful completion of tests, they may advance to com-
bat construction specialists.

b. One member of the squad receives additional
training in the operation of engineer construction
equipment. He then may serve as an assistant or
second-shift operator for equipment furnished with
a regular operator to the squad. He may serve as
principal operator for any Class IV or other equip-
ment furnished the squad without an operator. Al-
though trained in the general operation of construc-
tion equipment, the squad operator will normally
specialize in the operation of one particular type of
equipment. The platoon commander controls the
specialization, to insure having a qualified crane and
shovel operator, a dozer operator, and a grader oper-
ator within the platoon. These specially trained
men may also be required to operate captured enemy
equipmlent.

18. TRUCK DRIVERS

Truck drivers are responsible for the operation,
concealment, camouflage, and driver maintenance of

19



their vehicles. They also assist the mechanics in or-
ganizational maintenance of their vehicles. Each
driver is responsible for the proper operation and
maintenance of any vehicle he operates. These in-
clude correct loading, driving, servicing, inspecting,
cleaning, tightening, and care of the vehicle and its
tools and accessories. If the vehicle pulls a trailer,
the driver has the same responsibilities for the trailer
as for the vehicle. 'Driver preventive maintenance
services include: before-operation service; during-
operation service; at-halt service; after-operation
service; and a weekly service as shown on the trip
ticket. Defects beyond the scope of driver mainte-
nance are noted on the trip ticket and reported.
When not occupied with his driving duties, the truck
driver assists other members of the squad in per-
forming engineer missions.

Section IV. SQUAD EMPLOYMENT AND PIONEERING
OPERATIONS

19. SQUAD EMPLOYMENT

The squad normally functions as a part of the
platoon or independently as a unit under platoon
control. Occasionally, -when attached to a small
task force, it may be given anll entirely separate engi-
neer mission. Frequent employment of a platoon
by separate. squads should be avoided. Division of
this sort causes dispersion, dissipates reserves, and
prevents planning and direction by the platooln com-
mander. Tasks requiring two squads should be as-
signed to "a platoon less one squad" rather than to
two squads. Breakdowns beyond squads are avoided

20



because they contribute to improper supervision and
command.

20. PIONEERING

a. Con.struction. The construction capabilities of
the squad are limited by the number of men and
amount of consttruction equipment. The squad erects
small buildings, bridges, culverts, and obstacles. It
builds and maintains roads and trails. On large
projects, the squad is employed on a unit task. For
examnlle, during bridge construction, a squad makes
up tihe decking, abutment, or pier crew. When heavy
equipment is attached from the battalion pool or
other sources, the squad can do mucllll more work.

b. Destruction. The squad with its demolition
and pioneer sets, an attached dozer, and by expedient
means, is capable of performing small demolition
tasks. The squad demolition men can compute, pre-
pare, and execute small demolition jobs (fig. 6).
They can also supervise other members of the squad
in demolition tasks. The equipment operator assists
in operating the dozer when one is available for
squad use on certain tasks.

c. Reconnaix.sance. Members of the squad con-
duct reconnaissance singly, in pairs, in small groups,
and in squad formations. The information sought
may be engineer or combat in nature. The search is
normally made by vehicle, but may be made on foot.
It is normally made by the squad leader or assistant
squad leader, assisted by a combat construction spe-
cialist, plus such other members of the squad as may
be necessary for security. One combat construction
specialist is normally assigned to aid in bridge recon-

21



Figuire 6. Engineers preparing to blast a lane through
"dragon's teeth" in the Siegfried Line.

naissance; the demolition men, to aid in demolition
reconnaissance; and the equipment operator and
perhaps a pioneer, to aid in reconnaissance of proj-
ects involving earth moving and handling of ma-
terials. Missions requiring the entire squad are
normally limited to combat reconnaissance in force
and to the general search of an area for engineer
materials. The area searched can be broken down
into subareas, each covered by one or two men of the
squad. Members of the squad are always alert to
observe and report items of informational value in
their area of operation.

22



Section V. ENGINEER SQUAD COMBAT OPERATIONS

21. THE ADVANCE AND ATTACK

Squad operations in the advance and attack are
largely concerned with facilitating the movement of
men and vehicles. The squad detects and removes
mines and booby traps (fig. 7), clears road blocks and
other obstacles, makes hasty repair of bridges and
roads, does hasty construction of bypasses, fills
craters, posts signs, and conducts reconnaissance. It
may also place demolitions and construct obstacles
to protect the flanks and rear of attacking units.

22. THE DEFENSE

In a defensive situation, the squad conducts engi-
neer reconnaissance, constructs obstacles (fig. 8), in-
cluding mine fields and booby traps, prepares field
fortifications, supervises camouflage, and assists in
clearing fields of fire. In an emergency, the squad
may be committed as infantry, as a part of its pla-
toon, after reorganization for that task.

23. RETROGRADE MOVEMENT

To facilitate the movement of retiring columns,
the squad performs the engineer tasks of maintaining
roads, bridges, and fords, and of filling craters. It
helps to delay the enemy by aiding in the preparation
of successive defensive positions and by destroying
bridges, blocking roads, executing demolitions,
erecting obstacles, and placing mines and booby
traps. The squad may also evacuate or destroy nlate-
rial and may be called on to defend obstacles.

23
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24. RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

a. In a deliberate river-crossing operation the
squad performs unit tasks within the platoon. Ap-
propriate tasks include operation of assault crossing
equipment, operation of rafts and ferries, work on
bridge approaches, and improvement of assembly
areas.

b. In hasty crossings the role of the squad is more
difficult to foretell. If the hasty crossing involves the
seizure of an enemy bridge intact, the squad may be
required to neutralize or remove explosive charges,
or to make hasty repairs. If the crossing must be
made without use of an existing bridge, the squad
acts as part of the platoon as in a deliberate crossing.

25. SECURITY

The squad may provide security for a platoon-size
work detail. However, the use of an improvised
weapons squad is generally preferable. When at-
tack by a large force is unlikely, the squad may pro-
vide security for a company. The squad may also
provide security for a bivouac up to company size
or for a company command post. It may also be
used as a point when the battalion is making a foot
march.

26. COMBAT AS INFANTRY

When an engineer unit is committed as infantry,
the squad is reorganized and operates as an infantry
squad. See appendix III for reorganization and FM
7-10 for infantry doctrine. -

26



Section VI. SQUAD TRAINING

27. INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Members of the squad must receive both basic indi-
vidual and advanced individual training after re-
porting to the squad, if they have not previously had
this training. The subjects to be covered and the
time required are set out in ATP 5-300. Advanced
individual training for occupational specialties pre-
scribed in the tables of organization may be accom-
plished in a variety of ways. Normally, sending
students to a full-time specialist training school is
preferable when quotas are available. Alternatively,
part-time schools are sometimes operated by a higher
responsible headquarters for certain of the required
specialists. When no outside training is available
these specialists must be trained within the company,
following appropriate programs of instruction from
The Engineer School. After the initial training of
the squad has been completed, replacements may be
trained by having them understudy qualified special-
ists on the job.

28. SQUAD UNIT TRAINING

Squad unit training follows ATP 5-300 which
prescribes a program of training for the squads of
the divisional engineer combat battalion. This
program stresses such subjects as: combat principles,
security, demolitions, reconnaissance, bridging, mines
and mine fields, wire and obstacles, road construction,
general construction, and field exercises. One im-
portant object of the unit training phase is to achieve
an organization that works well as a team on any
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assigned task. Practice irnworking together is essen-
tial if efficiency is to be achieved. Additional infor-
mation on training may be found in section II,,.
chapter 5 of this manual.

29. TRAINING OTHER ARMS AND SERVICES

The squad of the engineer battalion is used for
demonstrations and direct training of nonengineer
units within the division in such subjects as:

a. Laying, recording, and removal of antitank
mines.

b. Technique of camouflage.
c. Construction and removal of road blocks and

other obstacles.
d. Expedient bridging and road construction.
e. Use of explosive.

Section VII. PLATOON

30. MISSION

The platoon is the main operational component of
the engineer combat company, but it can niot provide
its own admlinistration and supply. The capabili-
ties of a platoon in construction work are limited by
its equipment, personnel, and the amount of time
permitted for a job. It performs pioneering and
combat missions in support of other arms and serv-
ices, and is normally the smallest engineer unit used
in a supporting role. With additional equipment
attached from company or battalion, the scope of the
platoon's operations can be greatly increased. In a
large-scale operation, such as a deliberate river cross-
ing, the platoon is used as part of a larger unit for
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greater efficiency. In all operations, the platoon
headquarters functions as a coordinating and super-
vising agency for the squads.

31. ORGANIZATION

The platoon consists of a platoon headquarters and
three identical squads. The organization of the
squads is given in paragraph 13 and figure 140.
Detailed organization and equipment of the platoon
headquarters are shown in figure 14().

Section VIII. DUTIES OF PLATOON HEADQUARTERS
PERSONNEL

32. PLATOON LEADER

The platoon leader is responsble for the discipline,
training, performance, supply, and' welfare of his
platoon. It is essential for him to know the capa-
bilities and personal characteristics of each of his
men. His main duties are to-

a. Analyze the platoon task and assign work to
his subordinates, making full use of squad organiza-
tion.

b. Allocate personnel and equipment from platoon
headquarters, where necessary to help the squads.

c. Supervise execution of the work and see that
work parties are efficiently organized, correct meth-
ods are used, supply of material is maintained,
difficulties are anticipated and provided for, equip-
ment is efficiently used, and proper security measures
are taken at all times.

d. Encourage the platoon sergeant and squad
leaders to handle details of design and construction
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to the limit of their capacities on assigned projects or
tasks.

e. Obtain equipment from company and battalion
headquarters, when necessary to supplement platoon
equipment.

f. Inspect to insure that tools, equipment, weap-
ons, transportation, and clothing are adequate, serv-
iceable, and properly maintained.

f. Insure that all classes of supply are properly
used.

h. Make engineer reconnaissance rapidly, accu-
rately, and continuously, and disseminate informa-
tion properly and promptly.

i. Provide liaison with an act as engineer staff
adviser for the unit his platoon supports.

33. PLATOON SERGEANT

The platoon sergeant is a combat construction fore-
man and second in command of the platoon.

a. Duties.

(1) Help the platoon commander supervise en-
listed specialists engaged in combat con-
struction, repair, and demolition operations.

(2) Perform engineer reconnaissance.
(3) Study pertinent terrain maps and aerial

photographs, and reconnoiter areas to ob-
serve such details as roads, bridges, fords,
and water-supply sources.

(4) Make rough sketches of important areas
and report information obtained.

(5) Assist with organization of work activities
and supervise operations.
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(6) Visit work sites at periodic intervals to
make vital inspection of quality and prog-
ress of work.

(7) Keep informed on adequacy of equipment
and supply of construction material.

(8) Instruct subordinate personnel in demoli-
tion operations, combat construction, and
repair activities, such as placement of ex-
plosives to insure effective demolition, pat-
terns for hasty and deliberate mine fields,
placement of culverts, and erection of road
blocks.

(9) Demonstrate proper method of performing
tasks.

b. Qualifications.
(1) Must be fully acquainted with the duties

of combat construction specialists (par. 16).
(2) Must have knowledge of combat construc-

tion methods and recognized combat con-
struction expedients, including military
fixed and floating bridging.

(3) Must know the capabilities and limitations
of the engineering equipment and tools used
in combat construction, and be skilled in the
interpretation of maps, aerial photographs,
blueprints, and engineer specifications.

(4) Must be able to employ all weapons under
his control and instruct others in their use.

34. ASSISTANT PLATOON SERGEANT

The assistant platoon sergeant is a combat con-
struction foreman. He performs duties assigned
him by the platoon sergeant and commands the
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platoon when both the platoon colmmander and
platoon sergeant are absent. He takes charge of
security on platoon tasks and is the weapons sergeant
when the platoon reorganizes for combat as in-
fantry. He is the principal assistant to the platoon
commander in the procurement of construction
supplies.

35. TOOLROOM KEEPER

The toolroom keeper maintains the platoon head-
quarters tools and sharpens and makes milnor r2ptairs
on squad tools. When the tools of his platoon are
kept in the company supply room, he performs vari-
ous duties under the company supply sergeant in
connection with the issue and storage of the platoon
and squad tools.

36. TRUCK DRIVERS

Drivers duties are given in paragraph 18. The
driver of the 1/4 -ton truck also operates the radio
mounted in the vehicle and the hand radio, as
required.

Section IX. PLATOON EMPLOYMENT AND
PIONEERING OPERATIONS

37. PLATOON EMPLOYMENT

a. The platoon mnay be given an area assignment
in which it is responsible for all engineer work in a
given area, or it may be given a task assignment. A
platoon area assignment is broken down into squad
tasks. An example of a platoon area assignment is
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road maintenance and repair for an entire desig-
nated area. A platoon task assignment, such as con-
structing a tactical bridge or a new road, may re-
quire the entire platoon; or a task, such as a small
mine-clearing operation, reconnaissance mission, or
construction of small osbtacles, may require parts of
a platoon. The platoon commander adapts the size
of the detail to the task. The platoon may operate
independent of its company for short periods only.
During this time, enough company headquarters
personnel, such as maintenance personnel, should
accompany the platoon to allow it to expend its full
effort on the task. For continuous operations, relief
is usually planned and provided by the company
commander, although the platoon can operate by
shifts .

b. The platoon is able to absorb reinforcing equip-
ment easily, and to keep it in continuous operation.
The platoon headquarters acts as a distribution
agency to the squads for supplies used in operations.

c. The platoon may be employed in direct support
of an infantry battalion or regiment, or in general
support of the same unit under company control.
However, the platoon is normally employed in engi-
neer tasks by the parent company commander. Un-
der certain tactical situations, when communications
and control are difficult, it may be necessary to attach
the platoon to another unit.

38. PIONEERING

a. Constrction. The platoon can construct and
repair small timber bridges, construct jeep trails,
maintain roads, and build and maintain ferries,
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fords, and culverts (fig. 9). It can also lay mine
fields and construct all types of obstacles. The speed
and efficiency of construction operations are in-
creased by attaching company or battalion equip-
ment to file platoon for specific jobs. The platoon
with attached dozers, and graders if available, call

Figure 9. Engincers buildiug a box culvert.
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prepare a landing strip for divisional aircraft. The
platoon is not adequate, however, for a large con-
struction job, such as the assembly of a large float-
ing bridge which requires a company or battalion.

b. Destruction. The platoon can breach or destroy
most types of obstacles through the use of explosives,
attached dozers, and expedients. It can also per-
form all types of military demolitions with the
demolition sets provided in the platoon headquarters
and squads.

c. Reconnaissance. The platoon may be required
by the company commander to operate engineer
reconnaissance patrols. These patrols are normally
of squad size and are placed under command of
squad leaders. They search in designated areas for
specific information and items. When no specific
reconnaissance missions are assigned, it is standing
operating procedure for the platoon to maintain con-
tinuous engineer reconnaissance in its assigned area
of operations.

Section X. ENGINEER PLATOON COMBAT
OPERATIONS

39. THE ADVANCE AND ATTACK

In the advance and attack the platoon may operate
as part of the company in support of an infantry
regiment or, during rapidly moving situations, may
independently support advanced or mechanized
units. In aiding the advance, the platoon comr
mander maintains close coordination with the lead-
ing infantry elements to insure that the advance is
not held up by features which can be reduced, by-
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passed, or otherwise ovefcome by the platoon. Ad-
vanee engineer reconnaissance is conducted continu-
ously to discover and immediately complete engineer
work or, when necessary, to allow time for securing
help from company or battalion. The platoon is the
normal engineer unit employed with the advanced
guard of an infantry regiment in the advance. In
the attack, an engineer comlpany commander nor-
mally provides one or more platoons in direct support
of the attacking infantry battalions with the balance
of the company in general support of the infantry
regiment. Typical platoon tasks in the advance and
attack include:

a. Conducting engineer reconnaissance.
b. Removing or breaching obstacles in roads, in-

cluding mines, booby traps, all types of erected
obstacles, and debris.

o. Repairing roads and streets, including making
expedient and hasty road repairs and filling craters.

d. Constructing, strengthening and repairing
small bridges; improving fords (fig. 10) ; and operat-
ing ferries.

e. Placing demolitions, laying mine fields, and
constructing obstacles on the flanks and rear of an
advancing unit.

40. THE DEFENSE

In the defense, the platoon can furnish technical
advice and aid to the supported unit in setting up the
defensive position. The engineer assistance is usu-
ally limited to those tasks requiring special technical
skill, or those beyond the capabilities of the sup-
ported unit. Such tasks are to-
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Figure 10. Engiceers i?,g steel mat to build a ford.

a. Aid in preparing defensive positions and weap-
ons emplacements (fig. 11).

a. Lay and record defensive mine fields.
c. Erect or supervise erection of wire entangle-

ments, road blocks, and other obstacles.
d. Issue field fortification materials (when not

issued directly by the engineer company or battal-
ion S4).

e. Assist in camouflage.
f. Prepare and execute demolitions.

41. RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

In a retrograde movement the platoon prepares
successive defensive positions previously selected and
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planned by the supported unit; aids the rearward
movement of vehicles, artillery, and troops; and
evacuates or destroys mat6riel. The platoon may
help destroy supplies held by the other services
(quartermaster and ordnance in particular) through
the use of explosives. The principal duty of the pla-
toon in a retrograde movement is normally to help
delay the enemy. The platoon constructs and some-
times defends road blocks and other obstacles.
Bridges, culverts, defiles, abatis (fig. 12), and sidehill
cuts are prepared for demolition. If they cannot be
blown immediately because of the passage of friendly
troops, the platoon blows them on order from higher
headquarters or when necessary to prevent capture.

42. RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

a. When called on for an active part in a deliberate
crossing operation, the platpoon acts under direct con-
trol of the company commander and is given a unit
task. The nature-of the task depends on the number
of engineer troops available and the requirements of
the operation. 'Normally, division engineer troops
are given tasks which will not prevent them from
supporting the infantry units which cross the river
and operate on the hostile shore. Typical platoon
tasks include operating assault boats in the first wave
of the crossing, furnishing guides for assault boats in
succeeding waves, building access roads to the bridge
site, maintaining roads, improving assembly areas,
and furnishing engineer support to infantry units on
the far shore.

b. In the hasty crossing, expedients are the rule.
Prompt advantage must be taken of the enemy's dis-
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organization or absence. Therefore, whatever means
are at hand must be used to get troops across as
quickly as possible. The opportunity for a hasty
crossing is usually presented to a small striking force
such as a regimental combat team or smaller unit.
These forces usually include a company or platoon of
the engineer battalion. The work done by the pla-
toon includes such tasks as: construction of a ford,
mine clearance on the shores, bridge repair, removal
of explosives from a bridge captured intact, or sei-
zure and operation of civilian boats. If standard
military bridging or boats are available, the platoon
carries troops across in assault boats (fig. 13) or
infantry support rafts.

43. SECURITY

The engineer platoon may be used as the security
detail for an engineer company or for an engineer
battalion, depending on the tactical situation. The
security may be furnished for a work party, a biv-
ouac, a headquarters, or a march column. When
protecting a column, a platoon may serve as part of
an advance guard, rear guard, or flank security. The
engineer platoon normally does not provide security
for units other than those within the engineer
battalion.

44. COMBAT AS INFANTRY

The platoon does not ordinarily fight as infantry,
but can be so committed if necessary. It operates
the same as an infantry rifle platoon, with three rifle
squads and one provisional weapons squad. See'ap-
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also FM 7-10 for standard infantry doctrine.
pendix III for use of the platoon as infantry. See

Section XI. PLATOON TRAINING

45. GENERAL

The platoon commander is responsible for training
his platoon to operate efficiently as a unit and as part
of the company. Training of individual nmembers of
the squads and of the squads as units is described in
section VI above. Training of the individuals of
platoon headquarters in basic military and technical
subjects follows ATP 5-300, altlough such trainingi
will normally have been accomplished before the
individuals are assigned to platoon headquarters.
Advanced specialist training of these individuals
follows ATP 5-300 and may be conducted in unit or
other schools, or by on-the-job training. Unit train-
ing of the platoon follows ATP 5-300. In training,
the identity of the squads must be preserved and the
work of the three squads correlated by the platoon
command group. Unit training must form the
squads into an efficient platoon team. See also sec-
tion II, chapter 5.

46. TRAINING OTHER ARMS AND SERVICES

The role of the platoon in the training of other
arms and services is twofold. An individual, usually
the platoon commander or one of the noncommis-
sioned officers, lectures, and the platoon as a whole
demonstrates methods and procedures. The subjects
covered nornmally include: mines and mine fields,
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booby traps, camouflage, expedient bridging, expedi-
ent road construction, use of ferries and assault boats,
and military explosives. The whole platoon is usu-
ally required to demonstrate the techniques of laying,
marking, and recording a mine field and of gapping
and clearing enemy fields. The demonstrations of
expedient road construction, ferry operation, camou-
flage, and explosives can be staged by a single squad.

Section XII. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS

47. MISSION

The mission of the company headquarters is to
provide command, administration, and equipment
support for the platoons of the company. This in-
cludes planning, direction, supervision, supply, sub-
sistence, maintenance, and clerical service.

48. ORGANIZATION

Personnel of company headquarters are arranged,
according to the nature of their duties, into the com-
mand echelon and the administrative echelon. The
personnel and organization of the company head-
quarters are shown in figure 140.

Section XIII. COMMAND ECHELON

49. ORGANIZATION

The command echelon is composed of the company
commander, executive officer, first sergeant, light-
truck drivers, and fillers, who are grouped as com-
mand personnel; and the radio operators and a radio
mechanic, who are grouped as the communication
section.
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50. COMMAND SECTION

a. Duties of Command Personnel.

(1) 'The company commander of a combat com-
pany has duties common to all engineer
company commanders. He is solely re-
sponsible to the battalion commander for
the administration, operations, training,
discipline, supply, and appearance of his
company. Among his duties are-

(a) Aiding the battalion commander and
battalion staff in developing plans for
the employment of his company. This
includes maintaining liaison with the
battalion commander and battalion staff
and keeping them informed of the com-
pany situation and of operational changes
that he considers necessary for the effi-
cient employment of his company.

Exercising initiative to keep his company
constructively employed when no mis-
sions are assigned or requested.

(c) Analyzing a task, dividing it into its
components, and allotting work to his sub-
ordinate commanders.

(d) Supervising the execution of work to see
that: tasks are carried out properly; cor-
rect methods are used; the supply of
materials is maintained; difficulties are
anticipated and provided for; and the
platoon commanders are given all pos-
sible facilities, including personnel and
equipment from company headquarters
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or battalion, to help them execute their
assigned work.

(e) Inspecting tools, equipment, weapons,
transportation, and all classes of-supply
to insure that they are properly main-
tained, used, or stored; and that the mess,
supply, communication, administration,
and maintenance sections are operating
properly.

(f) Conducting continuous engineer recon-
naissance and reporting appropriate in-
formation to battalion headquarters, to
the unit which he supports, and to his
platoons.

(g) Providing liaison with and engineer staff
advice for the unit he supports.

(2) The executive officer is usually the senior
lieutenant in the company and second-in-
command. He helps the company conm-
mander perform his duties, is his chief ad-
viser on company matters, and assumes
command in the company commander's ab-
sence. He must be familiar with the com-
pany commander's policies, keep himself
constantly informed of the company situa-
tion, and have the authority to make deci-
sions in the name of the company com-
mander. He may be used as the project
engineer on a job requiring two platoons,
either simultaneously or on a two-shift basis,
in order to coordinate the work and preserve
continuity of effort. He may be designated
as company liaison officer, when required,
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and may be used as the assistant unit engi-
neer for a unit supported by the company.
He must be prepared to take over command
of any of the platoons or the company at
any time.

(3) The first sergeant is normally selected by
the company commander from the combat
construction. foremen, who are assigned to
the company, or a combat construction fore-
man from within the battalion may be
transferred by the battalion commander to
fill a first sergeant vacancy in the company.
The company commander may terminate
the designation of first sergeant at any time
by company order. The designation of first
sergeant is also terminated upon the trans-
fer of an incumbent to another unit. The
first sergeant serves as principal enlisted
assistant to the company commander in
administration and control of the company.
Under the unit administrator, he coordi-
nates various activities within the company
such as mess, supply, transportation, main-
teaance, and communications. He helps
prepare and maintain records, rosters, cor-
respondence, and reports. He acts as repre-
sentative between the company commander
and enlisted personnel of the company. In
the capacity of a construction foreman (par.
33), he aids the company commander in in-
specting and supervising training and oper-
ations. He assumes the duties of the com-
pany commander in the absence of all com-
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pany officers, and the duties of the unit
administrator in his absence.

(4) The truck drivers, in addition to the duties
shown in paragraph 18, operate the radios
in the 1/4-ton and 3/4-ton trucks.

(5) The fillers form a company labor pool or
are used as understudies and replacements
for other company enlisted personnel.

b. Employment and operations. The command
personnel of the company headqluarters perform
command functions to include: planning, directing,
and supervising the operation of the three platoons
of the company and company headquarters sections.
The company commander uses the radio mounted in
the 1/4-ton truck to maintain radio communications
with the three operating platoons, the company com-
munication section, and the executive officer. The
executive officer uses the radio in the 3 /4 -ton truck
to contact personnel in the company net when he acts
as liaison officer or when he is away from the com-
pany command post. See figure 34 for radio nets.

51. COMMUNICATION SECTION

a. Duties of coimninunication section personnel.

(1) The radio operators operate the company
radios in the battalion and company nets
and perform preventive maintenance on
their equipment. They send and receive
messages and keep message records. They
encipher and decipher messages with the
converters, install and operate the emer-
gency switchboard, and use the aircraft
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panel signaling sets. One of the radio oper-
ators drives the section's 3/4-ton truck.

(2) The radio mechanic inspects, tests, and per-
forms organizational maintenance on all
company communication equipment. He
also can operate the company radios.

b. Employment and operations. The communica-
tion section provides the company headquarters with
24-hour radio communication with any of the units
in the battalion or company net. The section norm-
ally operates at the company command post. See
figure 34 for company radio net.

c. Training. The training in general and basic
subjects is given with the provisional headquarters
platoon (par. 66). Specialist training is acquired
as apprentice training, in'a battalion or higher-eche-
lon communications school. One radio operator un-
derstudies the radio mechanic, and the radio me-
chanic understudies a radio operator. One radio
operator is provided in the cadre.

Section XIV. ADMINISTRATIVE ECHELON

52. ORGANIZATION

The administrative section consists of the unit ad-
ministrator, the company clerk, the mess section, the
supply section, and the equipment and maintenance
section. It is commanded by the unit administrator.

53. UNIT ADMINISTRATOR

The unit administrator is a warrant officer. He is
the company administrative officer and is a specialist
in all phases of company administration. He assists
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the company commander in supervising company
administration, supply, mess, and transportation ac-
tivities.

a. He supervises the routine administration of
company headquarters. This includes-

(1) Preparing rosters, reports, correspondence,
and unit records.

(2) Advising enlisted men on such matters as
savings, war bonds, insurance, family allot-
ments, and other personal welfare and re-
lated subjects, including troop information
and education (TI&E).

(3) Acting as investigating officer (except for
investigation of court-martial charges un-
der Article 30 through 35) and member of
appropriate courts and boards.

(4) Acting as agent finance officer or witnessing
officer in the payment of troops, when so
designated by competent authority.

b. As mess officer, he supervises mess accounting
and the proper prepalration and serving of food. He
conducts inventories and checks on the proper re-
ceipt and disposition of rations for compliance with
existing directives and regulations.

c. As supply officer, he supervises the requisition,
receipt, storage, issue, salvage, and maintenance of
supplies and equipment. He conducts inventories of
supplies and equipment both in the supply room and
in the hands of unit personnel, and checks records
of supplies and equipment.

d. As transportation officer, he supervises the in-
spection and maintenace of company motor vehicles
and heavy engineer equipment. He approves rou-
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tine operation and directs the special dispatching of
vehicles. He supervises inspection for proper care
and preventive maintenance. He anticipates main-
tenance requirements and keeps informed of the lo-
cation of facilities for major repair and parts supply.
He advises the company commander on motor trans-
port problems.

e. He assists in maintaining and policing unit
facilities.

54. COMPANY CLERK

The company clerk is an administrative assistant
to the unit administrator. He has a portable type-
writer and a field desk. He performs various cleri-
cal and typing duties at the company level. These
duties include typing, filing, maintaining, or posting
various personnel reports, orders, company corre-
spondence, training reports, and similar administra-
tive papers. The company clerk is provided in the
cadre. He is trained to type accurately 35 or more
words per minute and must have a good knowledge
of military correspondence. He also is familiarized
with all regulations, manuals, and procedures per-
taining to administration at the company level, with
the T/O&E of the company, and with the military
occupational specialties represented therein.

55. MESS SECTION

a. Organization. The mess section consists of a
mess steward, first and second cooks, and a cook's
helper.
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b. Ditties of Mess Personrel.
(1) The mess steward supervises and controls

the activities of the mess personnel. He
prepares menus from the master menu, su-
pervises the preparation and serving of the
meals, inspects delivered supplies for con-
dition and quantity, keeps mess records,
and sees that proper sanitary and dietetic
principles are followed at all times.

(2) The cooks prepare and serve the meals un-
der the direction of the mess steward. They
set up, operate, and maintain the field
ranges.

(3) The cook',s helper helps the cooks prepare
and serve the food and maintain kitchen
equipment. He also helps set up and cam-
ouflage the kitchen, and drives the mess
truck.

c. Employment and Operations. The mess sec-
tion normally operates as a unit to feed the entire
company. When platoons of the company are sep-
arated from the company bivouac, food for the pla-
toon may be cooked in the company kitchen and
transported to the platoon in insulated containers.
The 250-gallon water trailer, pulled by the mess
truck, is filled with potable water at water points,
and kept with the kitchen to supply water for cook-
ing and mess operations. It may be used to haul
drinking water to augmenlt.the water in organic wa-
ter cans.

d. Training. The training of the mess section in
general and basic subjects is given with the pro-
visional headquarters platoon. Since the mess stew-
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ard and six cooks are supplied in the cadre, initial
training of a mess section is not a difficult problem.
However, replacements must be trained in anticipa-
tion of furnishing a cadre to another unit. Special-
ist schools or apprentice training are used.

56. SUPPLY SECTION

a. Organization. The supply section consists of
a supply sergeant, an engineer supply specialist, an
armorer, and a light-truck driver.

b. Duties of Supply Personnel.

(1) The supply sergeant supervises the activi-
ties of the supply section. Based on the
needs of the platoons and sections, he pre-
pares requisitions; he also prepares survey
reports, memoranldum receipts, and other
forms related to the receipt, storage, and
issue of supplies. He checks supplies re-
ceived, issued, or shipped, and reports dis-
crepancies noted in quantity, quality, or
physical condition. He keeps the company
property books and is responsible for the
general condition of the company supply
room.

(2) The engineer supply specialist helps the
supply sergeant in the execution of his du-
ties and performs such duties as directed
by the supply sergeant. He particularly
supervises, or assists in, the procurement,
receipt, storage, and issue of engineer sup-
plies and equipment. He must be qualified
to replace the supply sergeant.
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(3) The armorer maintains, services, and makes
minor repairs on the ordnance weapons of
the company. He sends all weapons requir-
ing major repairs to the battalion supply
section for repair by appropriate ordnance
shops. He also fires the .50-caliber machine
gun.

(4) The truck driver performs duties as shown
in paragraph 19. He also performs some
supply duties such as pick-up and delivery
of supplies.

c. Emvployment and Operations. The supply sec-
tion handles the procurement of supplies needed by
the company. Normally, the company supply section
deals directly with the battalion supply section in
procuring the supplies, and then reissues such sup-
plies directly to the using company unit or indi-
vidual. However, rations, expendable motor vehi-
cle supplies, and petroleum products are issued
directly by the S4 to the mess section and equipment
and maintenance section respectively.

d. ]'raining. The training of the supply section
in general and basic subjects is given with the pro-
visional headquarters platoon. See paragraph 8S.
A supply sergeant is provided in the cadre and trains
the supply specialist. The battalion S4 may organ-
ize schools on a battalion level to improve and su-
pervise the technical training of the supply sergeant
and specialist. The driver may be trained in a bat-
talion driver's school. The armorer is preferably
trained in an ordnance armorer's school of the
division or service.
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57. EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE SECTION

a. Organization. The equipment and maintenance
section consists of a motor sergeant, wheeled-vehicle
and construction-equipment mechanics, a mechanic's
helper, electrician, heavy-truck driver, and dozer and
air7compressor operators.

b. Duties of Equipment and Maintenance Per-
sonnel.

(1) The motor sergeant supervises the work of
the equipment and maintenance section.
He inspects the performance of preventive
and organizational maintenance and helps
the mechanics when necessary. He keeps
maintenance rosters on all company vehicles
and equipment, and maintains records on
the use and care of supplies in the motor
pools. He supervises the dispatch of
vehicles.

(2) The mechanics perform organizational in-
spections, maintenance, and repair on the
automotive and construction equipment of
the company as directed by the motor ser-
geant. They also help the motor sergeant
during inspections and organizational pre-
ventive maintenance services. One of the
wheeled-vehicle mechanics operates and
maintains the section's 3/%-ton truck.

(3) The electrician'can install interior wiring in
small buildings erected by the company, or
can make minor repairs to wiring in cap-
tured structures being utilized. When not
so engaged he assists the mechanics in main-
tenance of vehicles and equipment.
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(4) The heavy-truck driver is responsible for
the operation Qf the 6-ton truck tractor and
the 20-ton trailer which normlally carries
the angledozer. At othelr tinmes, the truck
and trailer may be use(l to carry other heavy
and bulky loads. When his vehicle is idle,
the driver may help in other motor park
operations as required by the motor sergeant.

(5) 'The twoo do-er operators are provided for
double-shift operations. They operate and
maintain the comlpanly anlgledozer.

(6) The air-cl?.?'res.sor operators niailitain and
operate the air compressor and(l supervise the
olperation of the accoilipanylinig )Iitelmnatic
equipment. They maintain and may oper-
ate the pneumatic equipmenlit. One of the
operators drives the air-comn-pressor truck.

c. Employnent and Ope.ationx. The equilImenlt
and maintenance section performs organizational
maintenanice on all vehicles anld niechanlical engilneer
equipmnent of the comipany. It also furnishes a smnall
equilpment pool, composed of the dozer and air conl-
pressor, for use by the platoons as assigned by the
company comll-lander. Preventive maintenance on0
vehicles aird equipment of the section is performed by
the responsible operator.

d. Training.

(1) The trainimng of the equipment and Inainte-
nalnce section in general anld basic subjects
is given with the prbvisionlal headquarters
platoon. See paragraph 66.

(2) Members of the equipment and maintenance
section are given specialist training in a bat-
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talion school, in a service school, or by on-
the-job training.

(3) A motor sergeant, wheeled-vehicle mechanic,
and a dozer operator are provided in the
cadre to assist in training. See FM 25-10.

Section XV. COMPANY EMPLOYMENT AND
PIONEERING OPERATIONS

58. COMPANY EMPLOYMENT

a. The engineer combat companies are normally
employed i.n support of the infantry regiments, but
remain under control of the division engineer to in-
sure flexibility of effort. A typical assignment is
for companies A, B, and C to be placed in direct sup-
port of the 1st, 2d, and 3d infantry regiments, re-
spectively, with company D held back in general
support, executing engineer missions in the division
area, but always prepared to assist or relieve any of
the forward companies.

b. Each company may be given area assignments
or, infrequently, task assignments. Area assign-
ments in turn are normally broken down into platoon
tasks. In a task assignment, such as the construc-
tion of a fixed or floating bridge within the'divisional
area, the company may work as a unit. The com-
pany may also be employed as part of the battalion;
for example, when the battalion is committed as in-
fantry.

c. The company can operate independent of the
battalion, when attached to another unit. The com-
pany may be attached when centralized control by
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the battalion is difficult. This condition exists dur-
ing pursuit and during. isolated operations such as
those given separate combat team task forces.

d1. Many assignments will necessitate staggered
work hours, continuous operation in shifts, or even
extended periods of operation without relief. The
company commander must balance the effects of fa-
tigue on his men and lack of servicing his equipment
against the urgencies of the situation.

59. PIONEERING

a. Constrtection. The company, as a unit, per-
forms the same type of construction tasks as the pla-
toons. Because. of the supervision and coordination
provided by company headquarters, it can accom-
plish much larger missions. The company, when re-
inforced with additional heavy equipment, is able to
perform heavy construction tasks. Although the
company has no organic bridging material, it can
construct timber (fig.. 15), pontoon, and panel
bridges when the necessary materials and equipage
are available. It can also construct small buildings
and can build and maintain hasty, expedient, and
surfaced roads. Company projects also include lay-
ing mine fields and constructing all types of obsta-
cles.

b. Desttrction. Normally, the company com-
mander plans destructive works in accordance with
specifications from the battalion commander. The
platoons then execute the plans under supervision of
company headquarters (pars- 20 and 38). Items to
be destroyed include buildings, bridges, culverts,
water works, power stations, abandoned airplanes
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and supplies, railroad facilities, disabled vehicles,
and obstacles of all types.

c. Reconnaissance. The company commander di-
rects general engineer reconnaissance continually,
and as specified by the battalion commander. Recon-
naissance patrols are operated for the battalion or
the supported infantry regiment, as required. Fre-
quently, special reconnaissance is made to secure de-
tailed information on a specific subject or for a
special purpose. The company rarely executes
reconnaissance missions as a unit. Patrols are usu-
ally composed of platoons, squads, or selected groups
of men under company officers, depending on the
mission at hand (fig. 16).

Section XVI. COMPANY COMBAT OPERATIONS

60. THE ADVANCE AND ATTACK

In the advance and attack, the general mission of
the company is to facilitate the forward movement
of the attacking force. Normal' engineer tasks
include-

a. Performing engineer reconnaissance.
b. Repairing and maintaining roads and trails.
c. Repairing, strengthening, and maintaining

bridges.
d. Constructing bridges and bypasses.
e. Removing, neutralizing, or destroying all types

of man-made and natural obstacles to the forward
movement (fig. 17).

/. Assisting the flank security by constructing ob-
stacles in likely avenues of enemy attack.
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g. Assisting in the organization of captured
ground.

h. Assisting in providing engineer supplies, espe-
cially water and maps.

61. THE DEFENSE

In the defense, the coimpany is normally retained
under control of the division engineer and is given
area or task assignments. Normal engineer tasks
include:

a. Performing engineer reconnaissance.
b. Repairing, maintaining, or constructing roads

and trails.
e. Constructing shelters, command posts, observa-

tion posts, and special field works.
d. Providing technical assistance to other troops

in preparing defensive positions, inclutding barbed
wire and weapons emplacements.

e. Providing fortification materials and engineer
equipment, if not done by battalion S4.

f. Laying and recording mine fields and construct-
ing other obstacles (fig. 18).

g. Aiding in camouflage and the clearing of fields
of fire.

h. Preparing alternate positions and erecting bar-
riers in depth.

i. Participating in combat as infantry.
j. Assisting in flank andl rear-area security.

62. RETROGRADE MOVEMENT

During a retrograde movement, the company com-
mander directs the platoons in preparing successive
defensive positions and obstacles, in impeding the
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Figure 18. Enginteers layig milislC field.

progress of the enemy, and in aiding the evacuation
of friendly troops. The company is normally
charged with the destruction of specific bridges (fig.
19) and with the destruction of supplies and equip-
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ment which cannot be evacuated. It also aids in
flank and rear-area security.

63. RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

In river-crossing operations the company normally
operates as part of the battalion (sec. XII, ch. 15).
Among the company's tasks are-

a. Operating boltts, rafts, or ferries (fig. 20). See
TM 5-271.

b. Removing obstacles, including mines and booby
traps, from near and far shores.

o. Constructing or repairing approach roads, abut-
ments, and landing sites.

d. Improving assembly areas.
e. Providing guides for boat groups.
f. Performing engineer reconnaissance.
g. Providing engineer support to infantry units

on the far shore.

64. SECURITY

a. The company commander is responsible for
security of the company while performing engineer
tasks, unless another unit is specifically. assigned the
mission (fig. 21). On projects forward of the main
line of resistance, the supported unit normally
furnishes the security for the working party in order
to release the engineers for maximum effort on the
project.

b. If the company is working closely with, and in
the immediate vicinity of, infantry troops, the
security is provided by the infantry commander.
However, when the company is working, moving
(fig. 22), or living alone, the security force must come
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Figure 21. Provide all-aroitnd local defense for a working
party.

from the company. The size of the security detach-
ment depends on the terrain, the proximity and
strength of the enemy, and the probability of attack.

65. INFANTRY COMBAT

Although seldom used as infantry, the company
must be well-trained in infantry tactics for two rea-
sons. First, all or part of the company may be at-
tacked while at work and have to fight its way out.
Second, when engineers are committed as infantry,
the situation is so grave that the success or failure of
a whole operation may depend on the engineers'
successful assumption of the infaintry role. When
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the company is committed as infantry, it reorganizes
to improve its fighting potential. See section XVI,
chapter 5, and appendix III of this manual.

Section XVII. COMPANY TRAINING
66. GENERAL

a. Individual training and training of the squads,
platoons, and company headquarters sections have
been discussed earlier in this chapter. If the per-
sonnel of company headquarters have not had basic
military and engineer training before joining the
company, they are normally grouped as a provisional
headquarters platoon under the company executive
officer for this training. Since most of the company
headquarters personnel must perform operational
duties concurrent with training, special care must
be taken to arrange appropriate training hours for
them.

b. The company commander plans the company
training program according to training directives
and policies provided by the battalion commander.
Proficiency in basic engineering subjects on the part
of all the men in the company is stressed. It is more
general for platoon commanders to train their own
platoons, than for each officer in the company to
teach a separate subject to the entire company. Full
advantage should be taken of various school quotas
for the training of specialists.

c. Company training is of two types. In one type,
the whole company works on one project and mem-
bers of all elements of the company learn to work
together as a team. This type of training is prac-
tical for such subjects as construction, particularly
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bridge construction and infantry combat. In the
other type of training, the platoons are working on
different tasks and members of the command, mess,
supply, equipment and maintenance, and communli-
cation sections learn how to support work elements
most effectively. This type of company training is
practical for all subjects. Both types of training
are vital to the successful operation of the company.
For further training information, see section II,
chapter 5, of this manual.

67. TRAINING OTHER ARMS AND SERVICES

The company is sometimes called on to conduct
demonstrations of mine laying or clearing, bridge
construction, or other engineer functions for the
training of nonengineer troops of the division.
Most demonstrations, however, are staged by a
platoon or squad (secs. VI and XI above). The
company commander furnishes specialists who in-
struct other troops: The subjects taught include:
mine warfare, use of explosives, camouflage, field
fortifications, and bridging and roadbuilding ex-
pedients. The instructors are usually the company
officers or key noncommissioned officers.
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CHAPTER 3

HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY

Section I. GENERAL

68. MISSION

The mission of headquarters and service company
is threefold. It furnishes enlisted personnel for
battalion headquarters, it furnishes all company-
level administration and administrative support for
battalion headquarters, and it furnishes certain bat-
tal on-level service and combat support for the entire
battalion.

69. ORGANIZATION

Headquarters and service company consists of the
enlisted personnel who wyork in battalion headquar-
ters, a company headquarters, and three operating
plaltoons. The three platoons are the assault pla-
toon, the bridge platoon, and the equipment and
maintenance platoon. The organization, duties, and
training of the men comprising the battalion head-
qularters sections are detailed in chapter 4. The com-
pany headquarters (fig. 23) and three platoons are
discussed in the following sections of this chapter.
Normally, the medical detachnlent is attached to
headquarters and service company for administra-
tion to include rations, quarters, supply, maintenance,
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personnel matters, and some general military train-
ing (sec. XII below).

70. HEADQUARTERS FUNCTION

Headquarters and service company provides the
enlisted men for battalion headquarters. These men
are assigned to the various sections of battalion
headquarters and are under the operational control
of the officer heading that section. The company
feeds, clothes, houses, and pays these men, and is
responsible for their conduct when they are not at
their duty section. These men are normally released
to the company commander for necessary military
training and administrative duties (par. 117), but
the concurrence of the section chief is obtained be-
fore rosters and schedules are released.

71. SERVICE FUNCTION

The service function of headquarters and service
company is direct and tangible. It feeds, clothes,
and houses battalion headquarters personnel. It pro-
vides transportation and organizational maintelnance
for battalion headquarters sections. It provides an
equipment pool for the battalion as a whole but does
not provide battalion-level supply or mainteniance.
since these functions are performed by the respective
sections of battalion headquarters. The company
does have a combat support function which is dis-
charged by the assault platoon.

72. EQUIPMENT POOL

Headquarters and service company has two sepa-
rate equipment pools. In the construction-equip-
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ment pool, the equipment is maintained, delivered,
and operated by personnel of the equipment and
maintenance platoon. This pool consists of several
pieces of organic equipment supplemented. by other
equipment drawn from army engineer depots as re-
quired, and is available to any of the combat com-
panies. The other equipment pool consists entirely
of bridging equipment and is maintained and trans-
ported by the bridge platoon. This equipment is also
available to all the combat companies and can be
supplemented by equipment from an army engineer
depot.

Section 11. ASSAULT PLATOON

73. MISSION

The mission of the assault platoon is to provide
armored engineer support to troops where deemed
necessary by the battalion commander. Such sup-
port may be armored carrier protection or limited
equipment operation under fire. Fire support can be
given by the platoon in emergencies.

74. ORGANIZATION

The assault platoon consists of a commissioned
platoon commander, his truck driver, and five tank
dozer teams. The platoon sergeant commands the
lead tank dozer. Detailed organization is shown in
'figure 24.

75. DUTIES OF ASSAULT PLATOON PERSONNEL

a. The platoon conmlallder performs, generally,
those duties listed in paragraph 32, applying them to
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the tank dozer crews instead of to squads. In addi-
tion, he must pay close attention to the maintenance
of the tank dozers and their weapons.

b. The platoon sergeant performs generally those
duties listed in paragraph 33 applying them to tank
dozer crews instead of to the squads. He is not a
combat construction foreman. If two or more of the
platoon tank dozers are detached from the platoon
on a. single mission, the platoon sergeant may be used
as a detachment commander. He commands a tank
dozer in normal operations.

c. The tank dozer conmmnander is responsible for
the control and coordination of the crew. He di-
rects the operation of the tank dozer to take advan-
tage of cover and maneuver. He directs the fire of
the tank dozer and fires the .50-caliber machine gun
or submachine gun as required. He maintains inter-
tank-dozer and tank dozer-company communication
and supervises the maintenance of the tank dozer,
arms, and equipment.

d. The tank dozer gunner fires the tank gun and
submachine gun to destroy enemy personnel, equip-
ment, vehicles, obstacles, and other targets.

e. The cannoneer loads the tank, assists in operat-
ing the tank radio and performs other duties as di-
rected by the tank dozer commander.

f. The tank dozer operator is responsible for the
operation of the tank dozer and dozer blade and per-
forms preventive echelon maintenance. He can fire
the .30-caliber machine gun or a submachine gun as
required.

g. The demolition specialist is the assistant tank
dozer operator and with the dual controls is able to
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take over the operation of the tank dozer and dozer
blades at any time. He performs demolitions as di-
rected. Wn:hen necessary, he fires the .30-caliber ma-
chine gun or a submachine gun.

h. The truck driver drives the 3/4 -ton truck for the
platoon commander and performs duties as shown in
paragraph 18.

76. ASSAULT PLATOON EMPLOYMENT

The assault platoon is employed in support of
other combat units in the battalion. Tank dozers
are normally attached singly ori in pairs to the com-
bat companies for a specific engineer mission. How-
ever, they may be employed as a complete platoon or
any part thereof. Normally the battalion S3 rec-
ommends to the battalion commander attachment of
all or part of the assault platoon to companies to give
armored support to battalion operations.

77. PIONEERING

a. The tank dozers of the assault platoon can
clear wrecked vehicles and debris from roads and
streets, aid in removal of antitank and other obsta-
cles, fill in shell holes and ditches, and do all normal
rough dozer operations in connection with roads,
fords, bridges, and the like.. A tank dozer cannot,
however, be expected to do the same amount or qual-
ity of work as that done by a heavy crawler tractor.
When operating under small arms fire, with the tank
dozer buttoned up, the operator cannot work effec-
tively within close limits. In this case the com-
mander of a pilot tank, off to one side and in radio
communication with the operating tank, must help
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orient the commander of the operating tank and
give him needed information.

b. In its capacity as an armored equipment and
personnel carrier, the tank dozer aids in hasty dem-
olitions. This function may be conducted from
within the tank or by personnel outside the tank
who are protected by it.

78. TRAINING

General training of personnel of the assault pla-
toon is provided by the company commander of
headquarters and service company. A platoon ser-
geant and tank dozer commander are provided in
the cadre to assist in training. In addition to gen-
eral training, the members of each tank dozer crew
must be given thorough training in their specialties
and possible alternate assignments. Smooth co-
ordination and functioning by the tank dozer crews
must be emphasized in combined operations of foot
and mechanized units. Primary training emphasis
is placed on operation of the tank dozer as a valuable
item of engineer heavy equipment. Secondary em-
phasis is given to its use as a tank in combat.

Section III. ASSAULT PLATOON COMBAT OPERATIONS

79. THE ADVANCE AND ATTACK

In the advance and attack the assault platoon or
a portion of the assault platoon performs such mis-
sions as will facilitate the advance of the supported
unit. These missions may include:

a. Improvement and clearing of roads and streets
(fig. 25).
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b. Destruction and removal of obstacles other than
mines. However, the demolition snake or similar
mine clearing device may be used.

c. Destruction of pillboxes and other enemy
defenses.

d. Improvement and construction of bridge ap-
proaches and fords.

e. Delivery of limited support fire in emergencies.

80. THE DEFENSE

The assault platoon in the defense aids in the con-
struction of defense areas and in the active defense
of such areas. Its tasks include:

a. Dozer work such as clearing fields of fire, filling
craters, excavating, and rough grading.

b. Provision of armored carriers for the transpor-
tation of amnmunition, explosives, or demolition
personnel.

c. Defense of obstacles or other antimechanized
defense when required.

81. RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

During retrograde movements the assault platoon
performs tasks which facilitate the movement of
friendly troops, hinder the movement of the enemy,
and deny the enemy valuable facilities. Such tasks
may be performed by dozer work, destruction by
demolitions, or fire in defense of obstacles and
barriers.

82. RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

In a river-crossing operation the assault platoon
can help in-
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a. Bypassing obstacles and destroying enemy de-
fenses on both near and far banks.

b. Constructing or repairing approach roads,
abutments, and landing sites.

c. Improving at-tack positions and initial assem-
bly areas.

83. ASSAULT OF FORTIFIED POSITIONS

The assault platoon calln be used to great advantage
in an assault of a fortified position because of its
armor protection, fire power, mobility under fire,
and special accessories. The platoon can help in the
following tasks:

a. Destruction and removal of obstacles by-
(1) Direct fire.
(2) Placing of demolitions and removal of

mines by hand.
(3) Use of a demnolition snake or similar mine-

clearing device.
(4) Mechanical breaching with the dozer blade.
(5) Blinding pillboxes by pushing earth over

their embrasures.
b. Surmounting or bridging of obstacles by-

(1) Filling craters and ditches.
(2) Laying mat over heavy wire entangleiments,

or crushing or pulling out light wire en-
tanglements.

c. Rapid construction and matintenance of routes
into and through the gap in the fortified position.

84. SECURITY

When security is not furnished by the supported
unit, the assault platoon commander must set up his
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own local security. The platoon commander em-
ploys such measures as concealment, defilade, cover,
and a system of outposts. If no infantry or engi-
neer foot troops are teamed with the tank dozers. at
least one crew member per dozer is dismounted to
serve as sentinel and observer.

85. INFANTRY COMBAT

See appendix III.

Section IV. BRIDGE PLATOON

86. MISSION

The mission of the bridge platoon is to furnish, on
short notice, bridge equipment and technical assist-
ance in its construction which will enable divisional
units to cross creeks, narrow rivers, gorges, and
ravines with minimum delay. The bridging equip-
ment is especially suitable for hasty or short-gap
bridging, as well as for floating bridging. Equip-.
ment for deliberate river crossings and for more
permanent bridges is supplied by corps and army
engineer units, since the division may need the bridge
platoon in its operations on the far side of the river.
The vehicular loading plan of the bridge platoon
readily permits attachment of appropriate loads of
bridge sections to combat companies.

87. ORGANIZATION

The bridge platoon consists of two fixed sections,
a float section, and a platoon headquarters. It is
organized this way to permit efficient transportation
and use of the treadway, widened, steel, floating
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bridge. Organization and vehicles are shown in
figure 26.

Section V. FIXED SECTIONS

88. ORGANIZATION

Each fixed bridge section consists of a section ser-
geant, an assistant section sergeant, bridge special-
ists, and one bridge helper.

89. DUTIES OF FIXED SECTION PERSONNEL

a. The section sergeant is responsible for the disci-
pline, control, and conduct of the section. He may
operate a hand-carried voice radio borrowed from
platoon headquarters, fire the .50-caliber machine
gun, or fire the rocket launcher. He directs and su-
pervises the maintenance, security, training, and
operational activities of his section. He provides
technical assistance to the combat compainies in the
loading, unloading, construction, maintenance, and
dismantling of the bridge.

b. T'he assistant section sergeant performs duties
as assigned by the section sergeant and commands the
section in the absence of the latter. He may operate
a hand-carried voice radio, fire the .50-caliber ma-
chine gun, or fire the rocket launcher. He provides
technical assistance in loading, unloading, construc-
tion, maintenance, and dismantling of the bridge.

c. The bridge specialists and br4dge helper are
heavy- and light-truck drivers, respectively. They
assist and supervise the loading and unloading of
their trucks. They are qualified to supervise and
assist in construction or dismantling of the bridge.
They are trained in both day and night convoy opera-
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tions and perform driver duties as given in para-
graph 18.

90. EMPLOYMENT

The fixed bridge section, with a complete 24-foot
bridge carried on each 6-ton bridge truck, can sup-
port another unit as a section, as any part of the
section, or as part of the bridge platoon, depending
on the type and length of bridge required at the site.

91. OPERATIONS

a. River-crossing Operations. Each fixed section
has sufficient bridging equipment to erect up to one
70-foot-span fixed bridge. The equipment of both
fixed sections, using the four 50-ton trestles, can be
combined to erect up to one 142-foot-span, fixed
bridge. Both of these maximum-length bridges can
support the division load. For crossing deep or
wider rivers, the equipment of the two fixed sections
is used with that of the float section to construct a
floating bridge or rafts.

1,. Short-span bridging. The equipment of each
fixed section is especially adapted to short-span
bridcginlg. The equipment (load "A," fig. 26) car-
ried on the three 6-ton bridge trucks is sufficient to
build fixed bridges of two 34-foot spans, three 22-foot
spans, or six 10-foot spans. See tables III and IV
for clear spans and capacities. One 6-ton bridge
truck with load "A" or an entire fixed section, plus
a truck-mounted crane, can be attached to an engi-
neer combat unit to provide bridging equipment for
short gaps, as required.
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Table III. Capacity for Treadways Unsupported Over Short
Gaps

Number of treadways / Capacity in tons
in span /

Clear span Type of crossing

Over-all
lenfgth Safe Caution Riskof span

2 treadways
20 91 110 140

24 ft 222 79 94 120

3 treadways 24 69 80 103
26 50. 69 92
28 53 61 82
30 48 54 73
32 44 49 65

36 ft 2 34 40 45 57

4 treadways 3 36 30 34 50
38 27 31 46
40 25 28 43
42 23 26 40
44 21 24 37

48 ft 246 20 23 34

5 treadway 3 48 19 22 31
50 18 21 30
52 18 20 28
54 17 19 27
56 16 18 25

60 ft 2 58 16 18 24

Plywood treadway lane ----- up to 34 16 18 24

' For capacities of 2-treadway span bridges without transverse stiffeners de-
crease capacities by 20 percent.

2 Maximum length gap which can be bridged with a single-span treadway is
2 feet less than the over-all bridge length, to allow a minimum bearing length of
1 foot at each abutment.

3 For bridges longer than 36 feet, normally the plywood treadway is omitted
and the bridge width is reduced to the narrow type of erection as shown in FM
5-35.
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c. Security. The weapons of the fixed section pro-
vide some protection against foot troops, and against
air and mechanized attacks. Since the weapons and
men are few, particular care must be taken to use
cover, concealment, and camouflage techniques.
When the section, or any part thereof, is attached to
a, combat unit, the security plan of the combat unit
includes protection of the fixed bridge section.

Section VI. FLOAT SECTION

92. ORGANIZATION

The float section consists of a section sergeant, an
assistant section sergeant, bridge specialists, bridge
helpers, and powerboat operators.

93. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL

The section sergeant, assistant section sergeant,
bridge specialists, and bridge helpers'bhave generally
the same type of duties as those in the fixed sections
(par. 89). The powerboat operators maintain and
operate the outboard motors and instruct other per-
sonnel in their operation. One of the operators main-
tains and operates the 25-foot powerboat (fig. 27).

94. EMPLOYMENT

The float section may be attached. as a whole or in
part, to a combat unit with a bridging or rafting mis-
sion. The number of trucks and types of loads at-
tached to another unit depends on the number and
length of fixed bridges, length of floating bridge, or
number and size of rafts required.
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95. OPERATIONS

a. River-crossing Operations. The section equip-
ment is used primarily for floating bridges and raft-
ing and for crossing troops in a hasty river crossing.
The maximum length of floating bridge which can be
constructed within the float section is 144 feet. Com-
bined with the bridging equipment of the two fixed
sections, 288 feet of floating bridge may be erected.
Assault boats and the 25-foot powerboat ale available
as required. Outboard motors are provided for pro-'
pelling rafts and double or singrle assault boats, or for
aiding in the constrllction of the floatinll bridge.

b. Security. Security of the float section follows,
generally, that of a fixed section (par. 91).

Section VII. PLATOON HEADQUARTERS

96. MISSION

The platoon headquarters of the bridge platoon
provides a command channel from battalion and
company headquarters to the platoon. The platoon
commander plans and supervises the operations of
the fixed and floatingr sections.

97. ORGANIZATION

The platoon headquarters consists of the platoon
commander, platoon sergeant, bridge helper, and
radio operator.

98. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL

a. The platoon comnvander performs, generally,
those duties listed in paragraph 32, applying them
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to sections rather than to squads. In addition, he is
responsible for maintenance and transportation of
the bridge. He may provide technical assistance in
the construction of the bridge, or he may direct and
supervise its construction or dismantling.

b. The platoon sergeant performs, generally, those
duties listed in paragraph 33 for a combat company
platoon sergeant except those pertaining to general
construction. He may also provide technical as-
sistance in construction and dismantling of the
bridge.

c. The radio operator drives the 1/4 -ton truck. He
operates, maintains, and makes minor repairs to the
radio and converter mounted in the ¾/-ton truck.

d. The bridge helper drives the 3/ 4-ton truck and
may assist in bridging tasks as directed.

Section VIII. PLATOON OPERATIONS AND
TRAINING

99. BRIDGE PLATOON EMPLOYMENT

The bridge platoon is employed as a whole, in sec-
tions, in parts of sections, or by any combination of
these in support of combat units as described for em-
ployment of the fixed section and the float section.
The platoon or elements of the platoon are attached
to the combat companies for specific missions by the
battalion commander upon recommendation by the
battalion S3. The bridging equipment must not be
wasted on nonessential bridging or where other
means are avialable. When used, organic bridging
is picked up again at the earliest opportunity for
reemployment on forward bridging tasks.
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100. OPERATIONS

See paragraphs 91, 94, and 95.

101. TRAINING

a. The training of the bridge platoon is coordi-
nated with headquarters and service company com-
mander for general training. Training in the use
of platoon bridge and boat equipment is done on a
platoon basis. Eacli bridge specialist and helper is
trained to give technical assistance in the portion of
bridge carried on his truck. Special training is
given the motorboat operators in the operation and
handling of the outboard motors and assault boats so
they, in turn, can instruct other troops. Emphasis
must be placed on having all personnel acquire a
thorough knowledge of the care, maintenance, em-
ployment, loading, unloading, construction, dis-
mantling, transportation, and characteristics of the
bridge. In addition, all platoon personnel should
become familiar with the operation and handling of
the outboard motors and assault boats.. They
should also know the characteristics, capabilities;
and operational techniques of all platoon weapons.
The use of dispersion, cover, and concealment as se-
curity measures must be emphasized.

b. Combined training with the combat companies
must be emphasized since the bridge platoon nor-
mally transports the bridge and boat equipment to
the bridge or crossing site, and then turns it over
to a component of the engineer battalion. The latter
erects and operates the equipment, with technical
assistance from personnel of the bridge platoon.
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c. A platoon sergeant and three section sergeants
are provided in the cadre to assist in training.

Section IX. EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE
PLATOON

102. MISSION

The equipment and maintenance platoon contains
engineer construction equipment and equipment op-
erators to supplement those of the combat companies.
In addition, the platoon performs organizational
maintenance on vehicles for battalion headquarters,
headquarters and service company and the medical
detachment.

103. ORGANIZATION

The platoon consists of a platoon leader, a motor
sergeant, construction-machinery foreman, mechan-
ics, mechanics helpers, truck drivers, and grader, air
compressor, crane, and tractor operators. Each item
of construction equipment in the platoon has two
operators, making double-shift operation possible.
Detailed organization and equipment are shown in
figure 28.

104. DUTIES OF EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE
PLATOON PERSONNEL

a. The platoon leader supervises the equipment
and maintenance platoon. He is responsible for its
discipline, training, and manner of performance of
work. His duties include:

(1) Directing and supervising company main-
tenance, repair, and inspections of the
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vehicles and construction equipment of
headquarters and service company, battalion
staff sections, and the medical detachment.

(2) Setting up maintenance schedules on vehi-
cles and equipment in accordance with exist-
ing directives.

(3) Checking incoming repair work to deter-
mine the amount and nature of repairs.
The equipment and maintenance platoon
should not attempt repair work which is
the responsibility of a higher echelon.

(4) Inspecting shop operations to insure that
repair schedules are maintained and that
correct methods are being used.

(5) Directing and supervising the dispatch and
use of platoon transportation and construc-
tion equipment.

(6) Assisting the battalion commander and his
staff in planning and directing the employ-
ment of platoon equipment.

(7) Providing technical assistance to the sup-
ported unit in the use and capabilities of
the equipment.

(8) Organizing and conducting schools for the
training of personnel in operation, preven-
tive and organizational maintenance of
engineer equipment and automotive vehicles.

b. The Motor sergeant is second in command of
the platoon. He helps the platoon leader in his duties
and commands the platoon in his absence. His pri-
mary responsibility is supervision of the operation
of the company shop and the dispatch of company
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motor vehicles. He submits necessary reports and
obtains supplies for the operation of the platoon.

c. T'he construction-nmacilinery foreman helps the
platoon leader with the control, supervision, train-
ing, dispatch, and employment of the construction
equipment section of the platoon.

d. The truck drivers perform duties as shown in
paragraph 18. The heavy-truck drivers operate
the 6-ton trucks vwhich transport the dozers. The

alght-truck drivers operate the 1/4- and -5/4-ton trucks.
e. The Mwechanics include Mwheeled-vehicle me-

chanics, engineer-equipment mechan-ics, tracked-
vehicle mechanics, and mlechanic helpers. Each
performs inspections, repair, and organizational
maintenance as directed on his respective type of
vehicle or equipment. One of the whlleeled-vellicle
mechanics drives the 21/2 -ton dump truck.

f. The equipnment operators, two per piece of con-
struction equipment in the platoon, operate and per-
form preventive maintenance on their respective
pieces of equipment. The supported unit provides
additional operators for each piece of equipment
that is to be used for more than two-shift operations.

105. EMPLOYMENT

a. Employment of the equipment and mainte-
nance platoon is entirely separate from that of the
battalion maintenance section. No pooling of talent
and tools should be permitted. The drivers and
operators perform preventive maintenance and help
the mechanics with organizational maintenance.
The mechanics perform organizational maintenance
on all vehicles in headquarters and service company
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and those assigned to battalion headquarters staff
sections. Platoon employment parallels that of
the equipment and maintenance section of the com-
bat companies.

b. The mechanics work primarily within the
motor pool, but may be required individually to
perform emergency road service.

c. During combat, a roving maintenance team is
formed to contact each piece of equipment working
with the combat companies every 2 days, or more
often if required.

d. The construction equipment is employed in
support of the combat companies of the battalion.
The equipment pool may work as a unit, but in-
dividual operations are more common (fig. 29).

106. OPERATIONS
a. Equipmnent Pool.

(1) The construction equipment of the equip-
ment and maintenance platoon is used by
the combat company commanders to supple-
ment their own construction equipment
when necessary. Separate pieces of equip-
merit, with operators, are allotted by the
battalion commander for specific purposes
on the recommendation of the S3, and upon
completion of the project are returned to
headquarters and service company for in-
spection, maintenance, and reassignment
(fig. 30). The company commander of
headquarters and service company' is re-
sponsible for training the operators and
maintaining the equipment. The unit
commander using the equipment has opera-
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tional control over it. Qualified personnel
of the equipment and maintenance platoon
give technical assistance to the using com-
pany, to prevent abuse of the equipment
and to provide information on its use, capa-
bility, operation, and employment.

(2) The equipment pool can operate as an inde-
pendent platoon directly under the battalion
S3, other staff officers, or company executive
officer, since it has the supervisory personnel
necessary. In this case the platoon may be
supplemented by equipment, such as dump
trucks, from combat companies or the bat-
talion supply section.

(3) As an example, the battalion might be called
on to perform maintenance on a heavily
traveled road. The job might involve op-
erating a quarry, hauling the gravel, and
grading the road. This would require much
equipment but few men. The equipment
and maintenance platoon, supplemented by
necessary personnel and equipment from
other elements of the battalion, would ful-
fill this requirement.

(4) The equipment is adequate for most heavy
engineer construction work encountered in
the construction, maintenance, and repair
of routes of communications. See FM 5-10
and TM 5-252.

b. Maintenance. Preventive maintenance on the
construction equipment of the equipment pool is
done by the equipment operators. Company main-
tenance on all headquarters and service company and
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medical detachment vehicles and construction equip-
ment is done by the mechanics of the equipment and
maintenance platoon under the supervision of the
motor sergeant, construction-machinery foreman,
and platoon leader.

c. Security. The weapons in the equipment and
maintenance platoon provide limited protection
against foot troops and air and mechanized attacks.
However, the primary means of security is careful
use of cover, concealment, and camouflage techniques.
When the platoon or any part thereof is attached to
combat units, the security plan of the combat unit
includes protection of the attached unit. During
infantry combat the platoon is placed with the rear
echelon with some of its personnel used as wire crews,
litter bearers, or replacements.

107. TRAINING

a. General training of equipment and maintenance
platoon personnel is coordinated with the headquar-
ters and service company commander.

b. Specialist training of equipment operators is
given in a platoon school or in a battalion heavy
equipment school supervised by the platoon leader of
the equipment and maintenance platoon. All opera-
tors must be thoroughly trained in the operation,
care, use, and capability of their own pieces of equip-
ment. Full advantage must be taken of service school
quotas.

c. Specialist training of the mechanics is given by
battalion, division, or service school, or by on-the-job
training (par. 151). Particular attention should be
given to the selection of men as mechanics whose
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qualification cards indicate adequate previous
experience.

d. A construction-machinery foreman, mechanics,
and mechanic's helpers are provided in the cadre to
assist in training.

Section X. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS

108. MISSION
The mission of company headquarters is to provide

administrative services for headquarters and service
company and battalion headquarters. These services
pertain, in the broad sense, to all of the requirements
of the personnel, including mess, supply, quarters,
supervision of non-duty-hour activities, and adcmin-
istrative records.

109. ORGANIZATION
Company headquarters is organized into command

and administrative echelons. The administrative
echelon contains the unit administrator, company
clerk, and mess and supply sections, but no motor
section because the equipment and maintenance pla-
toon performs this function. Detailed organization
is shown in figure 31.

Section XI. COMMAND ECHELON

110. ORGANIZATION
The command echelon consists of the company

commander, executive officer, first sergeant, radio
operator, bugler, orderlies, and fillers (fig. 31).

111. DUTIES OF COMMAND ECHELON PERSONNEL
a. The comnany commander has basically the same

administrative duties as the combat company com-
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mander (par. 50). However, because he loses opera-
tional control over the n-el in battalion headquarters
during duty hours, his problems are multiplied. He
must maintain close and cordial relations with the
heads of the various staff sections to discharge prop-
erly his administrative responsibilities to the officers
and enlisted men of these sections. In addition, he
normally is headquarters commnnandlant for battalion
headquarters. As such he-

(1) Provides for the local security of battalion
headquarters.

(2) Supervises the physical movement of bat-
talion headquarters and furnishes the neces-
sary men and transportation from heald-
quarters and service company.

(3) Supervises the headquarters mess and the
messing of casuals.

(4) Acts as headquarters billeting officer in co-
ordination with S1.

(5) Enforces traffic control regulations within
battalion headquarters and headquarters
and service company areas.

(6) For battalion motor marches, marks routes
and supervises activities of the guides and
the advance details.

b. The executive offi'cer has generally the same ad-
ministrative duties as the executive officer of an
engineer combat company. In addition, he main-
tains cordial relations with the battalion head-
quarters officers and assists the company com-
mander in his duties as headquarters commandant.
He may be used as the project engineer when the
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equipment and maintenance platoon is used as a work
unit on a special project.

c. The first sergeant has the same duties and quali-
fications as the first sergeant of a combat company
(par. 50), but he has an additional task of administra-
tive control of the enlisted men of battalion head-
quarters.

d. The radio operator operates the company head-
quatrters radio set in the battalion net. This radio
set is mounted in a 3/4-ton command weapons carrier
which the radio operator drives. This vehicle is
used primarily by the executive officer and first
sergeant.

e. The bugler drives a l/4 -ton truck for the com-
pany commander and acts as his messenger, but
nevertheless must perform' routine training and
housekeeping tasks under the first sergeant.

f. An orderly is authorized for the commanding
officer of each category I unit. Each orderly per-
forms duties as directed by the commander to whom
he is assigned.

g. The fillers are used on work details where needed
in fulfilling the company commander's headquarters
commandant function, and as understudies and re-
placements to company headquarters and the operat-
ing platoons. When the company participates in a
motor march, the fillers ride in designated trucks of
the staff sections.

Section XII. ADMINISTRATIVE ECHELON
112. ORGANIZATION

The administrative echelon consists of the unit
administrator (warrant officer), the company clerk,
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the mess section, and the supply section. It is super-
vised by the unit administrator (fig. 310).

113. UNIT ADMINISTRATOR
The warrant'officer unit administrator has the same

general duties as the unit administrator in an engi-
neer combat company (par. 53), except that he has
no transportation responsibilities.

114. COMPANY CLERK
The duties, employment, and training of the com-

pany clerk are identical with those of a combat com-
pany clerk (par. 54). His principal equipment is a
portable typewriter and a field desk. The head-
quarters and service company clerk is responsible for
the same record keeping on the enlisted personnel in
the battalion staff sections as that kept on the per-
sonnel in company headquarters and the platoons.

115. MESS SECTION

a. Organization. The mess section consists of a
mess steward, first cooks, second cooks, a cook's
helper, and a driver.

b. Duties of Mess Personnel. The duties of mess
personnel in headquarters and service company are
similar to those in a combat company (par. 55).
During training and rest periods when the battalion
is concentrated, the officers mess may include all offi-
cers of the battalion, but normally the company offi-
cers eat with the companies. When the battalion is
operating in two shifts, the mess personnel are di-
vided between these two shifts to provide adequate
food for all men regardless of their hours of work.
The driver is used in helping to set up the mess and
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in routine kitchen police duties when not drawing
rations or maintaining his vehicle. He is responsible
for maintenance of the 250-gallon water trailer and
for keeping it filled with potable water and available
at the kitchen. Mess personnel who cannot ride in
the mess truck are furnished transportation in the
company headquarters supply truck and certain staff
section vehicles.

c. Trainzing. The training of the mess section is
no particular problem except that the furnishing
of a cadre must be anticipated. The cadre consists
of the mess steward and cooks. Therefore a newly
activated unit must either find, or train on the job,
personnel to serve as food service apprentice and
a driver. As soon as the section is operating, addi-
tional personnel must be brought in from the fillers
or volunteers to be trained as cooks. When a cadre
is required, a mess steward, several of the regular
cooks and trainees can be furnished. Then the mess
section can be re-formed without undue difficulty.
Full advantage must be taken of quotas for cooks
and bakers schools.

116. SUPPLY SECTION
a. Organization. The supply section consists of

the supply sergeant, an engineer supply specialist,
an armorer, and a driver.

b. Duties of Supply Personnel. The duties of
personnel of the supply section of headquarters and
service company are similar to those of the corre-
spondinlg personnel in an engineer combat company
(par. 56).

c. Training. The cadre provides a supply ser-
geant who trains the supply specialists. The armorer
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is preferably trained in an ordnance school on divi-
sion level or higher, since his specialty is the main-
tenance of ordnance weapons. His effectiveness may
also be improved by self-study and on-the-job experi-
ence. The battalion S4 may organize schools on
the battalion level to improve and supervise the tech-
nical training of the supply personnel. General
military training of the section is given by the
headquarters and service company commander.

Section XIII. COMPANY OPERATIONS AND
TRAINING

117. OPERATION

Headquarters and service company does not oper-
ate technically or tactically as a unit except, possibly,
during extended infantry combat. Administratively,
the company feeds, clothes, supplies, quarters, and
handles the paperwork for all men in the battalion
headquarters and headquarters and service company.
The men of the battalion headquarters are usually
not available for such company duties as charge of
quarters and fatigue details, as these men perform
section duties on section rosters. During activation
and in peacetime, the section chiefs and the company
commander informally arrange their working sched-
ules to permit a portion of the battalion headquarters
personnel to participate in military training activi-
ties each day. Such general engineering or infantry
combat operations as the company may be called
upon to perform are done by appropriate platoons
of the company; that is, the assault platoon, the
bridge platoon, or the equipment and maintenance
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platoon. For participation in combat as infantry,
see section XVI, chapter 5, and appendix III.

118. TRAINING

The training of company headquarters personnel
is covered in this chapter; battalion headquarters
personnel, in chapter 4; and general training policies
in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

BATTALION HEADQUARTERS

Section I. GENERAL

119. MISSION

The mission of battalion headquarters is to pro-
vide planning, direction, supervision, and mainte-
nance supply, communication, and clerical service
to the companies of the battalion.

120. ORGANIZATION

Battalion headquarters consists of a command sec-
tion and the following staff sections: division engi-
neer (ADE), administrative (S1), intelligence (S2),
operations (S3), supply (S4), communication, bat-
talion maintenance, reconnaissance, and chaplain.
The organization is detailed in figure 32. Officers
are shown in figure 23 and their duties are explained
in this chapter as a part of the section in which they
work, although they are carried in the battalion
headquarters column of the T/O & E. The enlisted
men who work in battalion headquarters are also
shown in figure 23 and their duties described as a
part of a battalion headquarters staff section, even
though they are administratively a part of head-
quarters and service company. Although the medi-
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cal detachment is attached to headquarters and
service company for administration, it is discussed
with battalion headquarters sections. See appendix
III for organization and composition of forward
and rear command posts.

HEADQUARTERS
O WO EM
15 3 123

BN CMO SEC
O WO EM

STAFF SECTIONS

ASST DIV ENG| ADMIN EC | OMM SE NT EC | OPN SEC
O
' u p

O WO EM WO EM l O0 WO EM

SUPPLY USC |MAINT SEC | |RECON SEC MED DET

OE 0 WO EM O WO EM I O WO EM
O WO EM I 1 23 1 0 9 L2 22

ADMIN iUESEC | DIV SUP SU-SEC lN SUP SUB-SEC WA'E SUP
| WO EM 0 WO EM 0 WO EM SU0SE

2 I 16 U U 3 U U 5 3 WOE M

NOTE: The Choploin ond Enlisted Assistant ore orried In the Commond ScTion.
bu ore discssed seporstely. The Medicol Detochment is 6 onchd to
H & 5 Co, but operates under Dn Hq ond is discussed in this chopter.

Figure 32. Battalion headquarters.

Section II. COMMAND SECTION

121. ORGANIZATION

The command section consists of the battalion com-
mander and his executive officer, a liaison officer, two
drivers, and a radio operator. The command section
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assists the commanding officer in his duties as bat-
talion commander as distinguished from his duties
as division engineer.

122. DUTIES OF BATTALION COMMANDER AND
COMMAND SECTION PERSONNEL

a. The engineer battalion comm7ander is also a
member of the division commander's staff. His
command and staff functions are separate and dis-
tinct in that each involves different responsibilities
and duties. Generally, his duties consist of im-
plementing the engineer battalion capabilities listed
in paragraph 8.

(1) The command function requires that the
battalion commander direct, supervise, and
control the activities of all organic and at-
tached engineer troops and their equipment.
He prepares plans, policies, and orders.
He visits and inspects his troops and activi-
ties, and conducts personal reconnaissance.

(2) The staff function requires the battalion
comander to serve on the division special
staff as division engineer. As such he fur-
nishes engineering advice, information, and
assistance to the division commander and
staff. He helps prepare division plans,
policies, and orders. He determines re-
quirements of engineer supplies for non-
engineer units of the division and maintains
close contact with the division general staff
sections, particularly G3 and G4. He keeps
informed on engineer phases of plans of
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the other special staff officers and keeps
them informed of engineer requirements for
their services. He maintains close liaison
with the division artillery commander and
infantry regimental commanders to antici-
pate their engineer needs. He makes
recommendations for requests for engineer
support from corps, when required. He
coordinates planning with the corp engi-
neer. The division engineer is not under
the command of the corps engineer, but
technical channels are normally observed.

(3) Since the division engineer is charged with
both command and staff responsibilities,
either of which might occupy his full time,
he must adopt a method of operation that
will permit him to perform all of his duties
properly from two different places. To as-
sist him in his dual role are his executive
officer and staff at battalion headquarters
and the assistant division engineer (ADE)
section at division headquarters. See ap-
pendix IV for a guide to dual-role problems.

b. 'The executive officer is second in command. He
is responsible for the work of the staff, and controls
and coordinates staff and field operations in accord-
ance with the orders and policies of the commanding
officer. The executive officer usually remains at the
battalion headquarters when the commanding officer
is away. He also keeps familiar with the battalion
and division situation as a whole and, when possible,
helps the battalion commander carry out his func-
tions as division engineer.
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c. The liaison officer represents the battalion com-
mander at higher, subordinate, or adjacent head-
quarters. His general duties are listed in FM
101-5. Specifically, he has three missions-

(1) To keep the engineer battalion commander
or executive officer constantly informed of
the existing tactical situation, the plans of
the unit to which he is sent, and any changes
in either.

(2) Similarly, to advise the commander of the
unit to which he is sent as to the plans and
tactical situation of his own unit, especially
as they affect the former.

(3) To serve, when authorized, as an adviser to
the commander of the unit to which he is
sent, concerning the employment of the
engineer battalion.

d. The radio operator drives a 1/4 -ton truck for the
battalion commander as required and operates the
radio set and cipher converter which are mounted in
the vehicle. This radio is operated in the battalion
net.

e. One driver drives the 3/-ton weapons carrier
which is provided for the general use of the battalion
command post. He also acts as orderly for the execu-
tive officer. The other driver operates a 1/4 -ton truck
for the liaison officer. The two other vehicles in the
section are driven as additional duty by the radio
operator and chaplain's assistant.

Section III. DIVISION ENGINEER SECTION
123. ORGANIZATION

The division engineer section consists of the as-
sistant division engineer, a combat construction fore-
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man, a draftsman, and a radio operator. Although
the battalion commander is the division engineer, he
is a member of the battalion command section rather
than the division engineer section. His duties are
described in paragraph 122.

124. DUTIES OF ASSISTANT DIVISION ENGINEER AND
SECTION PERSONNEL

a. The assistant division engineer represents the
battalion commander at the division staff and is em-
powered to make minor decisions for him in his
absence. The assistant division engineer must so
familiarize himself with all division and engineer
battalion activities that he can answer any question
put to him by a me'mber of either the division staff or
the battalion staff. He is responsible for keeping
the engineer situation map at division headquarters
accurate and up-to-date.

b. The combat construction foreman and drafts-
man post information on the engineer situation map
and help prepare plans, designrs, and specifications
for minor works. The combat construction foreman
acts as an engineer inspector for the division engineer
on any engineer construction project as directed.

c. The radio operator operates the section's radio
and converter in the battalion net (fig. 34). He also
drives the 3/4-ton weapons carrier and serves as
orderly to the assistant division engineer.

125. OPERATIONS

The section is primarily a highly important liaison
agency between division headquarters and the engi-
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neer battalion. It normally operates at the division
headquarters where it can readily reach and be
reached by the division staff sections. Through its
radio in the battalion net, the section can contact
battalion headquarters and the combat companies.

Section IV. ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

126. ORGANIZATION

The administrative section consists of the adjutant
(S1), a personnel warrant officer, the sergeant major,
a personnel sergeant, personnel specialists, a stenog-
rapher, a clerk-typist, a mail clerk, and one truck
driver.

127. DUTIES OF ADJUTANT AND SECTION PERSONNEL
(See FM 101-5.)

a. The adjftant is S1 on the battalion staff and
initiates or acts on all personnel and administrative
actions for the battalion. He is responsible for ath-
letics, entertainment, and morale work when no other
officers have been assigned these duties. In the field
his duties include--

(1) Keeping records on the classification, re-
classification, assignment, pay, promotion,
transfer, retirement and discharge of all
personnel.

(2) Processing awards of decorations, citations,
and other honors.

(3) Processing applications for leaves and
passes.

(4) Maintaining records on military justice pro-
cedures and assisting in the review of courts-
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nmailtial proceed i ngs from an admlinistrative
view.

(5) Maintaining strength, casualty, and pris-
oner-of-war reports, and other personnel
statistics.

(6) Obtaining replacements and arranging for
their reception, processing, assignment, and
quartering.

(7) Layiiig out the command post and estab-
lishilg a standing operating procedure to
guide its operation. The latter duty is per-
formed in coordination with the executive
officer.

(8) Preparing plans for shelter, and commland
and administration of quartering areas.

(9) Supervising maintenance of sanitation in
coordination with the surgeon.

(10) Providing recreation for battalion person-
nel and maintainining morale. He exercises
general supervision of the chaplain and

maintaiis contact with welfare agencies.
(11) Operating the postal service.
(12) Arranging for the collection and evacua-

tion of prisoners of war in cooperation with
the battalion S2 and S4.

(13) Maintaining the unit journal.
b. The personnel warrant officer helps the adjutant

in personnel matters. He directs and supervises the
activities of the personnel sergeant and the personnel
specialists. Specifically he-

(1) Supervises the preparation and mainte-
nance of records, rosters, correspondence,
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and reports pertaining to battalion person-
nel matters.

(2) Maintains service records of all battalion
personnel.

(3) Requisitions personnel and handles matters
pertaining to transfers and promotions.

(4) Supervises preparations of payrolls, vouch-
ers, applications, and reports relative to pay,
travel, allotments, and deductions.

(5) Supervises classification and assignment of
the battalion's enlisted men.

(6) See also duties of personnel officer in FM
101-5.

c. The sergeant major supervises and directs sec-
tion personnel in the preparation of correspondence,
records, forms, reports, and orders. He is the adju-
tant's principal assistant for matters other than per-
sonnel. He is also an important liaison between
battalion headquarters and the company first
sergeants.

d. The personnel sergeant supervises and directs
the personnel specialists in the performance of their
duties. He is the principal assistant to the personnel
warrant officer.

e. The personnel administrative supervisor, per-
sonnel management specialist, his assistant, and
personnel administrative clerks help in the classifi-
cation and assignment of the battalion's enlisted men,
the requisitioning of replacement personnel, the
selection of qualified personnel for special schools,
and the preparation of correspondence and reports
pertaining to personnel classification and assignment.
They interview enlisted men for classification pur-
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poses, check for completeness of forms, and record
and code additional data. They compile necessary
data to maintain personnel records, prepare specialist
inventories and information rosters, and maintain
officers' and enlisted mnlel's qualification cards. They
keep service records, prepare pay orders, 201 files,
and perform other personnel administrative
functions.

f. The stenographer and clerk-typist perform gen-
eral administrative work as directed by the adjutant
and sergeant major.

g. The nmail clerk sorts and distributes mail and
drives the section's 1/4 -toll truck.

h. The truck dricer has duties as given in para-
graph 18.

128. TRAINING

Personnlel of the administrative section are given
their general training by headquarters and service
company. Normally, enough soldiers with a pre-
vious knowledge of typing can be found to operate
initially.. When necessary, typing schools can be run
by the battalion, division, or post. Other adminin-
istrative training is done on the job or by sending
selected personnel to schools conducted by higher
headquarters, on quotas nlmade available to the bat-
talion by division headquarters.

Section V. INTELLIGENCE SECTION

129. ORGANIZATION

The intelligence section consists' of an intelligence
officer, an assistant intelligence officer, a combat engi-
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neer intelligence sergeant, a map supply:corporal; a
camouflage inspector, a draftsman, a photographer,
and a driver.

130. DUTIES OF INTELLIGENCE OFFICER AND SEC-
TION PERSONNEL

a. The intelligence officer is S2 on the battalion
staff and directs the activities of the intelligence sec-
tion. He is also battalion camouflage officer. The
general duties of an intelligence officer are described
in FM 101-5. Typical duties include-

(1) Collection, evaluation, and dissemination
of engineer information. The principal
duty of the intelligence officer is to gather
and evaluate engineer information and fur-
nish it as needed. He assigns missions to
the battalion reconnaissance officer and re-
connaissance patrols from the combat
companies as required. The information
collected pertains to maps; routes of com-
munication; terrain; sources of engineer
supplies or usable equipment; engineering
structures, both on friendly and hostile ter-
ritory; all minefields, booby traps, and
obstacles laid by either friendly or enemy
troops; and examination of enemy engineer
equipment and enemy practices regarding
its use. S2 mus't' conserve the effort of re-
connaissance agencies by specifying what
information is of special importance during
a stated period, and by issuing definite re-
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connaiss'ance instructions to the gathering
agencies.

(2) Maintaining close contact with G2 who as-
signs reconnaissance missions to the engi-
neers as an agency in the division collection
plan. G2 also furnishes S2 with data, col-
lected by nonengineer agencies, which may
be of value to the engineers. S2 on the
other hand may, while seeking technical in-
formation, discover valuable tactical infor-
mation which is promptly given to G2.

(3) Posting of the engineer intelligence map.
As an aid in collecting and evaluating engi-
neer information and in disseminating the
resulting intelligence, S2 keeps an engineer
intelligence situation map. This map
shows the result of reconnaissance, classifi-
cation of roads and bridges, potential water
supply sites, sources of local materials,
mine-field information (see FM 5-31), re-
sults of enemy action, disposition of
major units, and other items of engineer
intelligence.

(4) Keeping the S2 journal which contains sum-
maries of important written and oral mes-
sages received and sent. It also contains
notes of periodic reports, orders, records of
important conferences, and similar matters
concerning the section. An S2 worksheet is
also maintained to facilitate systematic ar-
rangement of engineer information coming
into the intelligence section so that all items
of a particular subject will be grouped
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together for ready reference and compari-
son. Items are entered on the worksheet by
subject rather than by time as in the journal.
The journal is a permanent record which
the worksheet is not.

(5) Supervision of intelligence training. S2
assists S3 in supervising training in engi-
neer reconnaissance and combat intelligence.
Training must be carefully planned and
supervised so engineer troops gain a proper
viewpoint on the scope and importance of
engineer reconnaissance and the making of
engineer reconnaissance reports.

(6) Conduct of combat intelligence and coun-
terintelligence activities. The S2 has staff
responsibility for the planning and execu-
tion of combat intelligence and counterintel-
ligence activities in the battalion, including
security operations. For example, in coop-
eration with the S1, he is responsible for
censorship of postal matter and security
requirements for handling messages. He ex-
amines enemy personnel, captured docu-
ments, civilians, and material of immediate
importance to the unit.

(7) Procurement and distribution of maps. The
intelligence officer procures and distributes.
maps in accordance with general policies
laid down by the division G2.

(8) Assistance to battalion commander. The
S2 helps the battalion commander carry out
his functions as a division special staff offi-
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cer by furnishing him detailed information
on which to base his advice to the division
commander.

b. The assistant intelligence officer helps the S2 in
his duties and acts as a photointerpreter. The assist-
ant S2 may perform any or all of those duties of the
intelligence officer described in FM 101-5 that are
applicable.

c. The combat engineer intelligence sergeant under
the direction of the intelligence officer supervises the
activities of the section. He also helps the intelli-
gence officer in his duties by keeping the intelligence
situation map up-to-date, preparing reports, instruc-
ing patrol and reconnaissance parties, keeping rec-
ords, preparing correspondence, and performing
other intelligence functions.

d. The nap distributor receives or picks up maps
for division operations from the corps map depot
operated by the map distribution section of the engi-
neer topographic company, corps. Initial issue of
maps for division operations is allotted by army or
higher headquarters and made available to. the divi-
sion through the corps map depot. When a bulk
shipment of maps is ready for the division, the corps
map-distribution section makes delivery or, more
frequently, notifies the engineer battalion S2, who
dispatches the map distributor to make the pickup.
The corporal then breaks down the maps in accord-
ance with the policies established in the division
standing operating procedure. He notifies the major
commands and separate units who pick up their own
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maps and make further distribution. The map dis-
tributor may distribute the maps if there is trans-
portation available. The breakdown and limited
storage is made in a tent or small permanent type
building if available. He keeps a small reserve of
maps available for emergency use and requisitions
small amounts of maps through the corps engineer,
as required. Maps issued and in the hands of troops
have no salvage value. Maps of an area no longer
required for coverage and still in the original pack-
age are returned to the map distributor who, in turn,
returns them to the corps map-distribution section.
Even though the table of organization and equipment
shows the map distributor in the S2 section, the divi-
sion engineer may find it more desirable to put hinm
under the assistant division engineer at division
headquarters, where his map supply point will always
be more centrally located and more accessible to
division headquarters and divisional units.

e. The camouflage inspector instructs and super-
vises infantry and other personnel in the principles
and techniques of camouflage. He demonstrates the
use of paint, nets, screens, decoys, and natural ma-
terials as camouflaging agents. He assists in plan-
ning camouflage for units as requested, particularly
for outposts and defensive positions. He helps
the intelligence officer in his duties that concern
camouflage.

f. The draftsman prepares overlays, sketches, and
maps and performs drafting assignments as directed.
He also drives the section's 3/4 -ton truck.

g. The photographer makes, collects, and repro-
duces information photos.
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h. The driver, in addition to driving a /4-ton truck
for the intelligence officer as required, serves as his
messenger and orderly.

131. TRAINING

Like other staff sections, the intelligence section
is trained in a variety of ways. The general mili-
tary training of the enlisted men is conducted by
headquarters and service company. The intelligence
training is acquired on the job and by attendance
at special schools conducted by the division G2 or
by the corps or army engineer. Personnel of the
intelligence section must be trained to assist the S2
in the processing of incoming information. The
large amount of data must be sorted, grouped, and
recorded by type, so that related items may be con-
veniently compared for evaluation and interpreta-
tion. Use is made of an S2 journal (or of a
combined S2, S3 journal), the engineer intelligence
map, the S2 worksheet and files. Information of
immediate or potential value to other headquarters
must be transmitted promptly to the division G2, to
the corps engineer, or to the intelligence section of
one of the other services. All intelligence person-
nel must be taught the principle that "Information
is valueless unless in the hands of those needing it
when required."

Section VI. OPERATIONS SECTION

132. ORGANIZATION

The operations section consists of the operations
officer (S3), his assistant who is also the troop infor-
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mation and education officer, a combat engineer
operations sergeant, and a group of technicians and
administrative personnel. The technicians include
a bridge construction supervisor, combat construc-
tion specialists, a demolition man, a surveyor, an
electrician, a draftsman, and a sign painter. The
administrative personnel are a clerk-typist, an in-
formation and education assistant, and light-truck
drivers.

133. DUTIES OF OPERATIONS OFFICER AND SECTION
PERSONNEL

a. The operationls officer is S3 on the battalion staff
and commands, directs, and supervises the opera-
tions section. He is also the battalion atomic,
bacteriological, and chemical (ABC) officer. His
general duties as operations and training officer are
prescribed in FM 101-5. Because of the nature of'
his duties, the S3 may tend to infringe on the com-
manld channels between the battalion commander
and subordinate commanders. The S3 should not
perlnit this tendency to develop. Typical duties in-
clude to-

(1) Plan and supervise training of the battalion.
(2) Plan the allocation of engineer troops and

construction equipment to various tasks,
and prepare battalion operation orders.
He coordinates his plans with S4 to be sure
the plan of operations is adequately sup-
ported by the supply plan.

(3) Arrange details for movement of the bat-
talion under tactical conditions.
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(4) Make a continuing estimate of the situation
so as to be able to make recommendations at
any time on the employment of the battalion.

(5) Utilize his assistants in the operations sec-
tion to make technical reconnaissance, de-
signs, and plans for accomplishing engineer
tasks.

(6) Conduct training, inspect chemical equip-
ment, and supervise atomic, bacteriological,
and chemical activities of the battalion.

(7) Keep the engineer operations situation map
based on information furnished by the
liaison officer, tactical orders, reports from
subordinate units, and personal observation.
This map shows all the operational infor-
mation, such as disposition of engineer
troops, projects under way, locations of
friendly major tactical units, area respon-
sibilities assigned subordinate units, water
points, and support being rendered by other
engineers. The S3 situation map enables
all engineer staff officers to make a continu-
ing study of the situation so they may plan
their operations to meet any foreseeable
contingency.

(8) Recommend security measures for battalion
headquarters to the headquarters com-
mandant.

(9) Prepare tactical and technical reports as
directed.

(10) Recommend, when necessary, that requests
be made for support by additional engineer
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troops, or that higher headquarters assume
responsibility for engineer work in a por-
tion of the area assigned to the battalion.

(11) Plan and in coordination with S2 assign
to the rec.onllnaissance section and to combat
companies reconnaissance missions for en-
gineer operational information.

(12) Coordinate liaison with supporting engi-
neer units.

b. The assistant S3 (also troop information and
education officer) helps the S3 in his duties. In ad-
dition, he coordinates and supervises orientation,
education, and information activities. He recom-
mends means and methods of dissemination and dis-
tribution of troop orientation and information
material, and makes available facilities for its
presentation.

c. The conmbat engineer operations sergeant is the
senior enlisted man in the operations section. He
helps the operations officer in performing his duties
and in supervising the activities of the section.

d. The bridge construction supervisor helps the
operations officer in the reconnaissance, design, in-
spection, and allocation of material, and equipment
necessary for the construction or destruction of
bridges.

e. The combat construction specialist, electrician,
and demolition men are technical inspectors for the
S3 in their specialities. Carpenter and electrical
equipment is provided for these technicians to per-
form such tasks.
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(1) The combat construction specialists inspect
battalion construction projects, make recom-
mendations, and assist in carpentry prob-
lems. They aid the S3 in drawing up plans
and bills of material. They instruct in
battalion conducted carpentry schools and
perform carpentry work for battalion head-
quarters and headquarters and service com-
pany. One of these men receives additional
training in atomic, bacteriological, and
chemical (ABC) defense. He then assists
the operations officer in training and super-
vising the battalion ABC activities and
equipment.

(2) The electrician inspects battalion construc-
tion projects, makes recommendations, and
assists in electrical problems. He aids the
S3 in drawing up plans and bills of ma-
terial. He instructs in battalion-conducted
electrical schools. He performs electrical
work for battalion headquarters and head-
quarters and service company.

(3) The demolition specialist inspects battalion
demolition projects, makes recommenda-
tions, and assists in demolition problems.
He aids the S3 in drawing up demolition
plans, including mine fields, quarry opera-
tions, bridges, buildings, and assault of
fortifications. He instructs in battalion-
conducted demolition and mine schools.

f. The surveyor, draftsman, sign painter, and
typist perform duties in accordance with their
specialties as directed.
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g. The troop information and education corporal
helps the troop information and education officer.
Primarily this assistance consists of clerical duties.
He also drives a 1/4-ton truck, as required.

h. The two truck drivers perform duties as de-
scribed in paragraph 18. One drives the section's
21/2 -ton truck. The operations officer's driver is also
his orderly.

134. TRAINING

The training of the operations section is parallel
to that of other headquarters sections. The basic
and general training of all enlisted personnel is
conducted by headquarters and service company.
The technical skills are obtained so far as possible
by selection of personnel with previous civilian or
military experience. Some special training may be
required, particularly for the troop information and
education specialist. Most important, however, is
the on-the-job trailing necessary to convert the indi-
vidual technicians into a smooth-working unit that
can handle any operational problem with speed and
coordinated planning but without lost motion and
disruption of routine work.

Section VII. SUPPLY SECTION

135. GENERAL

The supply section consists of 2 officers, I warrant
officer, and several enlisted men It is divided into 4
subsections: administrative, division engineer sup-
ply, battalion supply, and water supply, each of
which are discussed separately.
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136. ADMINISTRATIVE SUBSECTION

a. Organization. The administrative subsection
consists of the supply officer (S4), assistant supply
officer, supply warrant officer, division engineer sup-
ply sergeant, senior supply clerk, and light-truck
drivers.

b. Duties of Supply Officer and Administrative
Subsection Personnel.

(1) The supply officer is S4 on the battalion
staff. He picks up at army depots or army
supply points and issues to units of the divi-
sion the engineer material and equipment
they need, except for fortification materials.
The S4 coordinates and supervises the sup-
ply of fortification and construction ma-
terials and the procurement of all engineer
supplies for the -division. He commands
and supervises the entire supply section of
the battalion and is responsible for its func-
tioning. In general, he must keep in close
touch with S2 and S3, with the tactical situ-
ation, with the engineer company command-
ers and their troops, with the division G4,

.and with all supply installations. The only
engineer supply points he normally estab-
lishes for supported units are those for
water and local materials. The S4-

(a) Studies and collects detailed information
on the supply situation, in cooperation
with S2. This information includes data
on local resources, available credits in
depots and other stocks under unit con-
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trol, and captured engineer supplies.
Using this information, he advises the
battalion commander as to availability of
equipment and materials.

(b) Examines engineer requisitions and makes
recommendations for priorities of issue.

(c) Recommends allocation of available en-
gineer supplies, estimates future require-
ments, and when necessary arranges in
advance for using units to draw them.

(d) Recommends the number and location of
water supply points, in his capacity as
water supply officer. The recommenda-
tions, when approved by the battalion
commander and 0(4, are incorporated into
drafts of paragraphs prepared by S3 for
inclusion in operation and administrative
orders.

(e) Keeps a continuing inventory of stocks of
engineer materials available locally, and
arranges for taking over and distributing
them.

(f) Allocates transportation, other than or-
ganic, to subordinate units. He must co-
ordinate the allocations with other staff
officers.

(g) Supervises the procurement of all classes
of supply for the battalion.

(h) Supervises procurement of all engineer
supplies for the division.

(i) Prepares reports as directed.
(j) Helps the company commanders with the

training of their supply personnel.
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(2) The assistant supply officer, supply warrant
officer, and division engineer supply ser-
geant help the supply officer in his duties.
They supervise the activities of the subsec-
tions to insure the even flow of supplies and
see that all requisitions and supply records
are kept correctly and up-to-date. The as-
sistant S4 is also the battalion food super-
visor. As such, he is responsible for the
procuring and distributing of food for the
battalion, keeping battalion level mess rec-
ords, and inspecting all company mess
facilities. He has a ration supply sergeant
in the battalion supply subsection to help
him in these duties.

(3) The senior supply clerk performs clerical
and typing duties as directed and assists the
other supply clerks as required.

(4) One of the truck drivers drives for the sup-
ply officer and acts as his orderly while a
second driver drives the 3 /4 -ton weapons
carrier. The remaining drivers drive the
dump trucks. All drivers in the supply
section must help in supply operations as
well as drive and maintain their vehicles.
They may be required to process requisi-
tions through a depot headquarters, draw
supplies, supervise or help in loading and
unloading their vehicles, or check issues to
other units. The trucks are used for gen-
eral supply hauling and are allotted to the
subsections as required.
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137. DIVISION ENGINEER SUPPLY SUBSECTION

a. Organization. The division engineer supply
subsection consists of an engineer supply sergeant,
an engineer supply specialist, and a supply clerk.

b. Duties of Division Supply Subsection Person-
nel. The engineer supply sergeant supervises and
directs the activities of the subsection. The sub-
section processes all requisitions and records for
engineer supply for all units in or attached to the
division. The subsection also supervises the dis-
tribution of engineer supplies to all divisional units
except the engineer battalion. With the help of the
supply specialist and clerk, the sergeant edits and
consolidates engineer requisitions, keeps engineer
supply records, and receives, breaks down, stores,
and issues engineer supplies.

138. BATTALION SUPPLY SUBSECTION

a. Organization. The battalion supply subsection
consists of a battalion supply sergeant, a ration sup-
ply sergeant, and two supply clerks.

b. Duties of Battalion Supply Subsection Person-
nel. The battalion supply sergeant directs and
supervises the activities of the subsection. With
the help of the clerks, he edits and consolidates requi-
sitions for all classes of supplies, keeps supply rec-
ords, and receives, breaks down, stores, and issues
all classes of supplies to the battalion. These sup-
plies include rations, clothing and equipment, petro-
leum products, signal equipment, and ammunition.
The ration supply sergeant procures, breaks down,
and issues all rations for units within or attached
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to the battalion. He keeps battalion level mess rec-
ords and submits necessary reports.

139. WATER SUPPLY SUBSECTION

a. Organization. The water supply subsection
consists of a water supply foreman and water supply
specialists. The specialists are usually organized
into four 3-man teams or three 4-man teams.

b'. Duties of Water Supply Subsection Personnel.
The water supply sergeant (foreman) directs and
supervises the activities of the water supply sub-
section. He is responsible for the maintenance, in-
stallation, and operation of water points. He may
conduct reconnaissance for locating water supply
points and recommend schedules for drawing water.
With the help of the specialists he performs the
following duties:

(1) Installs and operates water points.
(2) Maintains and performs minor repairs on

water purification equipment.
(3) Pumps, stores, and dispenses water.
(4) Performs tests in the field to identify and

measure impurities, to determine the treat-
ment required, to check the effectiveness of
treatment, and to insure that the issued
water is pure and potable.

(5) Enforces sanitary, traffic, security, and
camouflage regulations at the water point.

(6) Keeps water supply records and submits
necessary reports.

ci Operations.
(1) Under the guidance of the water supply

foreman, the subsection operates several
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independent teams. One team is dis-
patched by the supply officer with the advice
of the water supply foreman and the opera-
tions officer to a particular location to sup-
port each regiment on the line, and one
for the reserve regiment and division troops
(fig. 33). The fourth unit may beheld in
reserve or operated with a divisions rear
echelon (field trains). Alternatively, a
water supply team may be attached to a
combat company serving with each combat
tealn. In this latter case, the water supply
team selects its own location with the con-
sent of the combat company commander and
reports its location to the combat command
and to engineer battalion headquarters.
However, in either event the team operates
quite alone. Depending upon its location,
the team may be attached to an adjacent
unit for rations, or rations may be delivered
by headquarters and service company and
prepared by the team with its small cooking
units.

(2) Four of the supply section's 1-ton trailers
aie usually assigned to the water supply
subsection. These are used to carry the
water purification sets. One truck and
trailer is necessary to transport each team
and its equipment to successive sites. The
truck is unloaded at the site and returns to
its base, leaving the trailer, equipment, and
men to set up and operate the water point.
The reserve set is sometimes used to "leap-
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frog" another water point. The new water
point is put into operation and the old one
pulled back for inspection, maintenance,
and repair, and thus in turn becomes the
reserve set ready for further operation.
Additional mobility and speed in going
into and out of operation may be obtained
by bolting some of the purification unit to
the floor of each trailer. This eliminates
the necessity of completely loading and un-
loading, connecting and disconnecting the
whole set for each move.

(3) The water supply sergeant attempts to visit
each water point every day to deliver sup-
plies, food, and mail, and to help the team
at the point with any difficulties that come
up from day to day.

d. Training. The organization of the water sup-
ply subsection lends itself to on-the-job training
and to the advancement of inexperienced men as-
signed to it. The technique can easily be learned
on the job if some of the crew are experienced. The
water supply foreman is furnished with the cadre
and may be appropriately used to train the entire
subsection in a short but intensive school-type
course. School quotas are utilized when available
to train the most promising members of the subsec-
tion for the more technical jobs. See TM 5-295
and SFS 5-108 "Potable Water Purification
Equipment."
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Section VIII. COMMUNICATION SECTION

140. ORGANIZATION

The communication section consists of the com-
munication officer, a communication chief, radio
operators, a radio mechanic, switchboard operators
and wiremen, message center clerks, and a driver.

141. DUTIES OF COMMUNICATION OFFICER AND
SECTION PERSONNEL

a. The communication officer commands the com-
munication section, and as a staff officer supervises all
communications activities and the operational main-
tenance on signal equipment in the entire battalion.
In general he must-

(1) Advise the battalion commander and staff
on matters of signal communication tech-
nique.

(2) Prepare plans and supervise the establish-
ing, operation, and maintenance of the engi-
neer communication system.

(3) Supervise technical training of communica-
tion personnel, when so directed.

(4) Offer technical advice and assistance to S4
regarding supply of signal communication
materials for the battalion.

(5) Make recommendations in coordination with
S1, for initial and successive locations of
the command post of the battalion, if not
prescribed by higher authority.

(6) Make recommendations for procuring and
replacing signal communication personnel.
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(7) Establish and operate the communication
center.

(8) Develop prearranged messages in coordina-
tion with S3, for use in operations.

b. The covmmunication chief helps the comnmunica-
tion officer in his duties. The communication chief
supervises the section in the installation, operation,
and maintenance of the wire and radio communica-
tion facilities. He may instruct and train communi-
cation personnel in the techniques of field communi-
cations. He supervises the radio operators in operat-
ing the battalion net control station.

(1) As communication center chief he directs
and coordinates all phases of communica-
tion center operations to insure the trans-
mission of all messages with the utmost
speed, accuracy, and security. He super-
vises and instructs communication center
personnel in the function of a message cen-
ter and in the performance of individual
assignments.

(2) He keeps necessary records pertaining to the
operation of wire, radio, and message center
activities.

c. The message center clerks operate the battalion
message center under the direct supervision of the
communication chief. Their primary functions are
to receive, transmit, and distribute messages, and to
keep the necessary records pertaining thereto. One
clerk drives a 1/4-ton truck, as required.

d. The switchboard and radio operators operate
the wire and radio facilities of the communication
section and perform minor maintenance on the equip-
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ment. They operate the battalion net control station
on a 24-hour-a-day basis. They help install the sec-
tion's equipment. One radio operator drives the
weapons carrier as an additional duty.

e. The wiremen help install the wire equipment
and make minor repairs. They are also trained to be
alternate switchboard and radio operators.

f. The radio mechanic does organizational main-
tenance on signal equipment in the communication
section and in headquarters and headquarters and
service company. He assists in the installation of
wire and radio equipment.

g. The truck driver drives the 21/2 -ton truck which
carries most of the section's personnel and their
equipment.

142. OPERATIONS

The communication section controls the battalion
radio net, operates the radio for communications with
division headquarters, operates the telephone system
and message center, and does organizational main-
tenance on Signal Corps equipment in battalion
headquarters and headquarters and service company.
Operators are provided for 24-hour-a-day communi-
cation. See FM's 7-24 and 7-25 for more details on
communications in the division. See figure 34 for
battalion radio nets.

143. TRAINING

The training of the communication section presents
no particular problem since the chief, the radio me-
chanic, and one of the operators are provided in the
cadre. The chief must train the telephone crew
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RANGE IN MILES--CW (STATIONAR) 30 60

(MOVING) 20 30

MODULATION FM FM FM AM AM
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Figure 34. Radio nets, engineer comlbat battalion, divisional.
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(FM 24-20 and FM 24-75) and the message center
clerks (FM 24-17). The cadre radio operator trains
the others (FM 24-6 and FM 24-18). The radio
mechanic must train one or more of the radio opera-
tors to understudy him as an additional duty. As
is the case with the other staff sections, the training
in .general and basic subjects is conducted by head-
quarters and service company.

Section IX. RECONNAISSANCE SECTION

144. ORGANIZATION

The reconnaissance section consists of a recon-
naissance officer and three identical reconnaissance
teams each consisting of an engineer reconnaissance
sergeant, a driver, and a radio operator.

145. DUTIES OF RECONNAISSANCE OFFICER AND
SECTION PERSONNEL

The reconnaissance officer exercises immediate
supervision over the reconnaissance section. He in-
structs and dispatches the reconnaissance teams and
personally participates in the more important mis-
sions (figs. 35 and 36). He works in close coopera-
tion with the intelligence, operations, and supply
officers to prevent inefficient overlapping of missions
and to insure that the reconnaissance problem is
understood exactly. The engineer reconnaissance
sergeant, the driver, and the radio operator must be
able to take over each other's duties in the event of
casualties.
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Figure 35. Reconwaissance teams investigate all bridges.

146. OPERATIONS

a. The section operates as three teams under direc-
tion of the reconnaissance offices who operates under
S2 control, but may conduct reconnaissance for any
section of the headquarters in coordination with S2.
When on a reconnaissance mission, the team's ulti-
mate aim is to get information to battalion head-
quarters. The proper mental attitude is one of desir-
ing to avoid combat. However, when combat is nec-
essary to avoid capture or to secure the required
information, the team must fight very aggressively.
The fighting is broken off at the earliest opportunity
to avoid unnecessary delay in obtaining and report-
ing information and the chance of being captured or
becoming casualties. One reconnaissance team nor-
mally accompanies the advance guard of each regi-
mental combat team in the advance to secure engineer
information as early as practicable. Information is
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sent back to the supported unit and to the engineer
battalion.

b. Reconnaissance personnel, as well as command-
ers and other officers use light aircraft for recon-
naissance missions when possible. Light aircraft
within the division are normally made available to
the engineers as required. Suggested mission for use
of aircraft include to:

(1) Locate general sites for water points.
(2) Locate and estimate quantities of engineer

material in specific areas.
(3) Make reconnaissance (fig. 37) of roads, rail-

roads, routes, and bridges.
(4) Locate enemy obstacles.
(5) Check camouflage effectiveness.
(6) Locate prospective bivouac areas.
(7) Locate advanced airfield sites.
(8) Locate timber areas.
(9) Provide fast transportation of small critical

items of supply.
(10) Evacuate sick and wounded.
(11) Locate river-crossing sites.
(12) Control columns in route marches and ob-

serve roads ahead of the column.
(13) Provide a radio relay service.
(14) Provide air travel to other headquarters

and units.
(15) Provide an accuracy-check on terrain

maps.
(16) Provide an aerial view for the sketching of

local areas.
(17) Perform photographic missions.
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147. TRAINING

The teams must be trained to secure the desired
information accurately and in a minimum of time
and to fight aggressively in infantry combat. The
members of the team must be taught to do each
other's jobs. Each member must be able to complete
a mission alone if the other members of the team
become casualties. The reconnaissance sergeant
must be able to drive the truck and operate the radio.
Both the radio operator and the driver help the
sergeant in securing information by measuring,
counting, or estimating. The S2 must train the re-
connaissance officer thoroughly in his important role.
The reconnaissance officer must get all of the re-
quirements and instructions from the section request-
ing information and then make certain that the team
making the reconnaissance understands the direc-
tions perfectly.

Section X. BATTALION MAINTENANCE SECTION

148. ORGANIZATION

The battalion maintenance section consists of a
motor officer, his warrant officer assistant, a motor
maintenance sergeant, an engineer equipment main-
tenance supervisor, a parts specialist, blacksmith,
machinist, light-truck driver, wrecker operator,
painter, body repairman, welders, mechanics and
mechanic's helpers.
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149. DUTIES OF BATTALION MAINTENANCE OFFICER
AND SECTION PERSONNEL

a. The battalion motor officer exercises immediate
supervision over the motor maintenance section. His
duties are to-

(1) Advise the battalion commander, his staff,
and subordinate commanders on technical
aspects of automotive and equipment oper-
ation and maintenance.

(2) Direct the supply and operations of the
maintenance section.

(3) Direct the training of drivers, mechanics,
and operators.

(4) Prepare reports and keep records on equip-
ment and supplies.

b. The warrant officer under the immediate super-
vision of the motor officer directs the operation shop,
giving technical advice and help to all company
motor pool personnel as well as the battalion shop
personnel. His duties are to-

(I) Check incoming repair work to determine
amount and exact nature of repairs.

(2) Set up maintenance schedules on vehicles
and equipment in accordance with existing
directives.

(3) Assign repair and maintenance work.
(4) Inspect shop operations to insure that re-

pair schedules are maintained and that co'-
rect methods are being used.

(5) Check completed work to insure that vehi-
cles and equipment are in proper operating
condition before being released from the
shop.
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c. The battalion motor maintenance sergeant
under the supervision of the motor officer and war-
rant officer directs the activities of the maintenance
section. He helps in preparing reports, keeping rec-
ords and files, and training personnel. He recom-
mends job assignments and priorities.

d. The engineer equipment maintenance supervisor
under the supervision of the motor officer and war-
rant officer directs the activities of the engineer
equipment mechanics. He assigns and inspects work,
and gives technical advice and help to the mechanics.
He prepares necessary reports and keeps records and
files on the engineer equipment. He assists-in train-
ing equipment operators and may, under certain
circumstances, supervise the use of the equipment.

e. The parts specialist receives, stores, and issues
parts. This service is for all company maintenance
sections as well as for the battalion maintenance sec-
tion. He prepares all paper work in accordance with
existing directives for the requisitioning, storing,
issuing, and returning of parts; this includes a parts
locator card file system.

f. The machinist operates the equipment carried by
the shop equipment truck to repair parts and to make
minor parts which cannot be obtained in a reasonable
time through supply channels.

g. The mechanics under the supervision of the
chief wheeled vehicle mechanic and chief engineer
equipment mechanic perform organizational main-
tenance and repair, and conduct inspections on
vehicles within their specialties. One of the me-
chanics and two mechanics' helpers drive the section's
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21/2-ton dump trucks and 3/ 4-ton truck as an addi-
tional duty.

h. The blacksmith, painter, and body repairman
perform duties within their specialties as directed.

i. The welders do general welding work for the
battalion, using electric arc welding sets. They may
work in the motor pool area or perform special weld-
ing missions in the field. One welder also drives the
shop truck.

j. The wrecker operator operates and drives the
heavy wrecker. He is particularly useful in evacu-
ating damaged vehicles for repair, performing
winching operations, and lifting loads not requiring
a crane. He is qualified to use the oxyacetylene torch
carried on the wrecker.

k. The driver in addition to driving a 1/4 -ton truck
performs messenger missions for the motor officer.

150. OPERATIONS

The battalion maintenance section provides organi-
zational maintenance for all vehicles, outboard mo-
tors, chain saws, and for water supply and other
equipment. The battalion maintenance section may
operate under supervision of the S4. The organiza-
tional maintenance performed by the battalion
maintenance section does not relieve drivers and
operators of their preventive maintenance responsi-
bilities, nor does it relieve the company maintenance
sections of their organizational maintenance duties.
The separation between battalion and company re-
sponsibility is well-defined in the field of maintenance
inspections. The 6,000-mile and semiannual main-
tenance inspections are performed by the battalion
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maintenance section while the companies conduct the
weekly, monthly, and 1,000-mile maintenance inspec-
tions. The battalion section also conducts technical
and spot-check inspections and helps the battalion
commander conduct command inspections. For fur-
ther details see AR 750-5 and TM's 37-2810 and
38-660. (In the field of vehicular repair the line
between company and battalion is not clearly drawn.)
In general, provided the parts are readily available,
the companies make such repairs as the time and tools
available and the skill of their mechanics permit.
The battalion maintenance section issues parts and
repairs supplies to the companies. The equipment
and maintenance platoon 'of headquarters and service
company is entirely separate from the battalion main-
tenance section, and is in the same position in relation
to it as are the equipment and maintenance sections
of the combat companies.

151. TRAINING

Because the movement of a modern army depends
so largely on the condition of its motor vehicles and
the effectiveness of its engineer equipment, the
proper training of the battalion maintenance section
is vital. However, there is no easy road to a satis-
factory status of training. The motor officer must
exercise all of the ingenuity at his command to get
the required individual specialists trained. Some
mechanics are furnished with the cadre and others
can be trained on the job, but many of the specialists
must be found or made individually. The black-
smith, machinist, and painter are examples. If a
search of the battalion personnel qualification cards
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reveals that no men with civilian or military ex-
perience are available, considerable individual
training is required. Even if the motor officer or
one of his principal assistants has the necessary
experience to teach one or more of these subjects,
enough time is not available to conduct such teach-
ing while performing a regular full-time job.
Therefore, full advantage must be taken of any
quotas available for ordnance or engineer schools.
When school quotas are not available, it is usually
possible to arrange for the on-the-job training of
a selected soldier by a qualified technician in a nearby
engineer unit. In addition to individual training,
the section needs considerable "shakedown" train-
ing to enable it to move and work as an efficient team.
Further training develops smooth relations between
the section and organic companies, the battalion
supply section, and the division ordnance supply
section.

Section XI. CHAPLAIN SECTION

152. ORGANIZATION
The chaplain section consists of the chaplain and

his enlisted assistant.

153. DUTIES OF THE CHAPLAIN
The chaplain is advisor to the battalion commander

and staff on all matters pertaining to religion and
welfare. He furnishes spiritual guidance and re-
ligious services for all members of the battalion and
performs appropriate duties as covered in AR 60-5
and TM 16-205. The chaplain's assistant performs
such duties as the chaplain may direct, including
duty as a light truck driver.
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Section XII. MEDICAL DETACHMENT

154. ORGANIZATION

The medical detachment consists of a medical of-
ficer, a medical assistant (Medical Service Corps
officer), a detachment and assitant detachment ser-
geant, company aid men, an aid station attendant,
medical aid men, medical records clerk, ambulance
driver, and truck drivers. No formal organization
exists for company aid teams. Aid men are at-
tached to the companies in, accordance with the
anticipated need for their services.

155. DUTIES OF MEDICAL OFFICER AND DETACH-
MENT PERSONNEL

a. The medical officer commands the battalion
medical detachment and supervises the medical
service of the battalion. He serves as adviser to
the battalion commander and staff on matters affect-
ing the health of the command and the sanitation
of the battalion area. In general the medical officer:

(1) Instructs the battalion personnel in per-
sonal hygiene, military sanitation, and
first aid.

(2) Makes medical and sanitary inspections, and
keeps the battalion commander informed of
the medical situation in the battalion.

(3) Establishes and operates the battalion first
aid station and dispensary.

(4) Requisitions the medical supplies and equip-
ment required by the medical detachment.

(5) Prepares the medical plan, including recom-
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mendations for location of the battalion aid
station.

(6) Verifies the status of medical supplies in all
elements of the battalion, and takes steps to
insure timely replenishment.

(7) Supervises the collection and evacuation of
the wounded.

(8) Supervises the preparation of casualty lists,
the monthly sanitary report, and other re-
quired records pertaining to the medical
service.

b. The medical assistant (a Medical Service Corps
officer) helps the medical officer in his duties. The
assistant to the medical officer may be directed to:

(1) Help the medical officer render preventive
and first aid services, inspections, and
lectures.

(2) Conduct reconnaissance for locating and
establishing the medical aid station.

(3) Supervise detachment personnel.
(4) Verify immunization records.
(5) Conduct classes in selected subjects to help

train the medical detachment and other bat-
talion personnel.

(6) Perform supply, transportation, and admin-
istrative functions.

c. The detachment and assistant detachment ser-
geants under the supervision of the medical officer
direct the activities of the detachment, help the medi-
cal officer render preventive and first aid services,
inspections, and lectures, and assign tasks to the de-
tachment personnel.
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d. Other detachment personnel administer first
aid, act as company aid men, drive trucks and the
ambulance, keep records, and prepare reports and
correspondence. One medical aidman drives the de-
tachment's 21/2 -ton truck.

156. OPERATIONS

The medical detachment supervises the medical
training and sanitation in the battalion. The detach-
ment provides company aid men, operates a battalion
aid station and dispensary, and evacuates casualties
to the division clearing company. Dental care for
the battalion is centralized in the division, normally
in the vicinity of the division clearing station. See
appendix III for operations in infantry combat.

157. TRAINING

The personnel of the medical detachment must
acquire individual technical skills and the ability to
work as a team. Practice in the fields of sanitation,
inspection and treatment of disease and minor in-
juries are available during peacetime, but evacuation
and the treatment of battle casualties are not easily
taught in the zone of interior. Yet they are of ex-
treme importance because of the disastrous conse-
quences to the morale of a battalion if, during its first
encounter with the enemy, its medical detachment
falters. The medical officer must give thorough and
careful instruction so personnel do acquire the neces-
sary knowledge. He then must provide opportuni-
ties for practice. The detailed description of the
work performed by the detachment as contained in
FM 7-20, FM 7-30, FM 8-10, and FM 21-10, should
be used in planning and conducting the training.
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CHAPTER 5

BATTALION OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

158. EMPLOYMENT

Although all of its squads, sections, platoons, and
companies are usually in operation simultaneously,
the battalion works as a unit only during some phases
of training, on very large engineering projects, or
as infantry in combat. It can execute all types of
normal engineer administrative and combat opera-
tions, especially those needed by the infantry divi-
sion. Normally one of the engineer combat com-
panies operates in direct suppo~rt of each committed
infantry regiment. The remainder of the battalion
performs engineer missions in the division area and
is prepared to reinforce the leading engineer com-
panies as required. Engineer troops are attached
to nonengineer units only when necessary engineer
assistance cannot be given by direct or general sup-
port. This gives the division engineer proper con-
trol of his troops, and provides for the maximum
flexibility and effectiveness of engineer effort within
the infantry division.

159. STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE

A battalion standing operating procedure (SOP)
on battalion functions helps greatly in initiating
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smooth functioning throughout the battalion and in
training incoming officers. It saves time and effort,
increases efficiency, and helps to standardize pro-
cedures. A bulky SOP defeats its own purpose. To
be effective, an SOP is informative, understandable,
and complete, yet concise and to the point. Ap-
pendix II shows an SOP.sample outline.

160. SECURITY

Each commander is responsible for the security
of his unit. Security includes all measures taken
by a commander to protect the unit against enemy
interference, surprise, and observation. The meas-
ures adopted should be appropriate to the threat;
as the danger becomes greater, security measures
are increased. For the engineers, security measures
are required to protect troops and equipment in
bivouac, during movement, and in stationary posi-
tions such as completed bridges and their approaches,
and bridges prepared for demolition; and to protect
work parties. Work parties are sometimes protected
by infantry elements so more engineer troops can
be released for work on the project. Details of com-
position, organization, operation, and nomenclature
of security elements are given in FM 7-10 and
FM 7-20.

Section II. TRAINING

161. GENERAL

This section outlines the progressive training,
from the basic and advanced individual training,
through unit, combined, and concurrent training of
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the engineer combat battalion, divisional. Keep in
mind that training never ceases-before, during, or
after combat-and that the ultimate goal of all
training is success in battle.

162. RESPONSIBILITY

a. Commanders of all echelons and each major
command are responsible for training the engineer
troops and troop units assigned or attached. The
battalion commander is responsible for the training
of his organization. Similarly, the company com-
manders are responsible for the training of their
units. The battalion operations and training officer
(S3) prepares detailed training schedules and makes
recommendations concerning training to the bat-
talion commander. He also establishes battalion-
level schools for officers, noncommissioned officers,
and specialists, including communication.

b. Subject to modifications imposed by the divi-
sional training directives; training normally follows
the army training programs (ATP's) set up by
the Department of the Army, as a general guide. In
accordance with the infantry division training pro-
grams, they prescribe the training subjects and the
minimum time to be spent on each subject during
each phase of training. Throughout all training,
the application of prior instruction to current train-
ing is stressed. Instruction in a subject once com-
pleted must not be neglected; it must be applied
whenever possible and concurrently: with other
training.
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163. MANAGEMENT

a. Preparation. Thorough preparation by the
instructor and effective presentation of instruction
by coordinated explanation, demonstration, applica-
tion, and examination are most important. Every
effort must be made to insure that instruction,
whether classroom, field, or on-the-job training, is
carefully prepared and presented in an understand-
able, interesting, and dynamic way. A well-
developed program of training includes items of
eye-appeal, personal interest, inspiration for com-
petition, personal experience, and minor contro-
versial interest. The skilled instructor conducts
training with the idea in mind of incorporating all
or part of these features in his program, along with
basic items of subject coverage, training aids, and
specific equipment. Fundamental training doctrine
and principles of training are outlined in FM 21-5,
FM 100-5, and TF 7-295. Detailed instructions for
engineer training are in FM's, TM's, and ATP's
of the 5-series. Special training instructions are
published in training circulars and periodic train-
ing directives. Department of the Army publica-
tions, training films and film strips, and visual
training aids are listed in SR 310-20-3, 310-204,
310-20-5, 310-20-6 and 110-1-1, and FM 21-8. Ad-
ditional necessary training aids should be prepared
to accomplish the training mission effectively. To
be of maximum value to the student all instruction
and training should follow these recognized steps:

(1) Instructor preparation
(2) Instructor explanation
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(3) Instructor demonstration
(4) Student application
(5) Student examination
(6) Instructor-controlled discussion.

b. Equipment. Newly activated engineer units
are normally furnished enough equipment to permit
effective training. If the equipment is inadequate,
every effort must be made through proper supply
channels to obtain that which is necessary. If needed
equipment is still not available, expedients must be
constructed and used. Proper utilization and econ-
omy of equipment requires that the training schedule
be arranged so available equipment can be rotated
among using units.

e. Training Time. A general breakdown show-
ing total time to be devoted to each subject in a
40- or 48-hour week is given in army training pro-
grams. This is a minimum training'week; night
operations, bivouacs, field exercises and maneuvers
normally require much additional time. Specific
number of weeks of basic, unit, and combined train-
ing periods are published from time to time by the
Department of the Army.

d. Training Areas. Although some engineer
training can be conducted almost anywhere, every
effort should be made to approximate the terrain
and climate of the probable theater of operations.
Large training areas are necessary so training in such
subjects as explosives and demolitions can be safely
isolated. Training areas should be selected for great
variety of conditions. Examples are: flat, rolling,
and mountainous terrain; numerous types of roads
and bridges; dry and muddy ground conditions;
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sand, clay, loamy, and rocky soils; many kinds and
sizes of standing timber; and streams, lakes, and
gullies of various depths and widths.

e. Supervision. High-quality, thorough training
requires active personal supervision by higher eche-
lon commanders and their staffs, as well as the
battalion commander and staff. EIach company
commander constantly supervises the training of
his unit. Admninistrative work must never be
allowed to interfere with the primary mission of
training.

f. In'spections.

(1) Each command level is responsible for the
training of subordinate units. Frequent
training inspections are made to check on
the progress of training and to determine
what training must be stressed to reach re-
quired standards. Inspections cover all
phases of training. Engineer soldiers are
first tested in their individual military and
technical proficiency, and then on their abil-
ities as members of an engineer unit. Actual
successful performance by the man being
trained is the only true test of successful
training.

(2). Inslpecting officers must be just, impartial,
and constructive in their criticism. They
must help and teach, as well as uncover
faults and deficiencies. Inspections are
timed to avoid interfering with the training
program. In this connection, it is desirable
for several inspectors to conduct their in-
spections simultaneously.
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164. ESSENTIAL TRAINING PHASES

a. General. The training program for a newly
activated engineer combat battalion, divisional, is
outlined in ATP 5-300 (Mobilization). The pro-
gram covers the cadre, individual, and unit training
phases from the time of assembly of cadre until entry
of the battalion into field exercises and maneuvers
with the infantry division.

b. Objective. The objective is to train the bat-
talion to perform the combat and combat construc-
tion duties that are critical in importance and normal
to the unit's performance in the field.

165. CADRE TRAINING PHASE

a. General. A 4-week period prior to the start of
basic individual training is allotted to cadre testing,
training, and organization. Subjects to be covered
are listed in ATP 5-300 (Mobilization).

b. Purpose. The purpose of this training period
is to: test the proficiency of the cadre and make neces-
sary corrections; review the employment, duties, and
T/O&E of the engineer combat battalion, divisional;
refresh the cadre in basic military and engineering
subjects; review training methods and management;
ascertain post facilities for training aids and areas;
and to conduct organization and administrative
duties.

166. BASIC INDIVIDUAL TRAINING (BASIC MILITARY)

a. General. Filler personnel from reception cen-
ters assigned to the battalion undergo 6 weeks of basic
military training applicable to the army as a whole
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in accordance with ATP 21-110 (Mobilization). The
basic engineer subjects introduced during this phase
of individual training are common to all privates
regardless of arm or service.

b. Purpose. Basic military training is designed
to orient the individual into the Army way of life.
It teaches him to care for himself, his equipment, and
his fellow soldier. It prepares him for advanced
individual training and to take his place as a member
of the military team.

c. Subjects Covered. The schedule of subjects to
be covered during basic individual training in the
battalion is shown in ATP 5-300 (Mobilization).
Included in this phase of training are such subjects
as character guidance, military courtesy, military
justice, dismounted drill, guard duty, care of clothing
and equipment, first aid, individual weapons qualifi-
cation, technique of fire and combat, mines and booby
traps, sanitation and hygiene, map reading, protec-
tion against biological, radiological (see SR 350-
80-1) and chemical attack, safeguarding military
information, supply economy and physical training.

167. ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING (BASIC EN-
GINEER TRAINING)

a. General. The advanced phase of individual
training is devoted, principally, to basic engineer
subjects. The 3-week program scheduled in ATP
5-300 (Mobilization) is appreciably shorter than the
branch material training conducted at engineer re-
placement training centers (ERTC's). The addi-
tional hours of the ARTC-type training have been
incorporated in the unit training phase of a newly
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activated engineer combat battalion, divisional, for
greater training value for time expended.

b. Purpose. The purpose of advanced individual
training is to qualify the individual soldier in general
engineering subjects. It also enables the unit com-
mander to appraise the qualifications and aptitudes
of the individual soldier in filling the specialists'
positions of the T/O.

c. Subjects Covered. The military engineering
subjects for all members of the battalion include:
engineer reconnaissance, squad and platoon tools,
rigging, camouflage, hasty fortifications, prepara-
tion of obstacles, demolitions, mines and booby traps,
map and aerial photograph reading, road construc-
tion, and fixed and floating bridges. (See ATP
5-300 (Mobilization).)

168. REPLACEMENT TRAINING

All replacements received by the battalion after
completion of its unit training who have not received
advanced individual training must be qualified in
general engineering subjects. If possible, the full
branch-material advanced individual-training course
as conducted in ERTC's is given these fillers.

169. UNIT TRAINING

a. General. Unit training of the battalion con-
sists of training in all phases of combat operations.
During this phase, the battalion normally spends
much of the time in the field working under simu-
lated combat conditions. Increased emphasis is
placed on leadership, administrative efficiency, unit
integrity and teamwork, morale, and supply econ-
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omy. Competive exercises between units can be
used to advantage during this period to promote
excellence in performance of tasks and pride of
individuals in their units.

b. Purpose, The purpose of the unit training is
to develop and polish the skills learned in individual
training and to teach men to perform as members of
the team.

c. Specialist Training.
(1) The unit commander is responsible for se-

lecting individuals to fill the military oc-
cupational specialties (MOS) of the T/O
which are not filled by the cadre or will not
be filled by phased-in fillers from engineer
and other technical service RTC's. The
technical training needed to qualify the
individual soldier in his MOS in accord-
ance with ATP 5-300 (Mobilization) is ac-
complished mostly during the unit training
phase by on-the-job training, or in schools
set up at company, battalion, or higher level.
Unit specialist school training programs
follow, as closely as possible, the course of
instruction given to similar specialists of
service schools. The various service schools
furnish the programs of instruction (POI)
upon request. The POI's are utilized as a
guide. The unit commander adjusts such
courses commensurate with the ATP for
his unit, eliminating nonspecialist training
from the course. Nonspecialist training
requirements are adequately covered in
ATP 5-300 (Mobilization). Specialists to
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be trained exclusively in the unit, and those
which are trained in part by the unit, are
also listed in ATP 5-300 (Mobilization).

(2) After men have learned their specialties
and how to function as a team, they learn
the jobs of the other men in the same section
provided it does not interfere with the ac-
complishment of the primary mission. For
example, radio operators and radio me-
chanics should know each other's jobs, as
should members of the reconnaissance
teams.

170. PHASES OF UNIT TRAINING

a. Basic. Basic unit training provides the team
training in which individuals are welded into effec-
tive squads and platoons. Emphasis is placed on
performance of combat and combat construction
tasks requiring hand labor, drill type organization,
and use of field expedients.

b. Advanced. Advanced unit training provides
team training in company and battalion tasks with
the platoons or squads reinforced with heavy engi-
neer equipment.

c. Combined. The engineer battalion now takes
its place in the infantry division and functions as the
"division engineers." Field exercises and maneuvers
are held under simulated combat conditions. Ordi-
narily, the normal association of engineer combat
companies with infantry regiments is maintained
during combined training to promote maximum co-
ordination and understanding between supporting
and supported units during combat. The bridge
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platoon is employed in conjunection with the engineer
combat companies, in both fixed and floating bridge
problems. The assault platoon is also employed with
the engineer combat companies in performing rough
"dozer" work under simulated fire and furnishing
fire support with the tank armament. The command,
staff, and administrative sections throughout the

battalion receive practical and intensive training in
their respective fields. Approximately one week of
the combined training period is devoted to profi-
ciency testing of the battalion by the army com-
manider or other authority responsible for unit
training.

171. CONCURRENT TRAINING

a. General. To increase the realistic effectiveness
of training, arbitrary boundaries between training
phases are to be avoided and efforts are made to in-
tegrate and relate each subject to another subject and
all subjects to the team mission. This will entail to
some degree the concurrent conductance of basic,
advanced individual, specialist, and unit training.
Judicious application of this principle without vio-
lating that of logical progression will result in attain-
ment of the maximum teamwork and military effec-
tiveness for time expended. Review of basic military
and technical subjects must be regularly incorporated
into the progressive training phases. Tactical re-
quirements are included in many technical exercises,
such as providing security for bridge construction
projects; and protection of working parties and ob-
stacles from both ground and air attack. Through-
out all phases of training, and particularly during
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unit training and field exercises, initiative and a
sense of responsibility must be developed in officers,
noncommissioned officers, and other personnel having
potential leadership ability. Each commander must
integrate leadership exercises throughout all train-
ing phases particularly during periods of tactical
and technical training. Command is decentralized
and interference with subordinate commanders kept
to a minimum consistent with coordinated effort. All
personnel must be instilled with the idea that they
must decide on and quickly take necessary steps in a
situation which requires immediate action and where
specific orders are not available.

b. Supp7y Economy. Throllughout all training
phases, every opportunity must be used to stress sup-
ply economy. All engineer personnel must be
thoroughly trained to understand that, particularly
in theaters of operation, supply is a crucial factor.
Training and supervision of all personnel in the con-
servation, care, and maintenance of individual and
organizational supplies and equipment must be con-
tinuous. Definite responsibility for each item of
equipment and supply, in storage or in use, is placed
upon an officer or enlisted man. Continued aggres-
siveness by all commanders and supply personnel is
required to stress supply economy and the proper
care of government property.

c. Staff sections and administrative persownel.
The engineer battalion must have well-trained and
highly coordinated staff and administrative sections.
See chapter 4 of this manual and FM 101-5. Their
training, both individually and by sections, is con-
tinuous. Additional individual training may be re-
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ceived in special schools conducted by battalion or
higher headquarters. Standing operating proce-
dures (SOP's) for these elements, as well as for the
operating echelons, should be established at the com-
mand level where they can be coordinated with
SOP's of higher echelons. Imagination, initiative,
realism, and close supervision are necessary in train-
ing this type of personnel.

d. Tactical Training. Closely tied-in with all en-
gineer training is progressive instruction in combat
principles applied particularly in conjunction with
security on the march, in bivouac, and at work sites.
Infantry methods and formations prescribed in
FM's 7-10, 7-20, and 21-5 should be used as a guide,
but they must be adapted to engineer strength, arma-
ment, and organization. A typical reorganization
of the engineer combat battalion, divisional for com-
bat as infantry is shown in appendix III.

Section III. ADMINISTRATIVE MOVEMENTS

172. ENGINEER ASSISTANCE TO OTHER ARMS

a. General. The division usually needs engineer
help when it moves. The engineer work generally
consists of-

(1) Providing facilities and assistance during
-loading and unloading at entraining, em-
barkation, detraining, and debarkation
points.

(2) Maintaining roads and bridges.
(3) Making and posting warning and direc-

tional road signs.
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(4) Preparing the new area to receive the unit.
This involves providing or improving
facilities.

b. Employment. This engineer work normally
requires keeping some engineers at the starting point
until the bulk of the division has departed; provid-
ing an engineer advance party to prepare the new
area; and sending some engineers with each major
echelon moving independently. All of these engi-
neers normally remain under control of the division
engineer. In general, engineer assistance is limited
to work of benefit to the division as a whole, or to
work for which engineers are better trained and
equipped than other troops. Other units provide
their own facilities and labor as far as practicable.

173. ENGINEER WORK AT ENTRAINING POINTS

a. Type of Work. Engineers at entraining points
may-

(1) Construct or strengthen ramps and loading
platforms.

(2) Construct or improve routes of approach.
(3) Construct or improve railway spurs and

sidings.
(4) Help troops of other arms to load and lash

equipments.
(5) Convert railway cars for special uses, such

as modifying flatcars to accommodate
equipment.

b. Loading Facilities. Every effort is made to
choose entraining points that require only a minimum
of new construction or improvement. However,
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loading ramps and platforms often have to be built.
Loading facilities are of two general types: side-
loading and end-loading (FM 5-10 and TM 5-280).
The truck cranes of the engineer battalion may also
be used to help in loading.

174. ENGINEER WORK ON ROADS

a. Engineer Reconnaissance. Engineers make a
detailed route reconnaissance before major motor
marches. It is particularly important to determine
the load capacities of bridges and roads, and to
estimate the density and speed of traffic that the
roads can carry without undue wear and tear.
Basing his decisions on this information, the divi-
sion engineer recommends routes to be followed and
maximum speeds to which both tracked and wheeled
vehicles should be restricted. When applicable, he
also estimates the time and work required to put
the route in proper condition. In administrative
moves, however, tracked vehicles are usually moved
by rail.

b. Engineer Work. Engineer work to put roads
in condition for a troop-movement is completed be-
fore the move starts. Such work consists of
strengthening bridges and making minor repairs to
road surfaces. Routes are chosen which eliminate
the need for construction or extensive repair.

c. Engineers With Advance Elements. Enough
engineer troops accompany advance elements of the
force td do whatever work is necessary to meet con-
tingencies while on the march. Engiineer troops
are also located in the march column or columns to
be readily available for work beyond the capacity
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of the engineers of the advanced elements, and to do
any maintenance work which becomes necessary as
the force advances.

175. ENGINEER WORK AT DESTINATION

Troops moving on foot, by truck, or by tank should
be able to move their organic and attached transpor-
tation off the road and into their bivouac area with-
out halting. To make this possible, engineers may
have to construct temporary crossings over roadside
ditches and gullies, improve secondary roads and
trails, and clear new trails. Engineer work at de-
training points is similar to that at entraining points.

176. MOVEMENT BY COMBAT TEAMS

The engineer company comprising the engineer
elements of a regimental combat team (RCT) is
normally adequate to support the movement of the
team. Squads and platoons of the engineer com-
pany may be further attached to elements of the
combat team in accordance with the plans of the
RCT commander. In unusual cases where excessive
engineer work is required the division engineer may
take responsibility for all engineer work in rear
of the combat team, to permit the RCT commander
to concentrate his engineer effort in advance of his
route of march.

177. TRAFFIC CIRCULATION

The engineers help in traffic circulation by road
and bridge reconnaissance, reports and recommenda-
tions based on this reconnaissance, supply of road
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maps and overlays and by supply and posting of
signs and markers in conjunction with the military
police as directed by the division commander.

a. Road and Bridge Reconnaissance. The engi-
neer road and bridge reconnaissance is conducted in
general accord with the principles discussed in FAM
5-10. Since the time available for reconnaissance
is usually limited, priority is given to the collection
of essential information. This information must be
accurate and kept up-to-date. It includes-

(1) Map or sketch of road net, including detours
and alternate routes available.

(2) Physical characteristics of roads, including
type of surface, conditions, road width, and
number of lanes.

(3) Location, type, and characteristics of limit-
ing roadway surfaces, such as bridges, un-
derpasses, steep grades, and one-way defiles.
Information on such features includes load
capacity, width, condition of approach,
vertical clearance, and limitations on speed
and distance between vehicles.

(4) Mileage between important road inter-
sections.

(5) Location and characteristics of facilities
for turning, parking, and halting.

(6) Sections of important roads where engineer
help is or may be required because of diffi-
cult operating conditions.

b. Engineer Recommwendations. The road and
bridge data obtained from the engineer reconnais-
sance are applied directly, by the use of symbols, to
a large-scale map or overlay of the area. concerned,
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and submitted to G4 with the engineer reconnais-
sance report. Included in the report are recommen-
dations for the protection of the road net from abuses
such as excessive speeds, overloading of roads and
bridges, heavy and continuous traffic on roads with
poor surface or subgrades, and use of roads in need
of repair. The division engineer recommends a
traffic circulation plan consistent with the engineer
limitations of the road net and the availability of
engineer troops.

c. Supply of Maps and Overlays. The supply of
road maps is a function of the engineers. Allot-
ments to units, individuals, and vehicles are estab-
lished by G2. Overlays or maps required for traffic
control are prepared by the engineers as requested
by G4.

d. Supply and Posting of Road Signs and Mark-
ers. The supply and posting of road signs and route
markers in traffic operations is a responsibility of
the engineers. The determination of the need for
such signs and markers is a responsibility of the
assistant G4 who coordinates the plans of the divi-
sion engineer, and the provost marshal. Signs are
supplied to identify places, m-lrk routes, state traffic
regulations, and warn of special road conditions.
See FM 5-10 for proper sizes and locations for
traffic signs.

178. BATTALION MOVEMENT

a. General. In administrative movements the en-
gineer battalion usually moves as a unit forming an
integral part of the division except for detachments
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required per paragraph 170 above. A move may be
by motor, rail, water, or air. For long moves, it
packs and stencils its own equipment in accordance
with current directives. For motor and rail move-
ment it also loads its own equipment.

b. Motor March. The battalion is completely mo-
bile in its organic transportation. Routine motor
marches will normally be covered by a battalion
SOP, with such items as routes, initial points, order
of march, speed, and destination specified separately
for each move (see FM 25-10).

c. Rail Movemnent. In training and preparation
for movement by rail the engineer battalion should
become familiar with packing, boxing, and crating
of organic equipment and the loading of equipment
and personnel on railway cars. A battalion rail-
movement table and rail movement annex to the SOP
should be prepared and kept up-to-date. Detailed
information on rail movements, types, characteristics
and capacities of railway cars, loading plans, and
loading scales and tables are found in FM's 100-5,
100-10, 5-35, and 101-10 and TM 55-525.

d. Air Movement. The prime consideration in
loading the engineer battalion for air movement is
the anticipated employment in the airhead or at the
destination. Troops can best be controlled during
the operation and after arrival at the landing area if
unit integrity is maintained. Key personnel and
equipment should be distributed throughout the air-
lift to minimize the effect of losses. Equipment too
heavy or too bulky to be air-transportable must either
be disassembled for movement and then accompany
the follow-up echelon to the destination; or be
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turned-in to the appropriate depot. Prior to em-
planing, troops are instructed in the loading and
lashing of equipment, in safety regulations on air-
strips and in flight, and in the plan of assembly after
landing. The battalion rail movement table, with a
few alterations, may be used in compiling an air
movement table. For further details of movement by
air see FM's 100-5, 100-10, 101-10, 57-30, and TM
71-210.

e. Water Movenment. Water movement requires
special packing, crating, and marking of equipment,
and additional training of personnel. Destination,
mission, type of operation, anticipated employment
on disembarking, available shipping space and type
of vessel are factors which determine whether the
unit will be combat loaded, unit loaded, or convoy
loaded. The same data, as contained in the battalion
rail movement table, but in a slightly different form,
can be used for the unit personnel and tonnage table
in preparation for movement by water. For addi-
tional information on water movements see FM's
100-5, 100-10, 101-10, 31-5, and SR 55-720.1.

Section IV. TACTICAL MOVEMENTS

179. GENERAL

A march in a combat zone is a tactical march when
the column will be employed' against the enemy upon
making contact, or when interference from the enemy
is a possibility. The mission of the column, proxim-
ity of hostile ground forces, terrain over which the
column will travel, types of enemy resistance ex-
pected, and activity of hostile air forces are all pri-
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mary factors that will determine the organization and
composition of the column in a tactical march. Di-
visional movement orders are prepared by G3 in
coordination with other staff officers, particularly
with G4 for the selection of routes and for movements
requiring transportation in addition to organic trans-
portation. Divisional units, including the engineer
battalion, should maintain tables showing road space
requirements for their units based on actual strength
and material on hand. However, these basic figures
may be greatly increased or decreased under extremes
of variable factors such as; weather, road conditions,
and hostile air and mechanized threats. Basic road
spaces for both foot troops and motor elements are
shown in FM 101-10. For example: the basic road
space for the engineer battalion of 970 men, march-
ing in a column of twos, is 970 X1.5 yards per man or
1;455 yards. A mixed motor column of 185
vehiclesx 10 yards each (average) gives roughly 1,850
yards road space for the engineer battalion.

180. DIVISION MOTOR MOVEMENT

On a motor march the infantry division may either
move in one trip by use of attached transportation,
or by echelon. Motor movement by echelon is a
movement of the infantry division which, lacking
sufficient organic transportation to move all its per-
sonnel and equipment in one trip, uses its transporta-
tion to move portions of its foot troops and essential
supplies (by complete tactical units) in successive
trips until the movement of all has been completed.
Normally the move is made in two echelons of two or
three serials each. Each serial is usually composed
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of a combat team, with separate serials for division
troops and division trains. Necessary trucks in the
first echelon return to assist in moving the second
echelon. Security for the move is normnally fur-
nished by the reconnaissance company by recon-
noitering to the front and flanks. See FM 101-10
for road space, time lengths, march graphs, march
tables, and divisional motor movement SOP.

181. BATTALION PARTICIPATION

The engineer battalion participating in an infan-
try division tactical march will normally have two
of its combat companies, with one or more bridge
loads and one tank dozer attached to each, supporting
the two leading regimental combat teams. A third
engineer combat company supports the third regi-
mental combat team. The remainder of the battalion
is kept well forward in the column for support of the
forward units, and normally marches with the divi-
sion troops-serial. The battalion normally is re-
quired to furnish trucks to assist in the movement of
foot troops in both echelons. The additional trucks
used in the first echelon are returned to the battalion
to pick up their basic loads in the second echelon.
The battalion (less vehicles in the field. trains, ad-
vance party, and reconnaissance party) occupies a
road space of about 3.6 miles in a close column and
10.6 miles in an open column. It has a time length
of about 22 minutes in a close column at a speed of 10
miles per hour and 43 minutes in an open column at
a speed of 15 miles per hour. On long motor
marches, the division commander sometimes forms a
"heavy serial" composed of the heavy, slow-moving
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equipment and vehicles from units throughout the
division.

Section V. THE ADVANCE AND ATTACK

182. GENERAL

a, For the advance, an engineer combat company,
with one or more bridge loads and one tank dozer
attached, normally accompanies each of the regi-
mental combat teams. In the attack, an engineer
combat company is normally placed in support of
each committed infantry regiment. Bridge equip-

.ment, tank dozers, and other special equipment are
attached as needed to the engineer combat company.
The normal supporting engineer combat company
maintains liaison as needed with an infantry regi-
ment not committed. The same engineer combat
company normally supports or is attached each time
to the same infantry regiment. The remainder of
the battalion performs general engineer support
missions and is prepared to reinforce the leading
elements with troops, equipment, and supplies
(fig. 38).

b. If the situation is such that the engineer bat-
talion is unable to perform all the engineer tasks
required, the division commander may request rein-
forcement. In this case, additional engineer units
are placed in support of the division engineer bat-
talion by corps or army.

c. At times, nondivisional engineer units may be
attached to the division or to the division engineer
battalion to accomplish a specific mission or missions.
For example, an engineer company of a corps unit
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may be attached to the infantry division for a cer-
tain river-crossing operation. At the conclusion of
the operation, the company is relieved from attach-
ment and returned to the control of its parent unit.

d. Except for special operations, it is normally
desirable for corps engineer units, under parent unit
control, to support the division on an area-assigned
basis. Boundaries between the divisional and corps
engineer units may be established informally to de-
note the forward working limit of the supporting
engineer unit. Such working limits also serve to
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eliminate unnecessary concentration of nondivisional
troops in forward areas. Specific missions like
bridge- or road-building or maintenance forward of
a work limit are made task assignments.

e. Regardless of the seniority of supporting engi-
neer unit commanders, the commander of the divi-
sion engineer battalion remains the division engineer
and directs the engineer work in the division area
through liaison with the supporting units or through
recommendations to the division commander.

183. PHASES OF ATTACK

The attack has two phases: the advance when con-
tact with the enemy is imminent, and the attack
proper.

184. ENGINEER MISSIONS

a. The engineer missions in both phases of the
attack are relatively the same. However, during
the advance more emphasis is placed on "off the.
road" parking facilities, bivouacs, and camouflage
(fig. 39). Reconnaissance in the advance is of a
broad'scope, overall in nature. In the attack it is
more detailed and continuous, and is conducted, in
part, by all commanders concerned.

b. In general, the mission is to keep the attack
going. The mission may be considered threefold:

(1) Assisting the movement of infantry and
supporting arms.

(2) Assisting the troops protecting the flanks
-by' creating obstacles in roads and other
possible avenues of approach to the flanks.

(3) Performing general engineer tasks.
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185. CONTROL OF ENGINEER EFFORT

a. Disposition of Engineer Troops. The division
engineer recommends the disposition of engineer
troops for each division operation. Such disposition
is normally made by placing engineers in support of
other elements or, in some cases, attaching engineers
to RTC's or flank security elements. See section XV,
chapter 2 for company employment.

b. Responsibility for Control. The division engi-
neer is always responsible for the technical super-
vision of his troops. He maintains liaison with the
advanced elements to assure that maximum value is
obtained for the engineer effort expended. During
the attack he may place one of the engineer battalion
staff officers with an infantry regimental head-
quarters to act as the unit engineer. This releases
the engineer unit commander and the executive
officer from any staff responsibilities and enables the
former to concentrate on his unit operations. The
engineer unit commander retains control and com-
mand of the engineer element, but must suit his plans
and troop employment to the plans of the supported
unit or units.

c. Liaison.
(1) Liaison between supporting and supported

units and between adjacent units must be
maintained during the attack to assure co-
operation and coordination between all units
participating in the operation. Liaison is
usually established and maintained by the
supporting unit with the supported unit.
Liaison between adjacent units is established
as directed by the senior commander:
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usually each unit is charged with maintain-
ing liaison with the unit to its right.

(2) The assistant division engineer is the chief
liaison agent between the engineer battalion
and division headquarters. Similarly, liai-
son functions between the supporting engi-
neer company and an infantry regiment are
performed by the company executive officer
except where an engineer battalion staff of-
ficer has been assigned to act as unit
engineer of supported troops. The liaison
officer must be familiar with the capabilities
and operations of both units, and keep him-
self completely informed of all plans and
operations in order to give reliable, up-to-
date information and advice to both com-
manders. If a further breakdown of
engineer elements becomes necessary, they
too must establish and maintain liaison with
their supported units.

186. TYPICAL ENGINEER DUTIES

Engineer duties in the attack include-
a. Conducting reconnaissance.
b. Opening and improving roads, trails, and

bridges for troop movement, supply, and evacuation.
c. Assisting in preparation of traffic circulation

plans.
d. Assisting forward movement of infantry and

supporting arms by repairing roads, constructing
short-span bridges, and removing obstacles.

e. Locating, marking, and removing mines (fig.
40).
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f. Assisting in flank security through use of demo-
litions, mine fields, and obstacles.

g. Constructing advanced landing strips for liai-
son-type planes.

,h. Such general duties as supply of engineer ma-
terials, water, and maps which are continuous and
normal duties of headquarters and headquarters and
service company.

187. ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE

a. Engineer reconnaissance in the advance, prior
to contact, is performed initially by reconnaissance
teams from battalion headquarters who, for the ad-
vance, normally accompany elements of the division
reconnaissance company. These teams provide the
division engineer with early, reliable engineer infor-
mation in the area over which the division is to ad-
vance. Routes of advance are thoroughly examined
for serviceability, type, condition, location of critical
points, alternate routes, mines, condition and types
of bridges, an estimate of engineer work to be done
and of engineer materials available. This on-the--
ground reconnaissance must be supplemented by air
reconnaissance, map and aerial photograph studies,
and study of reconnaissance from other elements of
command. It is essential that this reconnaissance be
made prior to the movement, since the information
gained provides a basis for the estimate of engineer
troops, supplies, and equipment necessary to support
the operation and for the selection of routes and the
formation of traffic circulation plans. Engineer
reconnaissance elements from the attached engineer
company accompany the advance guard of each regi-
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mental combat team to provide the unit engineer
with timely warning of engineer requirements to the
front. Terrain characteristics which appear favor-
able to the advance are closely examined, especially
for possible enemy use of mines, obstacles, and
defending weapons.

b. Engineer reconnaissance in the attack, as in the
advance, must be thorough and detailed. On the
ground, personal reconnaissance is made by com-
manders and is supplemented by study of maps,
aerial photographs, and air and ground reconnais-
sance reports. Engineer combat companies sup-
porting the committed infantry regiments make
continuous reconnaissance of the routes of advance,
particularly the main supply route (MSR), the
bridges, obstacles, mines, and sources of engineer
materials in their assigned areas. Engineer bat-
talion reconnaissance teams continue their general
reconnaissance effort following closely the forward
engineer companies and paying careful attention to
the routes of advance, the MSR and lateral roads,
bridges, obstacles, engineer materials, and sites for
new water points. Special reconnaissance missions
are assigned by the battalion S2 as required. On
the basis of this reconnaissance information, engineer
operational plans are made, and means provided to
assist in keeping the attack going.

188. ENGINEER WORK DONE BY OTHER ARMS

Because there are seldom enough engineer troops
available to do all the engineer work necessary to
assist the advance of the infantry and supporting
arms, the other troops do as much of this work as
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possible in order to help themselves. Infantry
troops do much of their own pioneer work, assisted
by engineers as required. Infantry may clear pas-
sage through wire, and bridge narrow and shallow
streams with logs or timber found locally, using such
expedients to the maximum degree. Considerable
help is given the engineers by both the pioneer and
ammunition platoons of the infantry battalion head-
quarters companies, and the antitank mine platoons
of the infantry regimental headquarters companies.
The infantry pioneer and ammunition platoon is
trained in basic pioneer, carpenter, demolition, and
mine-warfare techniques, and has essentially the
same equipment as an engineer squad, plus an in-
fantry intrenching set. The infantry antitank mine

platoon is trained primarily iii mine-warfare tech-
niques and has essentially the same mine-detection
and clearing equipment as an engineer company.
These troops, plus other nonengineer troops specially
trained for the purpose, may remove antitank and
antipersonnel mines. There are two tank dozers in
each infantry regiment and six in the heavy tank
battalion, all of which help in improving routes,
making bypasses, and removing hedgerows or rubble
blocking the advance.

189. ENGINEERS WITH THE ADVANCE GUARD

a. Each column commander is supported by engi-
neer troops, some of whom are normally assigned
to the advance guard. The commander of the engi-
neer element functions as the unit engineer of the
advance guard and maintains liaison with the ad-
vance guard commander. During the advance of a
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regimental combat team, a platoon from the sup-
porting engineer combat company normally forms
part of the advance guard.

b. A squad of engineers may travel with the point.
If on foot, they have supporting troops, tools, and
equipment following on transportation by bounds.
The engineers on foot normally have hand tools,
mine detectors, and/or probes. They search for and
mark or remove mines (fig. 41), and remove all other
obstacles within their capabilities. Removal of
large obstructions may require additional engineer

Figlure 11. Foward c¢ittgeilcr se archig for mines.
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troops and equipment. Such engineer elements are
rushed forward from the support or reserve.

c. Engineer battalion reconnaissance parties move
with the forward elements of the advance guard to
give timely warning of required engineer work to
the supported and supporting units, and the engineer
battalion headquarters.

d. The remainder of the engineers in the advance
guard move with the support or reserve. They are
not separated from their tools, transportation, and
equipment. The advance guard engineers leave work
parties at vital points where need for engineer assist-
ance exists or can be foreseen. These details rejoin
their unit on completing their task. The advance
guard engineers may thus become depleted and by
the end of the march may be strung out at a number
of points. It may be necessary, therefore, to renew
the strength of the advance guard engineers by sub-
stituting a new unit for the original one during the
march.

190. INITIAL DUTIES

The initial mission of the engineer battalion in-
cludes reconnaissance and preparation of the axial
routes of advance. Plans for traffic circulation are
furnished, if such control is necessary. The prepa-
ration of axial routes may require the rehabilitation
of old or construction of new roads, trails, and
bridges, suitable for the wheeled and track-laying
vehicles of the division and the 50-ton loads present
also in the infantry division. Consequently, the
magnitude of the engineer effort may vary consider-
ably. Pioneer work on advanced landing strips for
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army aircraft is performed in conjunction with all
divisional air sections to insure close air liaison and
reconnaissance support.

191. FLANK SECURITY

The division engineers play a vital role in flank
security by placing demolitions and mines and con-
structing obstacles to prevent enemy interference
against the division flanks. Flank security measures
depend on such factors as-

a. Extent of flank exposed.
b. Proximity of adjacent friendly troops.
c. Type of terrain over which the attack is moving.
d. Reinforcing or reserve units available.
e. Natural obstacles.
f. Strength and morale of enemy forces.
g. Mobility of friendly and enemy forces.

192. MEASURES TO STOP ENEMY ADVANCE

Engineers in the flank guard elements help stop
the advance of enemy forces by creating obstacles,
road blocks, and antitank and antipersonnel mine
fields, and by improving natural barriers. Since
troops of all arms can create obstacles, and do so
under normal conditions, engineers are used to con-
struct the more complicated types. Obstacles pre-
pared on the flank are integrated into the defensive
plans of the commander of the flank covering force
and covered by weapons of the covering force.

193. USE OF SMOKE

a. General. Smoke is sometimes used by engineers
to mask operations and reduce casualties when work-
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ing in view of the enemy and under conditions which
prevent surprise. The smoke is laid either as a screen
between the work site and the enemy or on the enemy
front-line and observation posts. Under some con-
ditions of wind and weather it is possible for engineer
troops to lay and maintain an effective smoke screen
by using smoke pots and grenades, available through
chemical channels. Smoke is normally obtained
through the division chemical officer who plans the
smoke mission, makes sufficient smoke available
through the use of chemical troops with smoke gener-
ators, or places smoke on the enemy by use of chemical
mortars and field artillery. He may also arrange for
smoke operations by aircraft. The use of smoke
must be planned carefully to prevent interference
with operations of friendly troops. Close coordina-
tion with adjacent units must be maintained when
smoke is to be used. Smoke skillfully employed can
aid in some engineer operations, but its promiscuous
and ill-planned use can be a hindrance. It should
be used over large areas, since small concentrations
usually draw enemy fire.

b. Employment.
(1) Smoke may be used to mask engineer opera-

tions such as; bridge building, river cross-
ing, demolitions, and obstacle clearance to
include breaching of mine fields. It may
also: be used to blanket supporting fortifica-
tions or strong points while the supported
fortification is being reduced.

(2) When the engineers are employed as infan-
try, they may use smoke to screen their own
movement, blind hostile observation, and to
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disorganize enemy attacks. Colored smoke
is used to indicate targets and to mark front
lines for supporting artillery or tactical air-
force units.

c. Fori Additional Information on the use and
source of smoke see FlM's 3-5 and 3-50.

Section VI. PURSUIT

194. GENERAL

The pursuit is launched when the enemy is no
longer able to maintain his position and endeavors
to escape. The commander of the attacking force
utilizes all means to maintain the continuity of the
attack and to exert a relentless pressure on the' de-
feated enemy. The pursuit is conducted on a broad
front with continuous direct pressure against the
retreating forces, combined with an enveloping or
encircling maneuver to place troops across the en-
emy's line of retreat. The object of the pursuit is
the annihilation of the hostile forces.

195. COMPOSITION

The pursuing force is composed mainly of mobile
infantry elements, reinforced by engineers, artillery,
armor, combat aviation, and perhaps airborne troops.
It is characterized by boldness, determination, speed,
mobility, fire power, and coordination of the com-
bined arms team.

196. EMPLOYMENT OF ENGINEERS

The size of the supporting engineer unit depends
on the size of the pursuing force and the anticipated
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engineer work during the operation. Normally, en-
gineer units are placed well-forward in the columns
to facilitate rapid stream crossing and removal of
mines and other obstacles. Since greater speed and
distance are immediate factors during a pursuit,
engineer units are normally attached to, rather than
in support of, the major pursuing force (fig. 42).

3 MC ATTACHED

1 DIRECT PRESSURE FORCE 2

· ,A gW XFml Be.

DIRECT SUPPORT DIRECT SUPPORT

\. / oGENERAL SUPPORT

Figiure 42. Typical disposition of the engineer combat bat-
talion, divisional, in support of the division ill pursuit.
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197. DUTIES OF THE ENGINEERS

Since the pursuit is essentially an attack, the mis-
sion, employment, and duties of the engineers remain
generally the same as in the attack and are discussed
earlier in this section. Pursuit is further discussed
in FM's 7-10, 7-20, 7-35, and 100-5.

Section VII. THE DEFENSE

198. ENGINEER ROLE IN THE DEFENSE

a. General. This section describes the nature and
extent of the activities of the engineer combat bat-
talion, divisional, in support of the infantry division
in a defensive situation. It includes activities per-
taining to the construction of defensive positions and
the supply of engineer materials for fortifications.

b. Employment of Engineers. In the defense, the
four combat companies normally remain under con-
trol of the division engineer for flexibility of engineer
effort in support of the entire division. Engineer
work is conducted by giving the engineer elements
area or task assignments, with additional troops and
equipment available on request from battalion head-
quarters (fig. 43).

c. Engineer Fmnctions. In general, defensive
positions are laid out and constructed by the troops
which are to occupy them. However, engineers are
used extensively in performing such duties as-

(1) Conducting reconnaissance.
(2) Repairing, maintaining, and improving

roads for supply and evacuation, and recom-
mending traffic circulation plans.
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(3) Assisting in field works by providing engi-
neer technicians, mechanical equipment,
power tools, engineer materials, engineer
technical advice, and similar help.

(4) Constructing command and observation
posts, and obstacles of all types.

(5) Assisting in flank and rear-area security
through use of demolitions and obstructions.

(6) Providing water supply facilities.
(7) Providing camouflage materials and aiding

in their use.
(8) Obtaining and supplying maps.
(9) Participating in combat as infantry.

199. ENGINEER SUPPLY

a. General. The division engineer, through his
engineer battalion supply officer, is responsible for
supplying field fortification materials to all divi-
sional and attached troops. In a deliberate defensive
operation, the amount of materials required for field
fortifications is normally so great that transporta-
tion is furnished from all troop units employed on
the work or fromn supporting truck units. Principal
materials supplied include sandbags, pickets, barbed
wire, timber, chicken wire, camouflage nets and gar-
nishing materials, steel bars, cement, and aggregate.
Quantities of materials can be estimated by using
data given in FM 5-34.

b. Hasty Defense. Since the hasty defense is a
relatively simple system of individual foxholes, gun
emplacements, and obstacles constructed under fire
or the threat of immediate attack, speed in prepara-
tion is essential.
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(1) Tools. Infantry units carry their own in-
trenching equipment sets which are used
extensively and are supplemented by hand
tools carried by the engineers. Tank dozers
are also used, particularly in preparing
hasty artillery emplacements and hull-down
emplacements for tanks.

(2) Materials. When an attack may be ex-
pected before the hasty organization is com-
pleted, distributing points or stock piles for
fortification materials are located for the
infantry units far enough to the rear so
enemy infantry fire in front of the main line
of resistance cannot prevent their use.
However, they should be close enough to
the defense line to reduce transportation
problems. It is desirable to have a defiladed
and concealed distributing point or stock
pile for each front-line infantry battalion.
In addition to the stock piles provided for
the main battle position, one or more dis-
tributing points may be provided for forti-
fication materials to be used on the flanks
or on defensive areas behind the battle posi-
tion. These distributing points should be
well to the rear in concealed locations
accessible to trucks at all times.

c. Deliberate Defense. In a deliberate defense,
the supply of fortification materials is planned and
regulated by the division engineer and executed by
the battalion S4. Special tools and heavy equip-
ment, in addition to that in the engineer battalion,
may be obtained from corps and army engineer units
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or from class IV depots. Fortification materials are
brought up by the unit which is to use them or by
supporting truck units, and dumped on the position
as needed. To insure economical use and distribu-
tion of materials, a simple system of property ac-
counting is set up. Trucks bringing up materials
are normally routed through a distributing point
which acts as a dispatching station. Such truck
movements are planned to avoid traffic congestion
and unnecessary trucking.

200. OPERATIONS WITH COVERING FORCES

Nermally, the covering force of a defensive posi-
tion is provided by corps and under corps control,
while the general outposts are furnished by the divi-
sion. When the division puts out such an advance
force it is characterized by fire power and mobility,
and is a team of combiuied arms, including elements
of the division engineer battalion. Since the mis-
sion of both the covering force and the general out-
post is to delay, harass, disorganize, and deceive the
enemy, the duties of the supporting engineers are the
same as in the delaying action. See paragraph 220.

201. ORGANIZATION OF THE BATTLE POSITION AND
THE GENERAL OUTPOST

a. General. Each unit commander assigned a sec-
tor to defend; makes plans, with the help of his
unit engineer, for the organization of his battle
position, general outpost, and combat outpost. His
plans are based on the plan of the next higher
echelon, on thorough reconnaissance, and on the
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troops and weapons available. Outposts and strong
points are planned, taking advantage of special ter-
rain features and avenues of approach. The troops
who are to occupy the positions do most of the work
in preparing their defenses, but are aided by the
engineers. Special emphasis is placed on correct
use of iatural concealment and good fields of fire.

b. Battle Position. The main battle position is a
zone of resistance consisting of a number of mutually
supporting defense areas disposed irregularly in
width and depth, each organized for all-around de-
fense with trenches, foxholes, obstacles, and emplace-
ments. Tactical unity is maintained in each
defensive area.

(1) The unit commander of the occupying
troops, with the advice of the unit engineer,
specifies the type of fortifications to be
used and the priority of construction. In
constructing deliberate positions, precau-
tions are taken to withhold from the enemy
the location of the principal defensive
elements. Communication trenches are
limited to areas where terrain features con-
ceal them. Dummy and decoy positions
may be constructed for deception. Weap-
ons emplacements and troop shelters must
fit the terrain and the means available.
They must give as complete protection as
the time, troops, and materials available
permit. Local materials and expedient
construction are used where conditions re-
strict normal construction and supply pro-
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cedure. Construction work to strengthen
fhe position is continued during the entire
period of occupancy. For prescribed types
of fortifications, see FM 5-15. Duties of
the engineers are discussed earlier in this
section.

(2) Construction priority provides for efficient
use of available time, .personnel, tools, and
materials. It insures that maximum value
is derived from the time and labor already
expended, if the position is attacked before
construction is completed. Camouflage and
the preparation of decoys' normally proceed
concurrently with other work if the tactical
situation permits. In organizing de-
liberate positions, construction features
which are not high priority within the de-
fense may be carried on after.contact is made
with the enemy or may even be deferred un-
til other more easily concealed works are
finished. For suggested priorities of con-
struction work, see FM 101-10.

c. Obstacles and Barriers are used extensively in a
defensive situation. Full advantage is taken of such
natural obstacles as rivers and gullies. Normally,
the use of artificial obstacles is limited by the time,
labor, and materials required for construction. The
most satisfactory method of creating an obstacle in
ordinary terrain is by demolition of bridges over un-
fordable streams. Bridges are prepared for demoli-
tion, and either blown on order or to prevent them
from falling intact into enemy hands. All "pre-
pared" bridges must be adequately guarded to pre-
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vent enemy interference with the explosives (figs.
44 and 45). Road blocks on main road nets in
locations difficult to bypass, such as heavy woods,
steep sidehill slopes, or swamps, are also satisfactory.
For details of demolitions and field fortifications and
barriers, see FM 5-25 and FM 5-15 respectively. In
open country, mine fields are the most practical ob-
stacles. For a detailed discussion of mine field
technique see FM 5-31. Engineer troops are used in
preparing the obstacles or may supervise construc-
tion if other troops are available for the work. Care
must be exercised in planning and siting obstacles,
particularly in the rear and flanks of the battle posi-
tion, not to interfere with the planned commitment
of the reserve elements. Obstacles should, whenever
possible, be covered by fire to prevent the enemy from

GUARD

Figure 44. Do not let the enLemy approach prepared
demolitions unobserved.
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breaching them unmolested. Obstacles are normally

defended by infantry or antitank troops. Defended
obstacles organized into a coordinated system of
successive battle positions form divisional barrier
zones in depth.

d. General Outpost.

(1) The general outpost is set up at least 6,000
yards faoward of the main battle position
and on dominant terrain. It is manned by
a team of combined arms and includes ele-
ments of engineers. Its mission is to give
timely warning of the approach of the
enemy, to deceive him as to the exact loca-
tion of the main battle position, and to
harass and delay him. Maximum use is
made of natural and artificial obstacles,
mine fields, demolitions, and long-range fire.
Duties of the engineer troops with the gen-
eral outpost are the same as in a delaying
action. See paragraph 220.

(2) In a typical defensive situation, corps as-
sumes the defensive and puts out its cover-
ing force well-forward of the main line of
resistance (MLR). The infantry division
receives its defensive boundaries and puts
two infantry regiments on the MLR, each
supported by the normally associated engi-
neer combat company. Since infantry doc-
trine requires one infantry battalion in the
general outpost' for each infantry regiment
on the MLR, the third infantry regiment
(less one battalion) supported by light ar-
tillery, elements of the reconnaissance com-
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pany, and sufficient engineers, forms the
general outpost. Units initially composing
the division reserve are one battalion of
infantry and the division medium tank bat-
talion. When the infantry regiment on the
general outpost falls back through the main
battle position it is reconstituted as the divi-
sional reserve regiment.

(3) Normally one engineer company is attached
to the general outpost. The engineer com-
pany commander then becomes the unit
engineer. He advises the general outpost
commander on engineer work and assigns
missions and areas of responsibility to his
three platoons. Each of two platoons is
assigned approximately half the general
outpost area, corresponding generally to
each of the two infantry battalion areas.
The third engineer platoon is normally em-
ployed in general support of the general
outpost line. Each platoon with an area
assignment is responsible for keeping open
the main withdrawal route within its area,
and prepares the obstacles along that route.
A small detachment of engineers, normally
a noncommissioned officer and a few men,
is left at each site. This detachment has
specific instructions as to when to effect the
obstacle so that it will be accomplished
neither too soon nor too late. As additional
assurance of proper execution, the engineer
platoon leader is responsible for each route,
while the time of execution is coordinated
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by the company commander. The order to
execute the obstacles on each route is nor-
mally given by the senior infantry officer of
the general outpost withdrawing over that
route. Each platoon commander is also re-
sponsible for preparation and execution of
obstacles on the lateral roads within his
respective area. If two engineer companies
should be attached to the general outpost,
the battalion executive officer would nor-
mally be sent forward as the unit engineer
to coordinate the engineer effort of the two
companies.

(4) When the general outpost withdraws
through the MLR, the engineer elements are
relieved from attachment and revert to
engineer battalion control.

e. Combat Outposts. The combat outposts cover
the foreground of the battle position. They are
established along a combat outpost line and located
on dominant terrain features usually between 800
and 2,000 yards forward of the MLR. They are far
enough forward to deny the enemy close ground ob-
servation of the battle position. The mission is to
delay and disorganize the advance of the enemy,
give timely warning of his approach, and to deceive
him as to the true location of the battle position.
The division commander normally prescribes the
general location, while the regimental commander
prescribes strength and composition of the combat
outposts. Personnel to man the combat outposts
may be drawn from the reserve battalion or from
the front-line battalions, depending upon the re-
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quirements and the tactical situation. Engineers are
not normally a part of the combat outposts, however,
when engineer support becomes necessary it is pro-
vided by the engineer company supporting each in-
fantry regiment. Duties of the engineers are similar
to those of engineers with the general outpost.

202. DIVISION REAR AREA DEFENSIVE POSITIONS

In addition to barriers in depth, from the general
outpost through the regimental reserve area, blocking
positions are prepared in rear of the regimental re-
serve area. These blocking positions are planned
by the division commander, and prepared by the
reserve regiment, assisted by the engineers. Posi-
tions are selected and organized to prevent major
penetrations, to secure lightly held or exposed flanks,
and are occupied by elements of the division reserve,
as directed. Full advantage is taken of natural ter-
rain features. Positions are prepared for all-
around defense and, where possible, are mutually
supporting. Emphasis is placed on defense against
armored attack. Defense of division headquarters
and rear-area installations is normally prepared and
executed by the division headquarters defense pla-
toon, service troops, and reserves, aided by elements
of the engineer battalion. Defense against airborne
attack is provided by the division mobile reserve.

203. FLANK SECURITY

a. Flank-security measures depend on such fac-
tors as-

(1) Extent of flank exposed.
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(2) Type of terrain in which the defense is
set up.

(3) Reinforcing or reserve units available.
(4) Natural obstacles.
(5) Expected employment of enemy forces.
(6) Mobility of friendlyoand enemy forces.

'b. Lateral security of internal units is maintained
by cooperation with adjacent units. Liaison is
maintained with neighboring units so the defense
commander will keep. fully informed of develop-
ments in adjacent areas. Maximum use should be
made of liaison and reconnaissance aircraft during
daytime. If the defending unit has an exposed flank
or flanks, reconnaissance troops are used to patrol
critical areas and act as contact parties, and may
establish observation and listening posts. If the
enemy attacks on the flank, the defenders resist in
place, while the mobile reserve launches a counter-
attack to complete the flank security plan.

c. Engineers have the same duties in flank security
as in the defense, including the construction of
obstacles, preparation of demolitions, and laying of
mine fields. Engineers with the counterattacking
reserve units do essentially the same work as in the
attack. For additional discussion on the defense
see FM's 100-5, 5-15, 7-10, and 7-40.

Section VIII. RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE

204. GENERAL

a. Injuries to personnel from an atomic bomb can
be divided into four general categories-those caused
by the blast pressure wave directly; those caused
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when buildings are wrecked; those caused by burns,
either in the wreckage or from radiant heat; and
those caused by nuclear radiation either directly or
through residual contamination.

b. Radiological defense is defined as the protective
measures taken to minimize personnel and mat6riel
damage from radioactivity and is interpreted to 'in-
clude measures such as-

(1) Training, organization, and distribution of
personnel.

(2) Preparation and maintenance of fixed and
portable structure and equipment.

(3) Teaching of techniques and procedures in-
cluding use of detecting equipment, protec-
tion or removal of exposed personnel, and
decontamination of personnel, equipment,
structures, or terrain.

205. COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES

The radiological defense training of the unit and
of the individuals in the unit, and the protection of
the unit against radiological hazards, are basic re-
sponsibilities of command. Some aspects which may
be expected to come up for the consideration of unit
commanders are briefly discussed in this section and
are more completely covered in DA Pamphlet
20-110.

206. ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

Many of the problems of radiological defense are
similar to those of defense against chemical attack.
The functions of the present army organization de-
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scribed in FM 21-40 for defense against chemical
attack are expanded to include radiological defense.
Radiological defense duties, therefore, are performed
by unit gas officers and noncommissioned officers as-
sisted by radiological defense monitors. This pro-
vides specially trained personnel at all levels to assist
and advise commanders in radiological defense plan-
ning and action. The personnel required in the
radiological defense organizational structure of the
battalion, as outlined in DA Pamphlet 20-110, are
briefly summarized as follows:

a. Unit Radiological Defense Officer (Unit Gas
Officer). S3 is the battalion unit radiological of-
ficer. Each company radiological defense officer is
appointed by the company commander. Unit
commanders appoint a minimum of 1 qualified alter-
nate from assigned officers, making a total of 12 unit
radiological defense officers in the engineer combat
battalion, divisional.

b. Unit Radiological Defense Noncommissioned
Officer (Unit Gas Noncommissioned Officer). The
battalion commander appoints one radiological de-
fense noncommissioned officer and at least one alter-
nate in battalion headquarters. Each company com-
mander appoints a minimum of two radiological de-
fense noncommissioned officers and two qualified
alternates all of whom are selected from the upper
four grades.

c. Radiological Defense Monitors. The battalion
commander appoints a minimum of one radiological
defense monitor from battalion headquarters; each
company commander appoints a minimum of two
per company. At least one alternate is appointed
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for each monitor required. Monitors are selected
from the lower four grades.

207. BEFORE-BURST OPERATIONS

The division engineer is responsible for oonstruc-
tion of installations required for radiological defense
in the division area. He consults the division radio-
logical defense officer concerning optimum protection
to be gained through special types of construction
and the location of new shelters, and special com-
mand posts. Additional before-burst engineer tasks
include to-

a. Survey area for suitable shelters and sheltered
areas.

b. Disperse unit personnel, equipment, and sup-
plies consistent with operational practicability.

c. Cover essential equipment and supplies with
canvas or other material for protection against con-
tamination.

d. Select alternate sites for water points to utilize,
where possible, underground sources.

e. Organize unit medical, rescue, and evacuation
teams.

/. Select and prepare, in bridging operations, an
alternate bridge site for each bridge needed.

g. Organize a radiological defense warning
system.

h. Prepare a radiological defense SOP based on
that of the next higher headquarters.

208. AFTER-BURST OPERATIONS

The engineer mission in case of an atomic attack
is expected to be essentially the same as for other
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types of attack, but complicated in practice by the
destructive effects of atomic weapons and the addi-
tional hazards of residual radiation. After the burst
engineers may be required to-

a. Perform first aid, rescue, and evacuation tasks.
b. Prepare personnel decontamination stations.
c. Monitor unit areas for the extent and intensity

of radiological contamination.
d. Make and post signs for unsafe areas.
e. Decontaminate essential areas or evacuate to

safe areas.
f. Fight fires.
g. Clear debris from essential routes to facilitate

relief, supply, and evacuation.
h. Produce a maximum of potable water.
i. Perform other special and general engineer tasks

as required.

209. TRAINING

a. All military personnel receive orientation in
radiological defense. Unit radiological defense
specialists receive additional indoctrination and
training in unit schools or in radiological defense
schools conducted at higher levels. 'Courses of in-
struction and training phases are described in SR
350-110-10, SR 350-80-1, and DA Pamphlet 20-110.
In addition to indoctrination courses required, unit
commanders include in troop information programs
and similar discussions, frank and open presenta-
tions of unclassified atomic energy information to
instill in the command the proper respect for this
new weapon, and to refute irresponsible and mis-
leading rumors.
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b. Medical specialists assigned to the unit receive
military technical training in the clinical aspects
of radiation injuries in the Army Medical Service
Schools and continuously thereafter through medical
channels.

Section IX. DEFENSE AGAINST GUERILLA FORCES

210. GENERAL

An area confronted with a serious guerilla menace
is as much a combat area as is the front line. Com-
manders and troops in such an area must maintain
the same alert and aggressive attitude as front-line
troops. Security measures are taken to safeguard
troops, installations, and lines of communication.
Vigilant security and sound defensive measures not
only minimize our own losses, but tend to discourage
guerilla operations.

211. TROOP SECURITY

Troop security is a command responsibility and
function. All echelons must be thoroughly briefed
on known or suspected hostile guerilla forces. Com-
bat security measures, including extensive patrolling,
are employed on the march, during halts, and while
in bivouac to minimize losses from guerilla ambushes
or attacks. Troops in rear areas may acquire a
sense of false security and relax their vigilance even
though guerillas threaten them with dangers as great
as those in forward areas. Commanders of units
that have not experienced or witnessed a guerilla at-
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tack must exercise methodical supervision to main-
tain security discipline. As guerilla operations may
be spasmodic, long quiet periods tend to reduce se-
curity vigilance.

212. SUPPLY ECONOMY

Supply economy is strictly enforced. It is em-
phasized to troops and units that supplies lost,
traded, or thrown away usually are recovered by
the guerillas and used against our forces. Arms
and equipment are salvaged from battlefields and
from civilians who have collected them.

213. UNIT SECURITY

Unit areas are secured against guerilla attacks
and sabotage, with special attention given to the
security of arms, ammunition, and other equipment
of value to the guerillas. Fields of fire are cleared
and hasty field fortifications are constructed and
manned by adequate guards supplemented by patrols.
Precautions are taken to prevent guards being sur-
prised and overpowered before they can give the
alarm. All soldiers, including headquarters and
service personnel are trained in antiguerilla tactics
and keep their weapons available for instant use.
The routine means of securing an area are altered
frequently to prevent guerilla forces from obtaining
detailed accurate information about the composition
and habits of the defense. Natives are not per-
mitted to enter the area and natives residing in the
vicinity are carefully screened or evacuated.
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214. ENGINEERS WITH CONVOY SECURITY DETACH-
MENTS

a. Lone vehicles and convoys not capable of pro-
viding their own security are grouped and escorted
through danger areas by armed security detachments.
These detachments are specially organized and
trained to protect convoys from hostile guerilla ac-
tions and usually contain elements of armor, infantry,
and engineers. The size and composition of a de-
tachment varies with the topography, the capabilities
of hostile guerilla forces, and the size and composi-
tion of the convoy. Traffic through known danger
areas is normally controlled by traffic control
stations.

b. The combat engineer element is placed well for-
ward in the column to perform such engineer tasks
as minor bridge and road repairs, obstacle removal,
and detection and removal of mines.

215. UNESCORTED CONVOY OPERATION

When a convoy is not escorted through a danger
area by a convoy security detachment, the parent unit
organizes its own convoy security. Part of the avail-
able troops are placed well forward in the convoy,
and a strong detachment is placed in a vehicle or
vehicles that follow the main body by about three
minutes. Radio contact is established between the
two groups if possible. Fairly fast speed is main-
tained. Defiles are traversed at high speed. Sharp
curves, steep grades, or other areas where low speed
is necessary, are reconnoitered by foot troops sent
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ahead. At the first indication of ambush while the
convoy is in motion, leading vehicles, if the road ap-
pears clear, increase their speed to the maximum
consistent with safety in an effort to run through the
ambush area. Drivers or assistant drivers of vehicles
disabled by enemy fire or mines seek to direct their
vehicles to the sides or off of the roads so as not to
block vehicles in rear. Troops from vehicles stopped
in the ambush area dismount and return fire. Ma-
chine guns mounted on vehicles are fired. Troops
from vehicles breaking through the ambush, dis-
mount and attack back against a flank of the ambush
position. The rear guard of the convoy, upon learn-
ing that the main body has been ambushed, dismounts
and attacks forward against the other flank of the
ambush position. Both attacking groups take care
not to fire on each other. If the guerillas allow the
main convoy to pass through and then ambush the
rear guard, troops from the main body return and
relieve the rear guard by an attack against the flank
of the ambush position.

216. SUMMARY

a. Hostile guerilla forces are not to be underrated.

b. Rear-area, as well as front-line troops must be
constantly on the alert for guerilla attack.

c. Commanders must emphasize continuous unit
security and maintain plans to counter guerilla
activity at any and all times. See FM's 31-20 and
31-21.
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Section X. RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

217. GENERAL

A retrograde movement is a movement to the rear
or away from the enemy. It may be forced by the
enemy or it may be voluntary. Retrograde move-
ments are covered by mobile forces of combined arms,
which delay and deceive the enemy, and prevent
interference with the execution of the retrograde
plan. Contact with the enemy is n-aintained by
these covering forces, who force the enemy to fight
or maneuver for the ground that is given up. Retro-
grade movements are made only by order of, or after
approval by, higher headquarters and include with-
clrawals from action, retirements, and delaying
actions.

218. ENGINEER SUPPORT OF OTHER ARMS

During retrograde movements, engineers play a
vital role in helping the other arms make the advance
of the enemy as difficult as possible. Such assistance
may include any or all of the duties outlined in para-
graph 217. Proper coordination and execution of
.engineer tasks in retrograde movements normally
requires the attachment of engineer elements to the
covering force. The leading elements of the retiring
friendly troops must be kept moving to their desti-
nation, and the routes kept open and clear to allow
successive elements to reach their destinations.
Engineers near the tail of the retiring column destroy
bridges (fig. 46) and culverts, block roads, lay mines,
destroy stores, and demolish railways and rolling
stock. The time available determines the degree
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of destruction and the number of obstacles con-
structed. Major obstacles must receive priority, since
their construction leads to the greatest difficulty for
the enemy. The engineers work closely with the
other elements of the covering force, preparing alter-
nate delaying positions and obstacles for the infantry
and antitank units, while moving to the rear in leap-
frog fashion.

219. ENGINEER DUTIES

a. The duties of the engineers in a retrograde
movement are basically the saime as in the defense.
Typical duties include-

(1) Performing engineer tasks to aid movement
of retiring columns.

(2) Participating in denial operations (see sec.
XI below).

(3) Delaying the enemy by destroying bridges
and culverts, blocking roads, demolishing
railways, and erecting barriers (fig. 47).

(4) Assisting in flank security by preparing
demolitions and creating obstacles.

(5) Engaging in combat as infantry.
b. In a retrograde movement, supply trains, in-

cluding engineer supplies and equipment, are nor-
mally among the first elements to move to the rear.
However, to meet the needs of engineers with security
elements, it is frequently necessary to operate engi-
neer supply points near the front until the last
elements withdraw.
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220. WITHDRAWAL

a. A withdrawal from action is the operation of
breaking off combat with a hostile force by a rear-
ward movement. It may be followed by a retire-
ment, a delaying action, or by the occupation of a
rear position or area from which subsequent of-
fensive or defensive action is conducted. A with-
drawal is most successful when conducted under
cover of darkness.

b. Engineer duties are relatively the same as in
retrograde movements, as described in paragraphs
216 and 217 above. (See also FM 100-5 and FM
7-10.)

221. RETIREMENT

a. A retirement is an orderly retrograde movement
of troops according to their own plan and without
pressure from the enemy. A retirement may be
made following a withdrawal from action; or when
no actual contact with the enemy has been made.
When a withdrawal from action precedes the retire-
ment, the actual retirement begins after the main
forces have broken contact with the enemy and when
march columns have been formed.

b. Engineer support in a retirement includes-
(1) Reconnaissance and improvement of the

routes of retirement.
(2) Repair of bridges, culverts, and bypasses.
(3) Preparation of obstacles and demolitions to

be executed by the rear guard.
(4) Performance of engineer missions with the

rear and flank guards.
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(5) In certain situations, the reconnaissance
and staking out of rear defensive positions.
(See FM 100-5 and FM 7-10.)

222. DELAYING ACTION

a. Delaying action is a form of defensive action
on one or more positions used to retard the enemy's
advance and to gain time without becoming decisively
engaged. This delay is usually obtained by forcing
the enemy to breach obstacles, deploy early, and to
consume time in preparation for battle.

b. Engineer elements are used in support of the
delaying force, or, in a sustained operation, may be
attached to subordinate tactical units. They are em-
ployed to construct a barrier zone of mines, obstacles,
and demolitions in front of the first delaying posi-
tion and in the area between successive positions.
Obstacles are defended by infantry and other non-
engineer troops in order to release the engineers for
additional engineer work. (See also section VII
of this chapter, FM 100-5, and FM 7-10.)

Section XI. DENIAL OPERATIONS

223. GENERAL

a. A denial measure is action to hinder or deny the
enemy use of space, personnel or facilities and may
include destruction, removal, contamination, or the
erection of obstructions. It is a responsibility of all
commands. For commanders with area jurisdiction,
the responsibility for denial includes everything in
the area; for other commanders, unless specifically
ordered otherwise, it includes only the material and
supplies assigned their units.
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b. A scorched-earth policy makes an entire area
useless to the enemy by the removal or destruction
of everything that can in any way aid him. It is
denial carried to the extreme. The civilian popula-
tion of an area in which the scorched-earth policy is
to be applied must be evacuated if the area is
friendly. Such evacuation must be strictly con-
trolled to prevent interference with troop movements.
A partial-denial operation, less drastic than a
scorched-earth policy, is more often employed.

c. The decision as to the extent to which denial
operations are to include nonmilitary supplies and
facilities is a responsibility of the highest military
commander in the theater. When the denial policy
is established, the detailed planning and execution
involve major problems in engineering and logistics.

224. BATTALION PARTICIPATION

The division commander is responsible for denial
operations within his divisional area. His plan for
denial of both military and civilian supplies, equip-
ment, and installations is prepared in accordance
with denial'policy from higher headquarters, and is
distributed to divisional units for execution. This
is generally a larg6 task, requiring a high degree of
technical skill and considerable time for detailed
planning, careful preparation, and execution. The
division engineer battalion is especially suitable for
executing denial operations. Extensive use is made
of the engineer equipment and demolitions in re-
moval or destruction of items to be denied to the
enemy. Troops of other arms and services are also
used extensively in denial operations, usually under
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engineer supervision. It is a command decision to
determine when preliminary work is to be done and
when plans are to be executed. A denial operation
to be successful must be prosecuted ruthlessly. The
engineer battalion, like other units, normally has an
SOP for the destruction of its own supplies and
equipment.

225. ITEMS DENIED THE ENEMY

All possible military supplies and equipment are
evacuated. The remainder must be destr6yed.
The division and the engineer battalion are interested
mostly in the denial of such items as-

a,, Military equipment and supplies.

b. Military installations.

c. Communications facilities.

(1) Railroads and rolling stock.

(2) Airstrips.

(3) Bridges.

(4) Highways.
d. Signal communication items.

e. Certain buildings and structures.

226. DENIAL BY REMOVAL

Evacuation of materials is as much a part of any

denial operation as destruction. Evacuation must
be started early and conducted in accordance with
prepared priority lists. All available means of labor
.and transportation must be used to capacity in order
to save all possible supplies and equipment.
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227. DENIAL BY DESTRUCTION

a. All possible methods of destruction are used.
The most common are-

(1) Explosives (see FM 5-25).

(2) Fire.
(3) Flooding or drenching.
(4) Mechanical methods, such as breaking with

a sledge hanmmer or cutting with an oxya-
cetylene torch.

(5) Confamination.
'(6) Projectiles--small arms, artillery, and

bombs.
b. In order that destruction may be executed at

the desired time, the personnel to destroy each item
must be designated in advance; the supplies neces-
sary for the destruction must be estimated and as-
sembled at convenient locations; the circumstances
under which the destruction is to take place must
be definitely prescribed; and, if orders for destruc-
tion are to be issued, the means of transmission must
be provided.

Section XII. RIVER-CROSSING' OPERATIONS

228. GENERAL

a. In/fomnation Covered. River-crossing opera-
tions are discussed in general in this section. The
tactics and technique of the engineer combat bat-
talion divisional in these operations, and in relation
to other units, are discussed in more detail. Further
essential references for crossing operations are
found in FM's 100-5, 31-30, 17-10, and 7-40.
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b. Objective and Mission. The immediate objec-
tive of the attack on a river line is to get across
quickly and economically and establish one or more
bridgeheads to protect the crossing of the remainder
of the command. A divison usually crosses as part
of a larger force and has one of the following mis-
sions; to force the main crossing, to make a second-
ary crossing, or to make a feint. The actual
crossing is a means, not the end sought.

229. TYPES OF CROSSINGS

Plans for crossing a stream over which the enemy
has destroyed all bridges depend on several factors
including the strength with which the enemy holds
the opposite bank and the characteristics of the river.
There are two general types of crossings-a hasty
river crossing and a deliberate river crossing.

a. A hasty river crossing must be boldly executed
to insure surprise, to prevent the organization of
strong defenses, and if possible, to seize an existing
bridge or ford. Detailed reconnaissance and plan-
ning are secondary to speed. Advanced elements are
crossed by expedient means if normal equipment is
not available. Such crossings must be foreseen; all
available equipment must be utilized promptly.
When the opportunity for such a crossing is pre-
sented to an advance force, the supporting engineer
troops aid in the immediate crossing and exploita-
tion. Bridges, and other crossing means if necessary,
are constructed as soon as possible by the division
engineers to cross additional divisional troops which
are rushed forward to expand the initial successes.
Hasty crossings are crossings of opportunity for
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which few definite procedures can be established.
Therefore, the following paragraphs apply princi-
pally to deliberate river crossings.

b. A deliberate river crossing is necessary if the
opposite bank is strongly held. Detailed planning,
extensive logistical preparation, and air and ground
superiority are required. Over-all planning and co-
ordination are performed by higher commands,
corps or higher.

230. BASIC STEPS OF A RIVER CROSSING

Reconnaissance, planning, assembling equipment,
and designating, and in some cases training, neces-
sary forces usually take place well in advance of the
operation. The actual crossing of the assault forces
is conducted in four steps-

a. Movement forward to assembly areas.
b. Movement from assembly areas to attack posi-

tions.
c. Crossing.
d. Attack on far bank to seize successive objectives.

231. FAR-SHORE OBJECTIVES

The force landing on the far bank usually has three
successive objectives. The objectives are an integral
part of the crossing. The location of the three objec-
tives is determined by the terrain, enemy observation,
and fields of fire. It should be recognized that two
objectives may coincide in one terrain feature. The
objectives are-

a. First. The elimination of the enemy's capa--
bility to place effective direct fire on the crossing
front.
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b. Second. The elimination of the enemy's capa-
bility to place observed fires on the selected crossing
sites.

c. Third. The elimination of the enemy's capa-
bility to place any effective sustained fires of ground
weapons on the selected crossing sites and on the
space required on the enemy's side of the river for
maneuver of the command. The third objective nor-
mally extends to the corps bridgehead line.

232. CROSSiNG MEANS

For the execution of the first objective, necessary
infantry troops and equipment are crossed in assault
boats or storm boats. After the first objective is
accomplished footbridges, ferries, and rafts or other
crossing means such as cableways and expedient
bridges, are constructed. These cross additional
personnel, ammun-ition, heavy weapons, equipment,
and armor and other necessary vehicles to support
and expand the bridgehead. Construction of fixed
or floating bridges is usually started when the second
objective is accomplished. Execution of the third
objective, coupled with local air supremacy, permits
the completion of the bridges; uninterrupted use of
the bridges in crossing supporting troops, equipment,
and vehicles; accumulation of supplies on the enemy
side; and exploitation of successes already attained.

233. AIRBORNE TROOPS

Airborne troops may aid in the attack on a river
line. Their prime objective is to seize, occupy, and
defend terrain, probably on the corps bridgehead
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line, as an integral part of the operation. They may
be used to seize bridges by surprise before they can
be destroyed, and to disrupt communications or to
hinder movement of reserves during the attack.
The main attacking force links up with airborne
troops according to a prearranged schedule.

2'34. PLANNING AND RECONNAISSANCE

a. Co,'ips or Armty.

(1) Initial planning for a deliberate crossing
is done by corps or army staff well in ad-
vance of the operation. Higher-echelon
advance planning is necessary to allow the
timely allocation of supporting engineer
troops and the proculrement and distribu-
tion of necessary equipment. A study of
maps and aerial photographs is made to
assign division or corps zones, and to select
tentative sites for heavy fixed or floating
bridges that will cross reserve troops, armor,
artillery, and all succeeding troops.

(2) An engineer combat group is usually as-
signed to support one division. To carry
out this mission properly, the group is desig-
nated early in division planning.

(3) Tentative sites selected from aerial photo-
graphs are checked on the ground. Hydro-
graphic records may give information on
probable river conditions during the period
in which the crossing is planned. If tac-
tical considerations allow a choice, this in-
formation may also prove valuable in
deterimining the time of crossing.
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b. Division. To assign objectives and regimental
boundaries intelligently and to select principal
crossing points, the division staff must know the
terrain, the disposition of enemy forces, and the main
routes of approach to and from the river. A large
amount of the technical portion of this information
is obtained by infantry division engineer, and group
engineer patrols and reconnaissance parties, both
ground and air. Coordination between these patrols
and parties, and prompt consolidation and distribu-
tion of their findings, are necessary. Division G2
limits reconnaissance, consol idates the reconnaissance
reports for the division staff, and distributes the in-
formation to units of the division to keep them
informed of the general situation.

G. IRfaintry. Instructions from the division com-
mander to infantry regimental commanders state the
mission of each regiment, including its objective or
objectives, its zones of action, means allocated for
crossing, and its time of crossing. All available in-
formation obtained by reconnaissance of the river
line, including the location of the most favorable

.crossing points, is furnished the regimental com-
manclder. His staff and subordinate commanders
make detailed reconnaissance to obtain the follow\ing
information:

(1) Composition and disposition of enemy
forces, including location of enemy weapons,
defensive works, and undefended or weakly
held crossing points.

(2) Well-defined terrain features suitable as
objectives.

(3) Suitable far-shore assembly areas for sub-
ordinate units.
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(4) Road and trail net on enemy side of river.
(5) Favorable routes of attack through enemy

position.
(6) Suitable observation posts and near-shore

positions for supporting weapons.
(7) Initial assembly areas and routes from them

to the attack position.
(8) Attack positions for units making the

initial crossing.
d. Engineer reconnaissance of the stream provides

information for technical planning. Information
required includes location and condition of roads and
trails; location, extent, and types of mine fields;
physical characteristics of the river as to depth,
width, velocity, evidence of flooding, obstacles such
as islands, sandbars. floating ice, and the like, char-
acter of bottom, and heights and type of soil of
banks; sites for concealment of troops and crossing
equipment; available routes from attack positions
to the river; locations for equipment parks and engi-
neer bivouac areas; location of natural resources
and existing structures; and enemy capabilities of
controlled flooding and of waterborne attack. The
following desirable characteristics are sought in
river-crossing operations:

(1) Assault-boat crossing sites are located, as
far as possible, where the stream is narrow,
the current moderate, and the banks gently
sloping. There must be adequate space for
the simultaneous launching of the desired
number of boats. Concealment is desirable
for the approaches to the launching sites,
and for the sites themselves. Frequently,
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lanes must be cleared and marked to allow
movement of boats.

(2) Footbridge construction is easier if the site

provides a small cleared area on the near
bank where bays can be assembled; gently
sloping banks on the near shore so bays can

be carried out and connected in the water;
and large trees or other anchorages on both
banks for float cables and guy cables.

(3) Raft sites are normally located downstream
from bridge sites. They should be close to

existing roads at points where the current
is moderate and where banks can accom-
modate two or more rafts without landing

stages.
(4) Floating-bridge sites should preferably

have the following technical characteristics:
(a) Short, easily constructed approach roads

to existing road nets on both sides.
(b) Moderate current.

(c) Firm stream banks that can support
abutments.

(d) Nearby points where pontons may be

launched or floats inflated and launched.
Normally, pontons are launched down-
stream of the bridge site, although where
tributary streams exist it may be de-

sirable to float pontons to the bridge from
launching sites on the tributary.

(e) Turn-arounds for vehicles at unloading
points.

(f) Large trees or other natural anchorages
for anchor cables, when used.
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(g) Small variations in water level. Allow-
ance must be made for changes in water
level and velocity of current caused by
floods and tides, particularly for their
effect on the anchorage required.

e. Coordinated Reconnaissance. After the divi-
sion plan is completed and zones of action are as-
signed to infantry regiments and battalions, a
detailed coordinating reconnaissance is made by in-
fantry regimental and subordinate commanders and
officers of the supporting engineer units. At this
time, details are vorked out for boat-group assembly
areas, assault-boat assignments, foot routes to the
stream, battalion and company crossing zones, loca-
tion of engineer equipment, and time schedules.

235. TACTICAL FORMATION

a. Width of Front.
(1) Higher authority usually prescribes the

division front for a deliberate crossing by
boundary lines, specified frontages, or by
designating limiting points on the river.
The division commander subdivides his
zone into regimental areas. An assigned
area is one of responsibility. The actual
crossing may cover only part of the front,
leaving dead areas between units to be
cleared up after enough forces have crossed.
For this reason, units are crossed in depth
to prevent forward units from being cut
off by the enemy.

(2) Within the actual crossing area, the unit is
dispersed to present a less favorable target.
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Assault boats are arranged so the infantry
units cross, land, and deploy with a mini-
mum of confusion. Intervals between boats
are at least 20 yards.

(3) The frontages upon which infantry units
normally operate have to be decreased when
the units are afloat as shown:

Frontitges. iJ Yllrdsl8

Norm, l

Unit gorolund operatioul Afloat

Platoon ______---- __. 200 to 300 60 to 150

Company_______.---- 300 to 1,200 200 to 500
Battalion-------.---- 600 to 2,400 500 to 1,600

b. Order'of Crossing. Tactical unity and normal
support of infantry units are maintained as far as

possible in assigning personnel to crossing means.
The order in which units cross is determined by the
infantry commander. The width of the' stream.
enemy capabilities, and the equipment and troops
available determine the number of waves crossed.
If the necessary means are available anid the tactical
formatiofi perlnits, one satisfactory method for
crossing an assault battalion is as follows:

In assault boats:
Leading w-ave: Three rifle platoons of each at-

tacking rifle company (less vehicles) with one
57-nmm rifle squad from the weapons platoon
attached to each rifle platoon.

Second wave: Remainder of weapons platoon,
a detachment of the company headquarters of
each attacking rifle company, forward observ-
ers from the artillery and the mortar platoon
and attachments from the heavy weapons
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company (a section each of 75-mnm rifles and
light machine guns).

Third wave: Heavy weapons company (less de-
tachments and vehicles), first echelon of bat-
talion command post, aid station, and liaison
personnel of artillery.

On footbridge, rafts or double assault boats: Bat-
talion reserve, battalion headquarters (less detach-
ments), and medical company( less detachments).

236. ENGINEER TROOPS AND MATERIAL

a. Estimates of engineer troops and material re-
quired must be available early in the planning stage
of a deliberate crossing so equipment can be pro-
cured and properly distributed, combined training
can be accomplished, and reconnaissance can be
made. Tasks of engineer troops include serving as
guides, operating assault boats, assembling and
operating rafts, erecting and maintaining bridges,
removing mines, constructing approach roads, ex-
tending road nets and furnishing support after
crossing (usually performed by organic engineers,
with one platoon accompanying each assault infantry
battalion). A reserve of engineer troops and ma-
teriel also must be provided to reinforce the means
of crossing at decisive points, to replace losses, and
to perform other engineer missions as required. Ali
tasks are specifically assigned to selected units for
execution. Responsibility for the accomplishment
of these tasks is designated in the engineer plan and
operation orders. Additional engineer troops
(usually a combat group) and special equipment
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for the crossing operation are provided by corps or
army;

b. The location of engineer materiel, particularly
ponton bridge equipment, must be carefully con-
cealed prior to the crossing. Discovery of its pres-
ence may disclose the plans of the commander to
the enemy. It forms a remunerative target for both
combat aviation and artillery, and should be given
protection including antiaircraft defense.

237. CORPS ENGINEER

The corps engineer prepares the corps plan. He
makes plans for the supporting troops and equip-
ment well in advance, in sufficient time for the as-
sembling of the crossing equipment and if possible,
to allow time for training the troops which are to
take part in the crossing. A corps tactical plan is
developed and a warning order is issued to the divi-
sions selected to make the crossing.

238. THE DIVISION ENGINEER

The division engineer, within the framework of
the corps plan, is responsible for the engineer sup-
port of the assault within the division area. His
plan includes the distribution of all engineer troops
and equipment, both organic and that made avail-
able by corps, for operations oli the near shore, and
for engineer support on the far shore.

239. THE ENGINEER COMBAT GROUP COMMANDER

Engineer support provided by corps is normally an
engineer combat group. The group commander,
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working under corps control, closely coordinates with
the division engineer, keeps abreast of the tactical
situation and assists in the engineer planning. He
is prepared to make recommendations as to the best
sites for the crossing means which he will construct
and operate, and as to the ability of his unit to sup-
port the proposed tactical plans.

240. LIAISON

Close cooperation and exchange of information in
all echelons are essential to a successful river cross-
ing. Continuous liaison is maintained between in-
fantry regiments and the engineer units that provide
their crossing means. Continuous liaison is also
maintained between the division engineer, the sup-
porting engineer combat group commander, and the
corps engineer.

Section XIII. STANDARD RIVER-CROSSING EQUIPAGE

241. ASSAULT BOAT M2
(TM 5-271)

The assault boat 512 (division and corps equip-
ment) is used in crossing assault waves of infantry.
The boat weighs 410 pounds, has a useful displace-
ment of 4,000 pounds, and is 5 feet 4 inches wide and
13 feet 4 inches long. In addition to a crew of 3
engineers (fig. 48), the boat safely carries 12 riflemen
with individual weapons and equipment. Seven of
these boats are carried (nested) on a 21/2-ton truck
or a 21/2-ton pole-type trailer. Two assault boats
fastened together stern-to-stern and powered by a
22-horsepower outboard motor. can carry a 2-man
240



engineer crew plus 22 infantrymen in currents up to
7 feet per second (FPS). In currents of 7 to 9 FPS,
the load limits is 2 crewmen and 15 infantrymen.

Figlure 48. Assatlt boat with three-lail egtgineer crcw.

242. RECONNAISSANCE BOATS

Reconnaissance boats are of two sizes (fig. 49)-
a. The two-man canvas pneumatic reconnaissance

boat (TM 5-271) (division and corps equipment), is
7 feet 9 inches and 3 feet 5 inches wide when inflated.
It has two folding paddles. When deflated it is
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packed in a carrying case 1 foot 9 inches long and 9
inches in diameter.

b. The five-man canvas pneumatic reconnaissance
boat (TB 5-271-4) (army depot stock) is 12 feet
long and 5 feet 8 inches wide when inflated. Five
two-piece paddles are issued with each boat. Rolled
and packed in a canvas carrying case, it is 20 inches
in diameter and 25 inches long. Its weight when so
packed is 120 pounds.

243. STORM BOAT
(TM 5-271)

The storm boat (army depot stock) is used for
assaults across wide streams and for crossing where
secrecy is subordinate to speed. The boat weighs
450 pounds, is 16 feet 9 inches long and 6 feet 6
inches wide, and has a useful displacement of 2,000
pounds. It is powered by a 4-cylinder, 2-cycle, 55-
horsepower outboard motor weighing 200 pounds.
Maximum speeds with this motor are 25 to 35 miles
per hour, depending on the load. The boat has a
crew of two and carries seven riflemen with individ-
ual arms and equipment (figt. 50). Four boats are
carried (nested) on a two-wheel, pole type trailer.
The motors are carried in the bed of the trailer
prime mover.

244. FOOTBRIDGE
(TM 5-271)

The footbridge (corps equipment, army depot
stock) is a standard means of crossing foot troops
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over a stream (fig. 51). The bridge is not affected
materially by small-arms fire. One unit of foot-
bridge equipment is 432 feet long and is transported
on two 21/2-ton trucks and two-wheel pole type
trailers.

Figure 51. Infantrymen crosslg ai footbridge.

245. INFANTRY SUPPORT RAFT
(TM 5-271)

a. The infantry support raft (corps equipment
and army depot stock) is used to ferry vehicles and
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troops. The raft consists of M2 assault boats paired
to form pontons, together with plywood treadways,
siderails, siderail clamps, and guy lines. Rafts of
various sizes, using from three to seven pontons, can
be constructed. Infantry support rafts are propelled
by from one to three 22-horsepower outboard motors.
The number of motors used depends on the size of the
raft, but one extra motor is always installed as a
spare.

b. The usual infantry support raft is constructed
of 6 assault boats connected in pairs to form 3 pon-
tons, and 8 plywood treadways. This raft carries
a loaded 21/2 -ton truck (fig. 52). Infantry support
rafts are issued in sets which provide 12 three-
ponton rafts.

c. If enough equipment is available, the best all-
purpose type of raft is constructed of 10 assault boats
(5 pontons), and 5 pairs of treadways. This raft
carries a loaded 21/2-ton truck with 105-mml howitzer.
When possible, this raft is used in preference to the
customary 3-ponton raft.

d. Except over wide rivers or those having un-
favorable banks, six five-ponton infantry rafts can
ferry a regiment of infantry and its necessary sup-
porting vehicles, except tanks, in 3 to 5 hours.

e. The raft material of 12 three-ponton infantry
support rafts can be combined into a ponton bridge
384 feet long with pontons at 10-foot centers (fig. 53).
Such a bridge can carry a 21/2-ton truck with 105-mm
howitzer.
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246. CABLEWAYS
(TM 5-271)

Light and medium cableways (army depot stock)
may be used to cross supporting vehicles and weap-
ons when stream or bank conditions make rafting
difficult or impossible. When their use is foreseen,
they are provided in class IV depots. Their ca-
pacity varies from 2,000 pounds over a span of
1,500 feet, to 3,000 pounds over a span of 1,200 feet,
depending on whether the light or medium cableway
is used. Obviously, their capacity is appreciably
less than that of the support rafts.

247. BRIDGE, FLOATING, STEEL, TREADWAY, WI-
DENED

This bridge (division and corps equipment) com-
bines the equipage of the steel treadway bridge M2,
described in TM 5-272, with the plywood treadways
of the standard infantry support raft, TM 5-271.
The 18-ton pneumatic floats support both steel and
plywood treadways rigidly joined end-to-end to form
three continuous tracks (fig. 54). When conditions
prevent the use of floats, the tread-ways are supported
on 50-ton trestles. When inflated the pneumatic
floats are 33 inches in diameter, 33 feet long, and
8 feet 3 inches wide. The steel treadways are 12 feet
long and 451/2 inches wide. The plywood treadways
are 12 feet long and 37. inches wide. One unit of the
bridge is 288 feet long. Capacities of fixed bridges
are shown in table III; of floating bridges in table V.
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248. FLOATING BRIDGE M4

The floating bridge M4 (army depot stock) con-
sists of a continuous roadway of aluminum-alloy
deck balk supported by aluminum pontons (fig. 55).
Shore connections are made by resting the end balk
upon abutment sills on the banks or by using one
or more trestle spans. Balk are pinned to re-
movable ponton gunwales, permitting pontons to be
replaced without disturbing the bridge deck.
Posted capacities of the M4 floating bridge are given
in table V. One set of equipment provides 428 feet
of floating bridge and 195 feet of fixed bridge, or
608 feet of combined floating and fixed bridge.

249. BRIDGE, AIRBORNE, FIXED, OR FLOATING,
50-TON

This floating bridge (airborne division equipment)
(TB ENG 78) combines the superstructure of the
M4 bridge with the pneumatic floats of the M2 bridge
(fig. 56). One set of equipment provides 695 feet of
floating bridge and 105 feet of fixed bridge or 785
feet of combined floating and fixed bridge. Posted
capacities of this bridge are given in table V.

250. DIVISION BRIDGE EQUIPMENT

a. Organic division bridge equipment is found in
the bridge platoon of headquarters and service com-
pany of the division engineer battalion. The bridge
platoon has enough steel treadway, widened, bridging
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equipment to construct: twelve 24-foot fixed bridges
or one 144-foot fixed bridge, using the four trestles
(fig. 57) ; or 288 feet of floating bridge. All of these
bridges carry the heaviest division load.

Figure 57. Short fixed span, ussifg 50-ton trestles.

b. Expedient river-crossing means are described
in TM 5-271.

c. Characteristics of floating and ferrying equip-
ment are given in table VI and VII.
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Section XIV. TACTICAL PROCEDURE

251. PREPARATORY MOVEMENTS

a. Assenzbly Areas. In preparation for the cross-
ing, the infantry troops which will make the crossing
are secretly placed in concealed assembly areas. If
possible, these areas are beyond light-artillery range,
but are within an easy nighlt's march of the crossing
sites on the river. Only covering forces and the
necessary reconnaissance parties are permitted to ap-
proach the river. Infantry troops complete final
plans and issue final orders in these areas.

b. Attack Positions. Engineers assist infantry
leaders in reconnoitering the attack positions. If
possible, members of each boat crew and guides
reconnoiter the route over which their boat will be
carried and the point on the river from which it will
be launched. An ideal attack position is-

(1) Accessible to trucks and carrying parties.
(2) Concealed from hostile ground and aerial

observation.
(3) Connected to the river's edge by numerous

foot routes.
(4) Close to the river to reduce hand-carrying

by infantry to a minimum.
(5) In defilade from fire of hostile flat-trajectory

weapons.
(6) Easily identifiable at night.

c. Ponton Equipment. Because it is vulnerable,
difficult to conceal, and indicates intent, ponton-
bridge equipment is normally held well back in rear
areas, and is brought forward to the bridge site when
needed, without intermediate bivouac.
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d. Covering Forces. Constant vigil is maintained
by covering forces to prevent enemy patrols from
gaining information about the crossing, or disrupt-
ing crossing plans. They are normally provided
from the general reserve and troops other than those
who are to make the initial crossing.

252. ORGANIZATION FOR CROSSING

a. Preliminary. Under cover of darkness all
troops go into selected positions-infantry to as-
sembly areas, engineers to the attack position, and
supporting troops into their gun positions. Assault
boats are brought to the attack position by trucks
when terrain, road net, and secrecy requirements per-
mit. Engineer troops unload the boats, carry them
to boat-group areas, and distribute them at the head
of foot-routes to the river so they may be picked
up by infantry carrying parties (fig. 58). If pos-
sible, boats are placed no more than 100 to 200 yards
from the river. Engineers are assigned to specific
boat groups before groups arrive at the attack
position.

b. Boat Groups. Assault boats are assigned so
that the infantry cross in tactical units. A boat
group usually consists of three to five boats with their
passengers and, if possible, contains a tactical unit.
For example, an infantry platoon requiring four
assault boats normally forms one boat group. Op-
erating in boat groups assists in control of both the
men and boats.

c. Organization of Engineers. Engineer assign-
ments conform to the tactical grouping of infantry
units. The tactical formation is determined by in-
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fantry commanders and depends on the terrain and
anticipated enemy resistance. The division engineer
troops normally conduct the crossing from the as-
sembly area to the far bank and support the infantry
units in obtaining their far-shore objectives. For
example, in an attack where an infantry regiment
is crossing two battalions abreast with the third bat-
talion in reserve: each leading battalion crosses two
rifle companies in the assault, then the heavy weapons
company and battalion headquarters as soon as they
are required on the enemy side, and the reserve rifle
company last. Each leading rifle company crosses
three rifle platoons in the first wave, followed closely
by the remainder of the company in a second wave.
A suggested engineer assignment based on engineer
companies at approximately full strength is as
follows:

(1) An engineer squad reinforced to 15 men
operates a boat group of 5 boats carrying an
infantry rifle platoon. Each boat is as-
signed a crew of 3 engineers.

(2) A squad of only nine men is required to
operate a three-boat group carrying the
company headquarters and remainder of
the weapons platoon.

(3) To insure prompt ferrying of the second
wave in each leading rifle company, boats
and crews are provided for the entire com-
pany. An engineer platoon, reinforced
with 18 men from another platoon, is as-
signed to cross an infantry rifle company.
The reinforced platoon is organized into
four squads, each of which operates a boat
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glroup under control of the squad leader.
Groups are controlled by the engineer pla-
toon comn-ander.

(4) Except when losses in the first two waves
are expected to be large or the width of the
river makes round-trip time prohibitive,
the rest of the battalion is crossed in boats
which return to the near shore after crossing
the leading rifle companies. An engineer
company is assigned to cross an infantry
rifle battalion.

d. Infantry Preparations. Infantry makes' final
plans for the attack and organizes boat teams before
leaving the assembly areas. Supporting fire for the
crossing is furllislhec by heavy weapons companies of
all battalions if practicable, by the covering force
normally provided froln the general reserve, and by
artillery units. Weapons positions selected by prior
reconnaissance and coordinated with the covering
force are occupied in time to cover the crossing of
the first wave.

253. CROSSING INITIAL WAVES

a. Procedure. Heavy weapons companies move
into support position and leading infantry units
move to the attack position simultaneously so the
attack can be made at the designated time. At the
attack position, the first assault waves on all fronts
are met by engineers who lead them first to their
boats in the boat group areas and then to the river-
bank. Each infantry boat team carries its own boat.
Once units leave the attack position, however, they do
not halt for coordination and no attempt is made to
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maintain alinement between boat groups. Upon ar-
rivil at embarkation points, troops embark immedi-
ately and paddle to the far shore. In night crossings,
firing from boats is prohibited. Special equipment,
such as woven wire matting and bangalore torpedoes,
may be carried in assault boats to facilitate passage
of obstacles not cleared by fire. After neutralizing
enemy resistance near the bank, leading infantry
units advance to the first objective. Second wave
troops of each company delay the departure from the
attack position long enough to allow the first wave
to clear the shore.

b. Handling Assault Boats.

(1) Ten to twelve infantrymen carry an assault
boat. The encgineer crew of three act as
guides and carry the paddles. Since weap-
ons platoon squads and platoon headquar-
ters are small and the men are heavily
loaded, company basics or battalion head-
quarters company personnel help them in
the carry. These extra men do not cross the
stream until later in the operation.

(2) From the time troops leave the attack
position until they reach the far bank, no
unnecessary stops are made. The boat is
carried upside-down to a spot previously se-
lected by the engineer platoon commander
within a few yards of the water's edge.
Here the boat is righted, great care being
taken to preserve silence. Objects must not
be allowed to strike the sides or bottom of
the boat. Rifles are slung diagonally,
muzzle up, from the shoulder nearer
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the boat. Special care must be exercised in
carrying the boat after it is righted to pre-
vent the bottom from striking stumps, rocks,
and other obstructions.

(3) On arrival at the riverbank, the boat is im-
mediately carried bow-first into water deep
enough to float the fully loaded boat. No
change is made in the carrying formation.
The boat is loaded parallel to the bank if
the water is deep immediately offshore.
Ammunition, machine guns, and similar
weapons and equipment are quietly placed
in the boat, and all rifles unslung. Passen-
gers then climb aboard, taking care to keep
the boat in balance and to avoid noise. The
engineer crew steadies the boat. Infantry-
men assigned to paddle hand their rifles to
passengers in the center of the boat. En-
gineers pass paddles to the infantrymen
along the sides of the boat. Each engineer
crew member retains one paddle for his own
use. Wh1Ten all infantrymen are in the boat,
two engineers take positions in the bow, one
on each side. The third engineer soldier
pushes off, kneels in the stern, and steers the
boat across the stream. The senior infantry-
man aboard is responsible for directing the
craft to its landing area. The infantrymen
at the sides paddle the boat, engineer
paddlers at the bow setting the stroke.
Paddlers kneel on their outside knees, being
careful not to scrape the sides of the boat
with their paddles. Those not paddling
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crouch low in the boat, holding rifles up-
right on the bottom. Before leaving the
shore, all men-loosen their rifle belts and
helmet straps so packs and helmets can be
discarded easily if the boat capsizes or
sinks.

(4) As soon as it is loaded, each boat is paddled
as rapidly as possible to the opposite bank.
Normally, the boat is headed straight for
the far shore; no effort is made to counter-
act drift. Specific orders may be issued to
paddle against the current to avoid being
swept downstream if the relative locations
of embarkation and debarkation points are
unfavorable, or if the stream is wide and
the current swift.

(5) Upon arrival at the far shore, silence is ob-
served unless the enemy has discovered the
crossing and opened fire. To avoid noise,
boats are beached on mud bottoms when
possible. The two engineer soldiers in the
bow disembark first and hold the boat steady
while the paddlers get out and place their
paddles quietly in the boat. All passengers
then step into the shallow water or directly
ashore. Cargo is unloaded. The entire
crossing is made with utmnost speed and si-
lence. As soon as the enemy discovers the
crossing, quiet is sacrificed for speed.
Boats are loaded and unloaded as rapidly
as possible to minimize the length of time
men are exposed to enemy fire.
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254. CROSSING SUCCESSIVE WAVES

a. Each boat returns independently to the near
shore as soon as unloaded.' When necessary, each
engineer squad leader reassigns men from disabled
boats to crews which have lost men. When boats
reach the near shore, they are normally paddled
upstream to their loading points. Each squad leader
reports to the engineer platoon commander as each
boat group returns. The infantry commander is
notified and decides whether to send over the next
load of infantry as each boat group returns or to
wait until all boat groups have returned.

b. It may be necessary for boat crews to return to
the near shore at points other than the initial em-
barkation sites. Decision as to where the boats are
to return is made before the crossing and instruc-
tions are issued to crews before the first wave leaves.

c. In performing its mission of supporting the first
wave, the heavy weapons company, normally as-
signed to the third wave, is dispersed over the bat-
talion front. Its initial reconnaissance of the river
line includes routes to embarkation points of the sup-
ported units. On order of the infantry battalion
commander, elements of the company move forward
over these routes to embarkation points and cross in
boats previously used by the first two waves. When
necessary to make up losses, boats are shifted from
other boat groups to the heavy weapons company.

d. When crossed in boats, the fourth wave, usually
the reserve rifle company, is assigned to boat groups,
guided to the embarkation point, and crossed much
the same as the first wave. Infantry assigned to this
and succeeding waves may be required to carry addi-
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tional assault boats forward to the embarkation point
to serve as replacements.

255. CROSSING BY STORM BOATS

Over wide rivers or when secrecy can be disre-
garded, storm boats may be used. It must be de-
cided early how many troops will be crossed and
what will be the tactical formation, since these fac-
tors will determine the number of boats required.
Storm boats and outboard motors may be obtained
from class IV depot stocks, and operators from avail-
able engineer sources. The tactical procedures and
handling of boats are similar to those for the assault
boat M2 except for the following changes:

a. Loads. Storm boats carry smaller loads and
enough must be provided to allow for this fact (par.
243).

b. Launching Boats. Whenever possible, engi-
neers conceal the boats at the water's edge before the
infantry arrives. If this is not possible, the boats
are concealed, with motors attached and resting in
the boats' bottoms, as close to the bank as pos-
sible. They are carried to the river by infantry and
launched stern first. The water should be deep
enough to prevent the propeller from touching bot-
tom under a full load.

c. Embarkation. After weapons and equipment
have been placed aboard, the passengers get aboard
and lie in the bottom. One engineer helps shove the
boat off and lies at the bow; the other engineer ma-
neuvers the boat and operates the motor.

d. Unloading. Boats may beach under power at
the far bank, turn in shallow water to avoid stopping
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their motors, or use a combination of these methods
to discharge their loads. Crews of boats beached
under power help one another in returning boats to
the water.

e. ControZ Measures. To insure that successive
waves are loaded and unloaded without confusion,
large numbered or lettered signs are posted at each
loading point, and signs to mark unloading points
are carried to the far bank in the first crossing. At
night, phosphorescent paint may be used. Such
measures will appreciably speed up the operation.

f. Successive Waves. Successive loads are guided
to loading points where they await return of the
boats. No effort is made to coordinate movements of
teams with individual boats, since this would deprive
the operation of its advantage of speed.

g. Reserve Boats. A reserve of boats, motors, and
crews is assigned to each crossing zone and is placed
close to the river before the initial wave departs.

A. Special Precautions. Because of the storm
boat's high speed, its operation is not practicable
under conditions of poor visibility, or in the presence
of underwater obstacles or large quantities of debris.
Boats must not be loaded in excess of the typical loads
shown in paragraph 243. Motor operators must be
quickly trained in handling and servicing these large
motors. Engineer crews and infantry passengers
should rehearse the crossing before the combat
operation.

256. ILLUSTRATIVE SITUATION

The following situation for crossing an infantry
regiment illustrates the use of storm boats.
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a. The stream to be crossed is 1,200 feet wide and
has gently sloping, sandy beaches on both sides. The
infantry commander has decided to cross two bat-
talions abreast in the assault with one battalion in
reserve. The battalion crosses companies in column,
each company comprising a wave. The second rifle
company, the heavy weapons company, the battalion
headquarters and headquarters company, and the
third rifle company of each battalion cross in that
order in the boats which ferry the assault companies.

b. Covering forces, normally from the general re-
serve, hold the near bank while preparations for the
crossing are completed. Preliminary reconnaissance
of the near shore is made by infantry and engineer
parties. Attack positions are chosen for each lead-
ing battalion. Mines are cleared from attack posi-
tions and routes over which boats will be carried.
Engineers prepare lettered or numbered signs to
mark loading and unloading points.

c. Seven boats are provided for each rifle platoon
and 9 for the weapons platoon and company head-
quarters, making 30 boats per assault company.
Two assault companies per regiment require 60
boats, plus one-third reserve boats (20), making 80
boats required for the crossing. These boats may be
obtained from class IV depot stocks. Boat groups
are organized as described in 252b above, preserving
the integrity of infantry units as far as possible.
For a breakdown of storm boat requirements, see
table VIII.

d. One engineer guide is assigned to each pair of
boats and one to the company headquarters boat.
Two engineers form the boat crew, one as bowman,
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and the other as motor operator. Operators are
organized into provisional boat platoons before the
crossing and should rehearse the operation with the
bowmen, guides, and infantry who will make the as-
sault. A provisional boat platoon to cross one bat-
talion may consist of 40 boats with operators, 40
bown-men, 15 guides, and a platoon commander. The
bowmen and guides should know also how to operate
the motors and boats.

e. In this case, crossing is made just before dawn
when the far shore becomes visible. On the night
preceding the crossinlg, provisional engineer boat
platoons bring boats to the attack position. The 30
boats required for the initial crossing of 1 infantry
battalion are carried to the water, and launched or
left at the water's edge. Motors are attached, fuel
is checked, and operator's tools and spare parts are
laid in the bottom of the boat. Signs marking the
loading points are posted so they are visible from
the shore and from the river. Signs to mark un-
loading points are laid on the boats. Normally, only
one unloading point is marked for each boat group.
Every effort is made to maintain silence. Ten re-
serve boats for each battalion are placed with crews
in the attack position from which they may be rushed
to replace losses.

/. Infantry units are divided into boat-group teams
in the assembly areas. Heavy weapons companies
of each battalion leave the assembly areas first and
take up positions to add their support to the crossing.
Leading rifle companies leave the assembly in time
to reach the attack position just before the hour of
attack. Engineer guides meet the two loads assigned
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to each pair of boats and lead them tothe river. The
infantrymen carry the boats to the river if they are
not already afloat. The engineer bowmen steady the
boats while the infantrymen board and lie down on
the bottom. The bowmen then climb aboard and
motors are started, often at a prearranged signal
which must be known and be visible or audible to
all operators.

g. If the far shore is known to be clear of under-
water obstacles such as logs, stumps, or enemy-laid
antiboat devices, a smoke screen may be laid on the
hostile shore immediately before the attack to cover
the initial crossing. If not, the screen is omitted
so the operators can avoid such obstructions.

h. If, as in this case, the enemy shore permits beach-
ing of boats, infantry commanders determine the
need for such action by a study of anticipated re-
sistance. Consideration must be given to the fact
that time is lost when boats are being relaunched and
high engineer casualties may result. Since four men
are needed to drag a boat, boat crews help each other
in relaunching their boats. Before leaving the far
shore, they post the signs marking each boat-group
landing area. Speed is essential, particularly if the
beach is under fire.

i. Boats return directly to their embarkation
points. The second rifle company may cross imme-
diately by individual boatloads or may cross as a
second wave, depending on the plan of the infantry
battalion commander. If boat losses are heavy, re-
serve boats are carried to the water and launched.
If the second rifle company is not to cross by indi-
vidual boatloads, boat-group leaders assemble their
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guides and report to the attack position, where they
report their losses in men and boats to the engineer
platoon commanders. Engineer platoon command-
ers then contact infantry commanders and plans are
made for crossing the second wave.

j. Training before the operation and speed and
timing during its execution are essential. Outboard
motors are subject to sudden mechanical failures.
Operators must be prepared to take immediate action
if the motor fails.

257. CROSSING ON FOOTBRIDGES

a. Footbridges may be used to cross first waves
over narrow streams. However, due to the difficulty
of construction under small-arms fire, they are usu-
ally not installed until the first objective has been
taken. They are then used to cross supporting foot
troops.

b. Footbridge equipment is concealed close to the
river before the initial assault. Carrying parties are
organized to deliver the equipment to the riverbank
as construction proceeds. To facilitate delivery,
equipment is brought by truck as close to the river as
the road net and tactical situation permits.

258. CROSSING ON RAFTS

a. When the first objective has been taken and
supporting infantry units have been brought into
position, attack on the second objective is pressed
without delay. Since achievement of this objective
will deprive the defender of his ground observation
of the river, strong resistance is to be expected.
Counterattacks, possibly armored, are certain. Ar-
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tillery support against counterattacks is furnished
both by units which are in their initial positions and
by those which have moved across the river. Protec-
tion against mechanized counterattacks is furnished
by antitank weapons and by mines laid as advanced
positions are consolidated.

b. Before it is practicable to use floating bridges,
infantry support rafts are used to cross light vehicles
needed to support the assault waves. Rafts can be
built and operated as soon as small-arms fire is elim-
inated from the crossing sites. They can be trans-
ported to sites which cannot be reached by the heav-
ier transportation required for other floating equi-

page. The rafts are used for crossing trucks that
carry infantry supporting weapons, ammunition, and
other supplies; for some light artillery and antiair-
craft units, and for medical, engineer, and signal
vehicles.

c. The importance of infantry support rafts in a
river-crossing operation cannot be overemphasized.
Foot troops crossed by assault boats or other means
and unsupported by artillery are at a great disad-
vantage when subjected to vigorous counterattack.
Construction and use of vehicular bridges under
small-arms and/or observed artillery fire is difficult,
if not impossible. Rafts heavier than the infantry
support raft may be constructed at the same time for
ferrying armored vehicles.

d. Ferrying of combat vehicles is continuous until
bridges are built. Even then, use of rafts may be
continued to evacuate ambulances and other return-
ing vehicles.
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259. CROSSING ON BRIDGES

a. When the second objective has been taken, or
earlier if enemy artillery fire is ineffective, the cross-
ing commander directs that the bridge be constructed.
Under normal conditions, floating bridges are used.
If the stream is narrow and banks are suitable, stand-
ard fixed bridges may be used. In either case, the
tactical factors influencing the commander's decision
are the same; small-arms and effective artillery fire
must be eliminated before construction can begin,
and the assault troops on the far bank must be rein-
forced with all available armor as soon as possible.

b. The greater the number of bridges, the quicker
and surer the crossing. Principal and alternate sites
for each bridge are selected well in advance. Bridg-.
ing equipage is not brought to the bridge site until
the initial phase of the action indicates that the site
can be used.

c. When the bridge has been completed, the re-
mainder of the artillery, armored units, engineer
equipment, and other supporting troops are crossed,
making possible additional coordinated operations on
the far shore.

Section XV. ENGINEER PLAN

260. GENERAL

a. Since the capabilities of the divisional engineer
battalion are insufficient to support the division in a
deliberate river crossing, corps usually provides an
engineer combat group to support the division during
the crossing. Although far-bank tasks relative to
the continuation of the attack may prohibit use of
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all or part of the division engineer battalion for
crossing tasks, it is highly desirable that the battalion
be used on tasks requiring close coordination with
the infantry, such as the assault-boat crossing. This
is particularly true where time does not permit
proper coordinated training prior to the crossing.
Missions are assigned well in advance to allow
enough time for detailed reconnaissance by the engi-
neer combat group commander and his staff, and to
permit any necessary changes in the composition of
the group before the actual operation. When two
divisions are crossing simultaneously, early planning
allows the corps commander time to make adjust-
ments in the corps plan. Usually, the corps plan
designates the numlber and location of heavy floating
and fixed bridges.

b. Using the corps plans as a basis, the division
engineer, aided by the engineer combat group com-
mander, develops the engineer plan for engineer
operations necessary to cross the division. The engi-
neer plan estimates the engineer troops and equip-
ment required for each phase of the operation, and
assigns missions to elements of the division engineer
battalion and supporting engineer group. The
group's work on the far shore is usually limited to
raft and bridge exits.

c. In addition to a thorough knowledge of the tech-
nical aspects of the crossing, the engineer battalion
and group commanders must know the tactical plans
of the corps and division commanders. When tech-
nical engineering considerations are the deciding fac-
tor in determining tactical plans, the infantry com-
mander is informed as to what tactical plans can be
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supported with engineer means available under exist-
ing conditions.

d. Certain general principles must be followed in
preparing any river-crossing engineer plan. In
general, they are as follows:

(1) Division engineer support to leading ele-
ments of the division is only large enough
to provide those units with the means neces-
sary to their forward advance. In desig-
nating units, the normal association of units
within the division is preserved.

(2) An engineer reserve of men and equipment
is provided to replace losses and to exploit
successes. This reserve is usually one-third
of the minimum requirements of the pro-
posed plan. Whenever possible, the per-
sonnel reserve is rotated by having units
completing their tasks return to the reserve,
to be used as fresh units on later tasks.

(3) Unity of command is preserved as far as
practicable. For example, a task assign-
ment consists of a nondivisional battalion
less a company, not two companies, or of'a
company with a platoon attached, not a
company and a platoon.

(4) Plans provide engineers to carry on essen-
tial engineer work in rear areas during the
crossing.

(5) Antitank and antipersonnel mines are re-
moved from the approaches to the river,
attack positions, and equipment parks be-
fore the operation starts. These sites are
selected with the concurrence of the infantry
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elements concerned as far in advance as pos-
sible, to allow time for division engineers
and supporting engineers to clear and mark
them. Infantry covering units prevent in-
filtrating enemy troops from re-laying the
mines.

(6) Local protection of engineer working par-
ties during the operation is provided by
division or corps. Bridge sites must be
cleared of small-arms, mortar, and observed
artillery fire before efficient construction can
begin.

(7) Antiaircraft protection is provided for
bridges during both construction and opera-
tion. This is a function of higher head-
quarters, but the engineer commander on
the site must assure himself that its protec-
tion is adequate and so located that it does
not interfere with construction and use of
the bridge.

(8) Bridge protection devices are installed to

prevent damage to bridge from water-
borine surface craft, mines, and swimmers.
These devices usually consist of a series of
booms, each boom designed to stop one or
nmore types of attack.

(9) When the situation warrants, deceptive
measures may be used. These may range
from creating false activity at potential
bridge sites not to be used, to the erection of
a dummniy bridge, utilizing an engineer
camouflage unit.
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(10) The need for engineer equipment on far-
shore tasks must be anticipated. Plans for
moving such equipment to the far shore are
included in the division traffic-priority plan.

e. In the development of an engineer plan for a
specific river-clossing operation, stream width and
amount of equipment often govern the tactical for-
mnation. The amounts of engineer equipment re-
quired vary directly with the stream width. In
addition, variations in type of equipment and man-
ner of use also result. For crossings of streams with
widths up to 600 feet, paddled assault boats are nor-
mally used in the assault phase; whereas, for streanm
widths greater than 600 feet, powered assault boats,
storm boats, and in some cases small Navy craft are
used. Tank rafts used in crossings over 300 feet are
not normally needed for narrower crossings. Sim-
ilarly, engineer troop requirements for both individ-
ual tasks and the over-all task vary greatly as the
stream width increases.

261. ILLUSTRATIVE SITUATION

The development of an engineer plan in a rela-
tively simple situation is outlined below. In the
field, the tactical situation and the availability of
engineer troops and equipment greatly influence the
final plan. However, the general principles, if
soundly applied, will result in a workable plan in
any situation. The division is part of a corps which
is crossing with two divisions abreast. One floating
bridge will be provided in each division area. The
engineer plan for the one division develops as
follows:
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a. Technical Considerations. The stream is 250
feet wide, has an average current of 3 feet per sec-
ond, and is too deep to be forded. Bank conditions
are favorable to the use of assault boats at almost
any point. Two roads suitable for main supply
routes approach and leave the stream. The road net
is such that at least at four other points vehicles can
also reach the stream and leave it on the far side.
Approaches to the selected bridge site can be pre-
pared by an engineer platoon with a dozer in about
3 hours.

b. Tactical Considerations. The plan is to make
the initial crossing with two infantry regiments
abreast with battalions in column. Each of the lead-
ing (assault) battalions is to cross with two rifle
companies abreast. A section of 75-amm rifles and a
section of machine guns is attached to each assault
rifle company. The remainder of the battalion is
to cross in returning assault boats. Three rifle pla-
toons with a 57-rmm rifle squad attached to each are
to cross abreast in the first wave. This is to be fol-
lowed by a second assault-boat wave composed of the
weapons platoon less detachments, a detachment of
company headquarters, attached direct fire weapons
from the heavy weapons company, and the artillery
forward observer party. Then comes a third wave
composed of the heavy weapons company less de-
tachments, a detachment of battalion headquarters,
forward elements of the medical platoon, and liaison
personnel. The reserve rifle company, battalion
headquarters company, and medical platoon less de-
tachments are to cross in returning assault boats of
earlier assault waves. Essential vehicles are to cross
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on infantry support rafts. The foot elements of the
remainder of the assault regiments are to cross by
footbridge. Tank units of the assault regiments, the
third infantry regiment, division artillery, and the
remainder of the division are to cross on the floating
bridge. 13oth shores are known to be heavily mined
and the roads have been damaged by artillery fire.

c. Assignment of Engineers to Accompany Infan-
try for Far-Bank Operations. The division engineer
decides to provide each assault battalion with one
engineer platoon for far-bank support. Each engi-
neer platoon will cross itself and its equipment in
four assault boats.

d. Assignament of Assault Boats with Crews. The
assignment of assault boats and crews to cross the
assault battalions is one of the major problems con-
fronting the division engineer. Enough boats are
provided to cross the assault waves of each assault
battalion. Not counting filler personnel, 53 boats
are required for each battalion. The boats are uti-
lized as follows:

In the first wave: 30 boats (5 boats each to the
3-rifle platoons with a 57-amm rifle squad from
the weapons platoon attached to each, for each
of 2 rifle companies).

In the second wave: 12 boats (2 boats to the re-
mairtder of the weapons platoon, 1 boat to
company headquarters and artillery observer
party, 3 boats for each rifle company for at-
tached direct fire weapons from the heavy
weapons company).

In the third wave: 11 boats (9 boats to the
heavy weapons company, less. detachments, 2
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boats for the command detachment of bat-
talion headquarters).

In succeeding waves: (Returning boats from 3
assault waves) 18 boats to reserve rifle com-
panies; 8 boats to battalion headquarters and
headquarters company; 2 boats to medical pla-
toon less detachments.

Crews for the first, second, and third waves are
53 x 3 or 159 engineers. Guides (1 guide per 2
boats) should be provided to aid the final waves;
14 men are required. Assuming 36 men per engineer
platoon, a total of 5 platoons of engineers, are re-
quired for crews and guides. One engineer company
plus. 1 platoon less 1 squad can furnish crews for
the first wave and second wave. One engineer com-
pany less 1 platoon, plus 1 squad, can furnish third-
wave crews and guides, and a platoon for far-bank
work.

e. Footbridge. A footbridge will be constructed
for each of the two assault regiments. Each will
be constructed by an engineer platoon at a time con-
curred in by the respective regimental commanders.

f. Infantry Support Rafts. To ferry the essential
combat vehicles, the plan provides for the construc-
tion of two 5-ponton (10-boat) infantry support
rafts in each leading regimental area, the two rafts
to be operated from one site. One platoon can pre-
pare approaches, and construct and operate the rafts
at each site.

g. Tank Rafts. Although not a part of this illus-
trative situation, rafts constructed from floating-
bridge equipment are normally used for ferrying
tanks if the stream width is greater than 300 feet.
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For crossings of streams 300 feet or less in width,
bridges are generally in operation soon enough to
eliminate the necessity for tank rafts. Depleted
bridge stocks may limit a division to a single float-
ing bridge even on a narrow stream. In such cases,
use of some of the division's organic bridge equipment
for a tank raft in each regimental section would be
justified.

h. Floating Bridge.s. A treadway bridge, wid-
ened, will be constructed at the site selected; time of
construction will be designated by corps order. One
unit of treadway bridge (288') carried by a platoon
of the treadway bridge company will be attached to
a combat engineer company and assigned to the
bridge site. For streams wider than 300 feet, a mini-
mum of two engineer combat companies and addi-
tional bridging equipment would normally be
required for construction at each site.

i. Near-bank Engineer Work is performed before
and during the crossing. Troops are provided for
road maintenance, water supply, and other general
engineer work. During the platnning phase, the sup-
porting corps engineers and the division engineer
battalion are used to complete as much of this work
as possible, with the corps engineers taking over to
free the division engineers for the assault-boat phase.
Assume two engineer combat companies are required.

j. Bridge Protecting Devices. Two booms will
initially be installed upstream of the treadway
bridge, capable of protecting it from destruction by
floating mines, debris, or swimmers. Any additional
protective devices deemed necessary will be con-
structed after the initial booms. One engineer pla-
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toon will be assigned to construct the booms and any
additional protective devices.

k. Total Requiremnents.
(1) Working forces and equtipment required.

See table IX for a summary of the engineer
plan for utilization of troops and equip-
ment in the various phases of the operation.
The division engineer battalion, two battal-
ions of the supporting engineer combat
group, and a treadway bridge company are
used in the crossing operation.

Note. Requirements for crossing streams 500

feet wide are shown for comparison only.

The engineer units normally participating
in an operation of this type are a corps
engineer combat group and the organic
division engineer battalion. The division
engineer battalion will supply the personnel
for the assault-boat crossing and far-bank
work. The supporting corps engineer
group provides personnel for the remaining
engineer tasks.

(2) Reserve troops. The engineer group com-
mander will use two of his combat bat-
talions initially. The third battalion will
be in working reserve in the rear area, with
certain personnel placed on call in case addi-
tional troops are needed. In the assault
phase of the crossing, the entire division
engineer battalion will be committed. Two
engineer platoons are in support of the for-
ward infantry units. The remainder of the
engineer battalion is assembled on the near
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bank after the assault-boat phase, prepared
to move to the far bank as required.

(3) Reserve equipnment. The reserve of river-
crossing equipment is at least one-third of
the basic requirements. Reserve rafts are
complete rafts only. The total crossing
equipment organically available in the sup-
porting engineer combat group is:

Assault boats:
1-Engineer treadway bridge company =14
1-Engineer light equipage platoon

when authorized =70

S4
Footbridge-1 unit =432 feet
Infantry support rafts =7 (5 ponton)

12 (3-ponton)
Treadway floating bridge, 3 units =864 feet

Do not consider divisional bridge as reserve
in computing requirements, since it will nor-
mally be required by the divisional battalion
for short-gap bridging and for continued
operations on the far bank. Comparison
with the requirements given in paragraph
260 shows that organic equipment is
enough to meet crossing requirements and
reserve except for the footbridge and a few
assault boats. This shortage is remedied
through procurement of additional equip-
ment from a depot or another light equipage
platoon. Division engineer battalion as-
sault boats remain loaded, but may be used
in the assault crossing if assault boat supply
is critical.
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1. Assignment of Engineer Troops and Equipment.
In accordance with the principles stated in 258d
above, the following assignments of engineer troops
and equipment are planned (see table IX).

Divisional battalion-assault-boat crossing, and
far-bank work in the division area.

Supporting engineer combat group.
One combat battalion-footbridge, infantry

support rafts, floating bridge, bridge pro-
tective devices, and near-bank work in
one regimental area using 336 feet of foot-
bridge, five 3-ponton rafts, and about 336
feet of floating bridge from the treadway
bridge company.

One combat battalion-footbridge, infantry
support rafts, and near-bank work in sec-
ond regimental area, using 336 feet of
footbridge and five 3-ponton rafts from
the treadway bridge company.

One combat battalion-general area respon-
sibility, including road maintenance to
the river line.

m. Signal Comamunication.

(1) General. A complete signal communica-
tion system must be provided for a delib-
erate river crossing, to insure prompt and
efficient movement of engineer equipment
and personnel, and control of traffic. Im-
portant engineer uses of signal communica-
tion are-

(a) To order engineer equipment forward to
crossing sites when needed.
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(b) To control engineer troop movements
during all phases of the crossing.

(c) To direct and control bridge construction.
(2) Means. All available means of signal com-

munication, including organic engineer
radio and telephone facilities, motor mes-
sengers, runners, and visual signals, are used
to provide duplicate and alternate channels.
The system may be extended by division or
corps signal units.

n. Traffe Control. Rigid control of traffic is es-
sential during a river-crossing operation. The
engineer recommendation for the division traffic-
control plan includes a traffic circuilation map that
designates one- and two-way roads and the type of
traffic they can carry, the capacity of bridges, and
the proposed locations of control points for regulat-
ing vehicles crossing bridges. Control points are
located'at road junctions or other turn-outs to permit
the diversion of vehicles whose weights exceed the
capacity of the bridge. Engineers make and post
signs which designate routes and bridge capacities,
and guide traffic to important installations.

Section XVI. INFANTRY COMBAT

262. GENERAL

a. Divisional engineers must be able to fight as
infantry when the need arises. They maintain their
own close-in security while on the march, in bivouac,
or at Work. Fighting to provide this security often
involves small units of squad, platoon, or company
size. Ordinarily, very little time is available to plan
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or reorganize for combat. In certain situations com-
bat engineers are relieved of engineer functions and
assigned specific infantry combat missions. This
step is taken by a commander only after carefully
weighing its value against the effect upon the per-
formance of necessary engineer work. The unit en-
gineer must advise his commander of the effect engi-
neer work stoppage will have on accomplishment of
the mission of the higher unit. Further, the unit
engineer must advise his commander of the compara-
tive capabilities and limitations of the engineer unit
used as infantry.

b. The basic tactical training of engineers parallels
that of the infantry. However, the engineers re-
ceive much less tactical training with a consequent
reduction of combat capabilities. The combat capa-
bilities of the engineer battalion are further limited
by a lack of close support weapons, difference in
communication facilities, and less medical and evac-
uation personnel as compared to an infantry battal-
ion. For these reasons, engineers committed to com-
bat are used primarily as defensive rather than
offensive troops. To insure coordination of support-
ing fires, engineer units are normally attached to
larger infantry units when fighting as infantry. To
compensate in part for the above disadvantages, en-
gineer units are assigned smaller frontages than in-
fantry units of corresponding size. The employ-
ment of the combat companies as infantry depends
upon the tactical situation, the mission, and the
frontage responsibilities assigned the battalion.

e. Training of the division engineer units in in-
fantry tactics should be built around the plan or SOP
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for reorganization for combat. Emphasis must be
placed on training company officers in the proper
utilization of supporting mortar and artillery fire.
See FIM's 7-1() and 7-20 for employment of infantry
unlits.

263. GENERAL ORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT

a. When in combat, either in furnishing its own
security on engineer missions or iln performing mis-
sions normally assigned to infantry, the engineer
combat company is organized to provide command,
rifle, and crew-served-weapon elements. Normal or-
ganization is modified to provide for effective use
and control of crew-served weapons, for security of
equipment not needed for combait, and for the special
problems of command, commulnication, and supply
incident to combat. Standing operating procedure
(SOP) for infantry combat is set up for the bat-
talion, companies, and platoons, to establish defi-
nitely the duties of personnel.

b. When the engineer battalion or any of its ele-
ments enteis combat it is divided into forward and
rear echelons.

(1) The forward echelon consists of the elements
that actually engage in combat, and also the
command, communication, and supply per-
sonnel and equipment necessary to control
and supply the combat elements. In most
situations, the light vehicles are needed in
the forward echelon for security, communi-
cation, ammunition supply, and the dis-
placement of crew-served weapons.
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(2) The rear echelon is commanded by the senior
officer or enlisted man included therein. It
consists of the personnel and equipment not
needed for combat, including kitchen trucks,
trucks carrying supplies and equipment, and
special vehicles such as air compressors,
cranes, tractors, and other heavy equipment.
The number of personnel assigned is the
minimum necessary to maintain the mobility
of the rear echelon, provide for its local se-
curity, and perform essential administrative
functions. The actual composition and lo-
cation of the rear echelon varies with the
situation and the size of the unit. In small
engineer units operating alone, the rear
echelon is often close at hand with only the
vehicle drivers for protection. When the
engiheer battalion participates in the de-
fense of.a position, the rear echelon is usually
a considerable distance to the rear; at least
beyond the range of enemy light artillery.

c. The extent of reorganization for combat varies
with the size of the unit, the time available, and the
mission. The battalion is generally deliberately
committed to combat, allowing time for necessary
adjustments before meeting the enemy. However,
when a platoon operating alone on an engineer mis-
sion becomes involved in combat, the change is made
as quickly as possible and is based upon fragmen-
tary orders issued after contact. Each rifle company
consists of a company headquarters and three rifle
platoons. The rifle platoons are organized into a
platoon headquarters, three rifle squads, and a
weapons squad.
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d. Engineer operations are normally suspended
when the unit is committed to combat. However,
certain types of engineer work, such as water supply,
supply of engineer materials, and engineer recon-
naissance, may be continued by personnel of the rear
echelon. In certain situations, an engineer company
may be held out and assigned engineer missions in
support of the division defensive operation.

e. See appendix III for details of a typical reor-
ganization of the engineer combat battalion, divi-
sional, for combat as infantry. See FM 7-20 for
relief of front line units.

264. SUPPORT, FIRE POWER, AND COMMUNICATION
FACILITIES

a. In order for the engineer battalion to be an ef-
fective fighting force as infantry, it must be pro-
vided with supporting fire and additional means of
communication. If the engineer battalion is com-
mitted deliberately as an infantry unit, this neces-
sary support is gained by attaching the battalion to
an infantry regiment. It then becomes the respon-
sibility of the regimental commander, to whose regi-
ment the battalion is attached, to furnish the neces-
sary supporting fire. This is normally done by the
regimental commander assigning one or more pla-
toons of the heavy mortar company in direct sup-
port of the engineer battalion. The forward
observers for this platoon or platoons join the engi-
neer combat companies employed on the front line.
The supporting field artillery battalion supplies for-
ward observers and an artillery liaison officer for the
battalion. By making these assignments, the respon-
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sible regimental commander furnishes adequate
high-angle fire support for the engineer battalion.

b. For antitank protection the engineer battalion
has several 3.5-in. rocket launchers and its medium
tanks. In addition, the regimental commander may
attach elements of the regimental tank company to
the battalion to furnish antitank protection, or the
regimental tank company is held in reserve and is
prepared to counterattack any penetration in the en-
gineer sector, as well as other sectors within the
regimental area.

c. In preparing for combat, the engineer battalion
must also plan for a more comprehensive signal com-
munication system than is normally necessary. The
extent of the communication facilities required varies
with the type of situation. In a defensive situation,
for instance, it is necessary to establish communica-
tion laterally. This can be accomplished by taking
two radios from the battalion net and netting them
with the units on the.left and right. The battalion
communication section ties in with the regimental
net. The efficiency of the assault platoon can be
increased by netting with the regimental tank
company.

d. Since only one means of communication cannot
be relied upon, the radio nets must be paralleled by
wire nets. The infantry regiment, to which the bat-
talion is attached, lays a wire from the regimental
communication switchboard to the battalion switch-
board. This is paralleled by a wire in the field artil-
lery net. The field artillery continues its wire net
down to each employed company on the front line.
The engineer battalion's communication section lays
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a wire to each of the engineer companies. The bat-
talion communication section also lays a lateral line
to the adjacent battalion on the right and receives
a lateral line from the adjacent battalion on the
left. For additional signal communication informa-
tion in the infantry division see FM's 7-16, 7-20,
7-24, and 7-25.

Section XVII. SPECIAL OPERATIONS

265. GENERAL

Engineer operations during special operations
basically remain the same, but extremes in climate
and terrain characteristics tend to shift the impor-
tance from one engineer job to another, depending
on the varying conditions. Equally as important is
the effect of climate and terrain on the physiological
and psychological make-up of troops operating there.
This section briefly discusses the probable main con-
cern of the engineers in certain types of special oper-
ations, and some of the special problems which will
confront them in different climates and terrain. Ref-
erences for more detailed discussion of these prob-
lems are given at the end of each paragraph.

266. ATTACK OF A FORTIFIED POSITION

a. Elements of the engineer combat battalion, di-
visional, with divisional teams of combined arms,
participate in the attack of fortified positions. The
principal mission of the engineers is to breach the
outer and larger obstacles such as mine fields, wire
obstacles, road blocks, and antitank ditches and
traps, protecting the main fortified positions. The
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actual reduction of the fortifications, and clearing of
the close-in and minor obstacles, are left to the spe-
cially organized, trained, and equipped infantry
squads which lead the attack. After the fortified
line has been breached, rapid construction and main-
tenance of routes into and through the gap are the
primary tasks of the engineers. Engineers also ren-
der captured forts and pillboxes unsuitable for reoc-
cupation (fig. 59) when ordered by authority com-
petent to determine those installations will not be
needed by friendly troops. Engineers accompany
attack units in the assault of successive fortified po-
sitions. Additional engineers assist other units
which 'follow up the penetration and fan out in pur-
suit and exploitation in the enemy rear area.

b. In an assault, engineer elements are placed in
direct support of the leading infantry units and units
which continue the penetration through additional
wire and mine fields, and fortified positions. Other
engineers are in general support of the entire opera-
tion. Engineers with the exploiting or encircling
force are attached and must have the same degree of
mobility as the units they accompany.

c. Before the assault begins, a detailed engineer
study is made of the terrain, bridges, routes of com-
munications, and artificial obstacles such as mine
fields, tank traps, and emplacements. The tech-
nique of attack and the requirements for engineer
personnel, supplies, and subsequent reconstruction
are planned from this study. The information for
such a study is obtained from ground and aerial
reconnaissance, and a careful study of available
maps.
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d. Since the techniques for an operation of this
type are so specialized, involving teams of combined
arms, and such close coordination is required be-
tween the participating units, complete rehearsals
must precede the actual operation.

e. Details on the technique of passing various
types of obstacles and conduct of the assault are
given in FM's 5-31, 31-50, and 100-5, and TM 5-220.

267. MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS

a. The major engineer problem in mountain oper-
ations is maintenance and construction of roads and
bridges. Mine warfare is also important because of
the limitation of off-road movement. On the offen-
sive, reconstruction is a major job; for in their re-
treat, the enemy will probably destroy rock cuts, long
fills, retaining walls, cliff roads, tunnels, and bridges.
On the defensive or in a retrograde movement, our
own engineers may be required to perform the same
denial operations.. In addition, in a withdrawal, the
destruction of bridges, dams, power lines, telephone
lines, cableways, and aqueducts supported on trestles
or towers will effectively hamper the advancing
enemy.

b. The maintenance and construction of roads is
one of the major engineer problenls in mountain
operations. Initial plans are based upon the existing
roads with a view to repairing and improving them.
New construction is first limited to trails which may
later be improved into roads carrying vehicle traffic.
Routes are selected with special regard to cover and
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to the speed with which the roads can be put into
service. New roads generally follow the contour
lines and are kept off the ridges so traffic is not sil-
houetted against the skyline. On sidehills, every
advantage is taken of natural routes, to reduce the
amount of cutting and cribbing necessary to hold
the road foundation. Special attention is given to
drainage, since spring thaws and heavy rains will
wash out poorly constructed roads. The mainte-
nance and repair of mountain roads necessitates
much cutting, filling and cribbing. However, where
sidehill cuts must be replaced, the best and quickest
solution is often the use of timber and panel bridges.
The air compressor, angledozer, and grader are used
as much as possible but the extensive use of hand
tools may become necessary. Culverts and fills are
substituted for bridges wherever possible. Tram-
ways, cableways (figs. 60 and 61), and rope bridges
are expedients which are used to advantage in moun-
tain terrain.

c. In addition, jobs such as reconnaissance, water
supply, laying and breaching of mine fields, construc-
tion of fortifications, and demolitions are performed
by the engineers. Camouflage is easy and effective
in mountainous terrain, however, it can be exposed
by infrared photography.

d. Special training in mountain operations is
usually necessary because of the characteristics of the
terrain and the severity of the weather.

e. Additional information on mountain operations,
training, and the particular problems involved is
contained in FM's 5-10, 70-10, and 100-5.
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268. OPERATIONS IN SNOW AND EXTREME COLD

a. Extreme cold and great quantities of ice and
snow create special engineer problems in these opera-
tions. Snow and ice tend to limit the mobility of a
force by confinement of route, by natural obstacles,
by failure of equipment, and by discomfort and dis-
couragement of troops. In arctic and subarctic re-
gions, the routes of travel are more varied in winter,
while summer is the period of restricted movement.
It is the duty of the engineers to maintain mobility
and to do as much for the comfort of the troops as
possible. This appreciably increases the task of the
engineers, while at the same time demanding the ut-
most economy of tools and material.

b. For operations in snow and extreme cold special
equipment and splecial techniques are required. See
FM's 5-10, 5-31, 70-15, and 100-5, and special aug-
mentation tables for applicable T/O & E's.

269. JUNGLE OPERATIONS

a. The characteristics of jungle climate and terrain
emphasize certain engineer problems. These are-

(1) Maintaining equipment.
(2) Constructing and maintaining routes of

communications. The jungle may be de-
fined as that dense growth including under-
brush, trees, vines, grass, and giant ferns,
found below the timber line in most humid
tropical areas.

b. In jungle operations, the engineer information
most needed is:

(1) Location and condition of roads and trails.
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(2) Location of road-construction material.
(3) High-water level of streams.
(4) Condition of banks at river-crossing sites.
(5) Drainage conditions favorable to malaria-

carrying mosquitoes.
(6) Location of water points for drinking,

washing, and bathing water.
c. Securing information is particularly difficult

under jungle conditions because:
(1) The dense growth restricts observation on

the ground to only a few feet.
(2) Aerial observation is limited.
(3) Patrols are small-of only a few men.
(4) Vehicles can seldom be used on reconnais-

sance missions.
(5) Movement makes birds and animals flee,

thus giving warning of approaching troops.
d. Progress through the thick jungle undergrowth,

except along a few existing trails, is very slow and
-laborious. Often a path can be hacked out only with
the greatest difficulty, and columns of troops are in
great danger of being attacked from the flanks, or
isolated and surrounded. Watercourses, either rela-
tively flush with the adjacent terrain or following
deep, precipitous gulches, further hinder progress
(fig. 62). In mountainous terrain, streams that are
normally shallow may become raging torrents within
a short time after a heavy rain.

e. Because of the poor quality of trails and roads,
their insufficient number, or their complete absence,
the rate of movement of troops depends on the ability
of the engineers to improve or construct them. In
building roads and trails special care must be taken
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Figure 62. Expedient footbridge in New Guinea.
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to achieve the best possible drainage. Local expedi-
ents are used to a large extent (fig. 63).

f. Untreated-timber bridges rot very rapidly in
the jungle and are also vulnerable to termites. For
these reasons a large safety factor should be included
in their design and construction. Bridges are in
danger of being washed out by flash floods. Special
care must be taken to build against this possibility.

g. Because of the cover afforded by the jungle,
troops can be brought up with great secrecy for a
river crossing; however, road conditions usually pre-
vent bringing up of heavy bridging equipment.
Fords cannot be depended upon for crossing troops,
since rains can make the fords impassable in a short
time.

h. Defensive positions to stop infantry assaults are
best laid out as explained in FM 5-15. Barbed wire
tied to natural undergrowth well-sprinkled with
antipersonnel mines makes a formidable barrier to
infantry. The best obstacle to vehicular and tank
movement is the jungle itself. Mine warfare is re-
stricted to narrow bands on roads and occasional
normal fields in open areas.

i. Bivouac areas are selected to have maximum
drainage and to be as free as possible from rats, ma-
laria mosquitoes, flies, fleas, mites, and lice.

j. Water is usually very abundant, but a special
problem exists in water inhabited by the liver fluke,
the cause of schistosomiasis. Bathers are particu-
larly vulnerable to this disease, as are water supply
personnel lwho handle the raw water from the source.
Untreated water should never be drunk because of
pollution.
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k. Camouflage is needed only for very close con-
tact with the enemy. The use of leaves and branches
on uniforms and the darkening of exposed white skin
areas are all that are needed. Camouflage jungle
suits are also used.

1. Maps of jungle areas are scarce, and those avail-
able are usually very inaccurate except in the deline-
ation of coast lines and principal rivers.

mn. Communication in the jungle is restricted
mostly to messengers and telephone. Even patrols
may carry and lay wire. The usefulness of radio is
reduced by the screening effect of the jungle.

n. Special problems in troop morale and health
arise because of the excessive heat, humidity, prev-
alence of tropical diseases, and oppressiveness of the
jungle. Special efforts must be made to counteract
these if operations in the jungle are to be successful.

o. Additional information on jungle operations
may be found in FM's 5-15, 72-20, and 100-5.

270. DESERT OPERATIONS

a. Desert operations are generally the same as in
semiarid hilly or flat terrain with a wide range in
temperature. Special engineer problems do arise,
however, because of the scarcity of water, the lack of
natural concealment, and the unrestricted mobility of
all types of vehicles except in the deep sandy areas.

b. Both air and ground reconnaissance are limited
only by enemy activity and darkness. Reconnais-
sance for water supply sources and for enemy mine
fields are major engineer tasks.

c. There are but few roads in the desert to main-
tain or build, hence repair is a minor problem. How-
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ever, maintenance and evacuation of engineer equip-
ment is of major importance.

d. Except in mountainous regions bridges are
rarely necessary. Standard fixed bridging may be
used over dry stream beds, and in the exceptional
case, standard floating bridges over a stream.

e. If a dry stream bed or wadi becomes flooded,
troops wait for the flash flood to pass, then cross.
If it becomes necessary to cross a river such as the
Nile, the operation is conducted as discussed in sec-
tion VII of this chapter.

f. Fortifications can usually be bypassed in the
desert. Road blocks are or:dinarily useless. Exten-
sive mine fields hinder movement and may be used
to canalize enemy attacks into areas where other ob-
stacles exist. Control of water sources can do much
toward defeating the enemy.

g. The most difficult and most important mission
of the engineers is water supply. It requires con-
tinuous and intensive water reconnaissance. Water
supply personnel must exercise great care in prepar-
ing, storing, and issuing water. Transportation of
water from water supply points to water disposition
points may involve long hauls for which the engi-
neers are .responsible. Strict water discipline must
be enforced by all echelons. A well-guarded pipe-
line may be set up and used. The necessity for
dispersion of troops requires the use of many distri-
bution points. An adequate reserve of water trans-
portation facilities must be maintained to cover all
contingencies. The division engineer water section
will normally be reinforced with other troops from
the engineer battalion.
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h. Lack of natural concealment in the desert places
special emphasis on camouflage. Protective paint-
ingr, slow movements, and the covering of all shiny
objects are more effective than large camouflage in-
stallations. Deceptive measures are of great impor-
tance. MAany- dummy installations should be built.
Realism can be maintained by overnight changes of
location. It is impossible to conceal tracks, except
on rocky ground. To avoid converging tracks,
which disclose locations of important installations
such as command posts and water supply points,
vehicles follow designated.routes -when approaching
these localities. AMine-field locations are often dis-
closed by the abrupt turns made by vehicles in avoid-
ing the fields. Proper control of such tracks can
be used to deceive enemy air observers.

i. The digging in of vehicles in bivouac is impor-
tant. All trucks should be dug in up to the hood
and tanks up to the top of the tracks. This is espe-
cially important when natural concealment is utterly
lacking and the bivouac or area is within enemy
artillery range. Artillery shell fragments do much
damage to tires, motors, and bodies. The digging
in of vehicles prevents this damage except when the
enemy is firing proximity fuzed projectiles. The
tank dozers of the engineer combat battalion, divi-
sional, are ideally suited for doing this work in a
relatively short time.

j. Additional information on desert operations can
be found in FMI's 5-31, 31-25, and 100-5.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

1. PUBLICATIONS INDEXES

The following publications should be consulted
frequently for latest changes to, or revisions of, the
publications given in this list of references, and for
new publications on the subjects covered in this
manual:

SR 110-1-1 Index of Army Motion
Pictures and Film.

SR 310-20-3 Index of Training Publi-
cations (Field Manuals,
Training Circulars, Fir-
ing Tables and Charts,
Army Training Pro-
g r a m s, Mobilization
Training Programs,
Graphic Training Aids,
Joint Army-Navy Air
Force Publications, and
Combined Communica-
tions Board Publica-
tions).

SR 310-20-4 Index of Technical Man-
uals, Technical Regula-
tions, Technical Bulle-
tins, Supply Bulletins,
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Lubrication 0 r d e r s,
Modification Work Or-
ders, Tables of Organi-
zation and Equipment,
Reduction Tables,
Tables of Allowances,
Tables of Organization,
and Tables of Equip-
ment.

SR 310-20-5 Index of Administrative
Publications (A r m y
Regulations, S p e c i a 1
Regulations, Joint
Army-Air Force Ad-
justment Regulations,
General Orders, Bulle-
tins, Commercial Traf-
fic Bulletins, Joint Pro-
curement Circulars, De-
partment of the Army
Pamphlets, and ASF
Manuals).

SR 310-20-6 Index of Blank Forms and
Army Personnel Classi-
fication Tests.

SR 320-5-1 Dictionary of U. S. Army
Terms.

SR 320-50-1 Military Terms, Abbrevi-
ations, and Symbols,
Authorized Abbrevia-
tions.

FM 21-8 Military Training Aids.
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2. ARMY REGULATIONS

AR 40-205 Military Hygiene and
Sanitation.

AR 60-5 Chaplains; General Pro-
visions.

AR 105-15 Field Signal Communica-
tions.

AR 220-60 Battalions-General Pro-
visions.

AR 220-70 Companies-General Pro-
visions.

AR 300-15 Mapping and Charting.
AR 345-105 Records and Reports,

Command Report (Re-
ports Control Symbol
CSGPO-28)

AR 380-5 Safeguarding Military
Information.

AR 700-105 Motor Vehicres.
AR 750-5 Maintenance, Responsibil-

ity and Shop Operation.

3. FIELD MANUALS

FM 3-5 Characteristics and Em-
ployment of Ground
Chemical Munitions.

FM 3-15 Supply and Field Service.
FM 3-50 Large Area Smoke

Screening.
FM 5-10 Routes of Communication.
FM 5-15 Field Fortifications.
FM 5-20 Camouflage, Basic Prin-

ciples.
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FM 5-25 Explosives and Demoli-
tions.

FM 5-31 Land Mines and Booby
Traps.

FM 5-32 Land Mine Warfare.
F M 5-34 Engineer Field Data.
FM 5-35 Reference Data.
FM 6-20 Field Artillery Tactics

and Technique.
FM 6-101 Tactics and Technique,

Battalion and Battery,
Motorized.

FM 7-10 Rifle Company, Infantry
Regiment.

FM 7-15 Heavy Weapons Com-
pany, Infantry Regi-
ment.

FM 7-20 Infantry Battalion.
FM 7-24 Communication in the In-

fantry and Airborne
Division.

FM 7-25 Headquarters Company,
Infantry Regiment.

FM 7-30 Service and Medical Com-
panies Infantry Regi-
ment.

FM 7-35 Tank Company Infantry
Regiment.

FM 7-40 Rifle Regiment.
FM 8-10 Medical Service of Field

Units.
FM 8-35 Transportation of the Sick

and Wounded.
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FM 9-6 Ammunition Supply.
FM 17-32 Tank Platoon and Tank

Company.
FM 19-5 Military Police.
FM 20-100 Army Ground Forces

Light Aviation.
FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-10 Military Sanitation.
FM 21-11 First Aid for Soldiers.
FM 21-25 Elementary Map and

Aerial Photograph
Reading.

FM 21-26 Advanced Map and Aerial
Photograph Reading.

FM 21-30 Military Symbols.
FM 21-105 Engineer Soldier's Hand-

book.
FM 22-5 Drill and Ceremonies.
FM 22-10 Leadership.
FM 24-6 Radio Operator's Manual,

Army Ground Forces.
FM 24-17 Communication Center

Operation.
FM 24-18 Field Radio Techniques.
FM 24-20 Field Wire Technique.
FM 25-10 Motor Transport.
FM 26-5 Interior Guard Duty.
FM 30-5 Military Intelligence-

Combat Intelligence.
FM 30-10 Military Intelligence-

Observation.
FM 30-15 Examination of Personnel

and Documents.
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FM 30-20 Military Intelligence-
Military Maps.

FM 30-21 Aerial Photography Mili-
tary Application.

FM 31-25 Desert Operations.
FM 31-50 Attack on a Fortified Posi-

tion and Combat in
Towns.

FM 31-70 Basic Arctic Manual.
FM 31-71 Operations in the Arctic.
FM 70-10 Mountain Operations.
FM 70-15 Operations in Snow and

Extreme Cold.
FM 72-20 Jungle Warfare.
FM 100-5 Operations.
FM 100-10 Administration.
FM 101-5 Staff Organization and

Procedure.
FM 101-10 Organization, Technical,

and Logistical Data.

4. TECHNICAL MANUALS

TM 5-220 Passage of Obstacles
Other Than Mine
Fields.

TM 5-223A Soviet Mine Warfare
Equipment.

TM 5-223B Europeall Mine Warfare
Equipment.

TM 5-225 Rigging and Engineer
Hand Tools.

TM 5-226 Carpentry.
TM 5-235 Special Surveying.
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TM 5-236 Surveying Tables.

TM 5-240 Aerial Phototopography.

TM 5-246 Interpretation of Aerial
Photographs.

TM 5-248 Foreign Maps.

TM 5-252 Use of Road and Airfield
Construction Equip-
ment.

TM 5-261K Bridge Model Training
Aid Kit Floating
Bridge M4 and M4A2.

TM 5-267 Camouflage.

TM 5-271 Light Stream-Crossing
Equipage.

TM\[ 5-272 Steel Treadway Bridge
M2.

TM 5-278 Outboard Motors.

TM 5-280 Construction in the The-
ater of Operations.

TM 5-295 Military Water Supply
and Purification.

TM 5-296 Ground Water Supply for
Military Operations.

TM 5-560 Arctic Construction.
(under preparation).

TM 9-722 Tank-Mounting Bulldozer
M2.

TM 12-205 The Army Postal Service.

TM 12-250 Administration.

TM 16-205 The Chaplain.

TM 20-350 General Safety Manual.

TM 21-305 Driver's Manual.
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TM 37-2810 Motor Vehicle Inspection
and Preventive Mainte-
nance Services.

TM 71-210 Air Transport of Troops
and Equipment.
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APPENDIX II

TYPICAL SOP

RECOMMENDED OUTLINE FOR AN SOP
(To be used as a check list)

HEADQUARTERS
-th ENGINEER COMBAT BATTALION,

DIVISIONAL APO - US ARMY

DATE

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(List paragraph numbers and titles)

Section I. GENERAL

1. APPLICATION (to operations, relation to prior
SOP's, lower units to conform).

2. PURPOSE.
3. REFERENCES (AR's, SR's, FM's, TM's).
4. RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOP (preparation,

changes, and revisions).
5. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Section II. COMMAND, STAFF AND LIAISON

6. ORGANIZATION.
a. Normal.
b. Special internal attachments and organization.
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c. Normal and special, external attachment and
support (RCT's, etc.).

7. COMMAND POSTS.
a. Normal location (in relation to next higher

headquarters).
b. Reporting change of locatioll (coordinates and

time).
c. Forward CP's.

(1) When (situation for which required).
(2) How (organized).
(3) Personnel and equipment.

8. STAFF DUTIES.
a. Special or additional duties to those in FM's

101-5 and 5-132.
b. Duties of such other important special staff

officers as the commander desires to prescribe
(paragraph for each).

9. LIAISON (FM's 101-5 and 5-132).
a. Duties of liaison officers.
b. Responsibilities for liaison. (With next

higher, lower, and adjacent units.)

Section III. ADMINISTRATION

10. GENERAL (Channels) (TM 12-255'
11. REPORTS,

a. Routines
b. Special.
c. Information concerning submission of reports.

(1) Title and reports control symbol.
(2) Form for report.
(3) Date due.
(4) Number of copies.
(5) Negative report required or permissible.
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12. PROMOTIONS (Policies).
a. Officer (AR's 605-40, 605-12, SR 140-155-1).
b. Enlisted (SR 140-157-1).
c. Battlefield.

13. COURTS-MARTIAL (MCM, US 1951).
a. Local jurisdiction.
b. Procedure for submitting cases.

14. MAIL (AR 340-15, SR's 340-10-1, 65-160-5).
a. Handling of official mail.
b. Handling of personal mail.

15. LEAVES AND PASSES (AR 600-115).
a. Policy of command (frequency, conduct, VD

policies, etc.).
b. Authority to grant.

16. JOURNALS AND HISTORY (AR 345-105,
SR 345-105-1).

a. Responsibility for unit journal and history.
b. Maintenance of staff section journals.

17. DISTRIBUTION OF MILITARY PUBLI-
CATIONS (AR 310-90, SR 310-90-1).

18. HANDLING OF PRISONERS OF WAR (SR
535-10-5).

a. Reference to FM 27-10.
b. Special instructions for capturing units.

19. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS (AR's 260-
15, 600-45, SR 60045-1).

a. Channels.
b. Forms.
c. Presentation.

20. ORDERS (FM 101-5).
a. Combat orders.
b. Memoranda of combat orders to S3.
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21. BILLETS AND BIVOUACS.
a. Billeting policies (occupation and vacating).
b. Billeting party (organization and duties).

Section IV. MOVEMENT.

22. GENERAL (Reference Division SOP and
march order).

23. MOTOR MOVEMENT (FM 25-10).
a. Preparation of vehicles.
b. Motor marches.

(1) Strip maps.
(2) Route reconnaissance.
(3) Messing and refueling.
(4) Night marches.
(5) Make up of march units and serials.
(6) Distances to be maintained.
(7) Speeds and rate of march.
(8)Posting of traffic guards during halts.

e. Conduct of personnel during movement.
d. Maintenance on marches and movements.
e. Conduct of personnel during movement.

24. VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT REGULA-
TIONS.

a. Motor Pool (AR 700-105).
(1) Dispatch.
(2) Service.
(3) Maintenance.

b. Regulations for administrative vehicles.
25. RAIL MOVEMENTS (AR's 55-130, 55-135,

55-145).
a. Action by S1.

(1) Movement policy.
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2) Troop lists.
3) Designation of movement control per-

sonnel.
b. Action by S2.

(1) Railroad reconnaissance report.
(2) Security.

c. Action by S3.
(1) Determine rolling-stock requirements.
(2) Coordinate loading plans.
(3) Prepare loading schedule and designate

areas.
d. Action by S4.

(1) Initiate transportation requests.
(2) Troop and guard mess.
(3) Procurement of blocking and dunnage.
(4) Prepare shipping documents.

26. AIR MOVEMENT (FM's 100-20, 31-40).
a. Action by S1 (same as par. 25a).

b. Action by S2.
Security.

e. Action by S3.
(1) Determine type of craft required.
(2) Coordinate loading plans.
(3) Prepare loading schedule and designate

loading areas.
(4) Instruct all personnel in air transporta-

bility technique.

d. Action by S4.
(1) Initiate transportation requests.

(2) Assure availability of tie-down devices or
material.

(3) Furnish weights of equipment for loading
computation.
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(4) Arrange for any necessary Air Force
supplies.

(5) Prepare shipping documents.
27. WATER MOVEMENT (AR 55-305, 55-390,

SR 55-720-1).
a. Action by S1 (same as par 25a).
b. Action by S2 (same as par 26b).
c. Action by S3.

(1) Determine shipping required.
(2) Coordinate loading plans.
(3) Prepare loading schedule and designate

loading areas.
d. Action by S4.

(1) Initiate transportation requests.
(2) Provide for troop mess.
(3) Prepare shipping documents.

28. FOOT MARCHES (FM's 7-10, 7-20, 7-40).

Section V. SECURITY

29. GENERAL (policy and responsibilities) (FM
26-5).

30. SECURITY DURING MOVEMENT.
a. Air guards.
b. Manning of vehicular weapons.
c. Camouflage during halts.
d. Advance, flank, and rear guards.
e. Action in case of attack.

(1) Air.
(2) Mechanized.
(3) Atomic, bacteriological, and chemical.

31. SECURITY IN BIVOUAC (FM's 5-20c, 5-31,
7-10, 31-20).

a. Camouflage.
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b. Mines and booby traps.
c. Placement of weapons for:

(1) Air attack.
(2) Mechanized iattack.
(3) Troops and guerrillas.

d. Joint security.
e. Security plans.
f. Sentry posts and outposts.

32. REAR AREA OBSERVATION (FM's 7-10,
7-20).

a. Formation of rear area observation groups.
b. Selection of rear area observation posts.
c. Twenty-four hour manning of posts.
d. Observation of rear area, when required.
e. Communications for observation posts.

33. SECURITY OF WORKING PARTIES.
a. Responsibility.
b. Camouflage of equipment.
e. Combat readiness.

34. SECURITY WARNING SIGNALS.
a. Air attack.
b. Airborne attack.
c. Mechanized attack.
d. Gas attack.
e. Atomic, bacteriological and chemical attack.

35. FIRE SAFETY AND FIREFIGHTING
(SR 420-510-10).

a. Plan (general).
b. Fire personnel and duties.
c. Safety rules (motorpools, kitchens, etc.).

36. ALERT PLANS.
a. Unit plans.
b. Alert roster.
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c. Armament and equipment.
d. Phase system for alert warnlings.

Section VI. COMMUNICATION

37. TYPES USED.
38. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN U N I T S

. (TM's 11-462, 24-205, 24-210, FM's 24-22).
a. Radio.
b. Telephone (TTM 24-210).
c. Responsibility for installation.
d. Visual (FMI 24-22).

39. COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES.
a. Radiotelephone voice procedure (CCIBP 3-2).
b. Signal security.
c. Citation of SOI and SSI of hig]her head-

quarters.
40. MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES OF

COMMUNICATION OFFICER (FM's 100-
11,7-25).

Section VII. RECONNAISSANCE, INTELLI-
GENCE, AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

41. RECONNAISSANCE.
a. Reconnaissance a continuing function.
b. Essential elements of engineer information.

42. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE.
a. Evaluation.
b. Preparation of reports.
c. Dissemination.

43. COMBAT INTELLIGENCE (FM 30-5).
a. Definition of "spot report".
b. "Spot reports" required.
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(1) Initial contact with enemy.
(2) Marked changes in enemy disposition or

situation.
(3) Attack by armored, aircraft, or airborne

forces.
(4) New units identified.
(5) Enemy strength, composition, and move-

ment.
(6) Location of enemy installations.
(7) Use of chemicals or new weapons.
(8) New enemy materials or equipment.

44. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.
a. Mail censorship.
b. Blackout discipline.
c. Extent of information given, if captured.
d. Signs and countersigns.
e. Destruction of classified material.
f. Civilian control.
g. Secrecy discipline.
h. Information to press representatives.

Section VIII. SUPPLY

45. CLASS I.
a. Ration pick-up.
b. Daily ration return and ration cycle.
c. Reserve rations carried.

(1) By unit.
(2) By individual.

d. Responsibility for attached units.
46. WATER.

a. Authorized sources.
b. Purification by expedient methods.
c. Water economy.
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47. CLASS II AND IV.
a. Requisition days for various services.
b. Pick-up procedure.
c. Salvage turn-in procedure.
d. Droppage by "Battle Loss Certificate."

48. CLASS III.
a. Method of supply.
b. Fuel sources.

49. CLASS V.
a. Method of requisitioning.
b. Forms used and certificates required.
e. Basic load.
d. Salvage.

50. MAINTENANCE OF V E H I C L E S AND
EQUIPMENT (TM 37-2810).

a. Echelons of maintenance.
b. Maintenance officer's responsibilities.
c. Forms used.
d. Priorities.

51. REPAIR PARTS.
a. Method of requisitioning; engineer, and ord-

nance.
b. Maintenance of stock levels.
e. Inspections for maintenance and stock levels.
d. Parts and equipment records.

52. EVACUATION OF VEHICLES AND
EQUIPMENT.

a. Engineer channels.
b. Ordnance channels.

53. PURCHASE AND PROCUREMENT (SR
715-5-20, AR 35-6300).

a. Designation and duties of P&C Officer.
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b. Procedures and channels.
c. Items and services (include real estate).

Section IX. REORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT

54. REORGANIZATION (general).
55. DESIGNATION OF FORWARD ECHELON.

a. Personnel.
b. Equipment.

56. DESIGNATION OF REAR ECHELON.
a. Personnel.
b. Equipment.

57. SUPPLY (TM 9-1900 and SR 700-310-1).
a. Ammunition.
b. Unit trains.

58. COMMUNICATION.
59. MEDICAL EVACUATION (FM's 7-30, 8-35).
60. STATEMENT OF EFFECT ON NORMAL

MISSION.

BY ORDER OF LT. COLONEL SPRING
/s/ JOHN O. FORD
/t/ JOHN O. FORD

Capt. CE
Adjutant.

OFFICIAL:
/s/ JOHN O. FORD
/t/ JOHN O. FORD

Capt. CE
Adjutant

DISTRIBUTION:
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RECOMMENDED ANNEXES
1. Wearing of the uniform.
2. Signs.
3. Format for "Daily Engineer Situation Re-

port."
4. Billets and bivouacs.
5. Destruction of classified documents.
6. Staff section SOP's.
7. Headquarters and heaquarters and service

company loading plan.
8. Reorganization for combat.
9. Alert plan.
10. March table.
11. Battalion radio net.
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APPENDIX III

TYPICAL REORGANIZATION OF ENGINEER
COMBAT BATTALION, DIVISIONAL, FOR
COMBAT AS INFANTRY

Section I. GENERAL

1. PURPOSE: To establish a guide for the reor-
ganization of the battalion prior to engagement as
infantry. The reorganization is designed to better
prepare the battalion and its components for a com-
bat role through the most judicious use of personnel,
equipment, and organic weapons.

2. ALERT: All, personnel of the battalion are
alerted as soon as orders are received from higher
headquarters to commit the battalion as infantry.
Upon receipt of such an alert this reorganizational
plan becomes effective. Each company commander
prepares an SOP designed to effect the reorganiza-
tion detailed in the battalion SOP.

3. WEAPONS: All individual and crew-served
weapons organic to the battalion, to include the as-
sault platoon, are utilized. In such an emergency,
it cannot be assumed that additional weapons will
be available for issue to the engineer battalion.

4. ENGINEER WORK: When the battalion is
committed as infantry, all engineer work except engi-
neer supply, map supply, water supply, and limited
engineer reconnaissance is discontinued.
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5. TRAINING: During all combat training exer-
cises this plan is effective.

6. SUP-PORT FIRE: See paragraph 262.
7. COMMUNICATION: See paragraph 262.
8. ECHELONS: See paragraph 261.
9. INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT: Each indi-

vidual prepares full field equipment for retention.
All other individual equipment is stored by the bat-
talion rear echelon until released by the battalion
commander.

Section II. REORGANIZATION OF THE ENGI-
NEER COMBAT SQUAD

10. REAR ECHELON: The squad driver is as-
signed to the rear echelon. The squad truck, trailer,
tools, and individual equipment are assigned to the
rear echelon.

INFANTRY JOB WEAPON ENGINEER JOB

1. Squad Ldr Rifle Squad Ldr

2. Rifleman Rifle & Grenade Lchr Combat Const. Sped

3. Rifleman Rifle Pioneer

4. Rifleman Rifle Pioneer

5. Rifleman Rifle Combat Const. Sped

6. Asst Rkt Lchr Gunner Rifle Equip. Operator

7. Rkt Lchr Gunner Rifle & Rkt Lchr DML Sped

8. Asst Squad Ldr Rifle & Grenade Lhr Asst Squad Ldr

Figure 64. Ty'pical reorganization of the engineer combat
squad.
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11. FORWARD ECHELON: Three men are re-
leased to platoon headquarters for organization of a
provisional weapons squad. The remaining eight
men are organized into a rifle squad as shown in
figure 64. The third squad releases its rocket
launcher to the platoon weapons squad.

Section III. REORGANIZATION OF ENGI-
NEER. COM-BAT PLATOONS

12. REAR ECHELON: a. Squads. See section
II above.

b. Platoon Headquarters. The driver of the pla-
toon truck, the truck, trailer, platoon tools, and .50
cal. machine gun are assigned to the rear echelon.
The platoon toolroom keeper takes charge of the pla-
toon rear echelon and reports all vehicles to the
commander of the company rear echelon. The tool-
room keeper and platoon truck driver man the .50
cal. machine gun for AA defense of the vehicles.

13. FORWARD ECHELON: a. Squads. See
figure 64 above.

b. Platoon Headquarters. Platoon headquarters
consists of the platoon commander, platoon sergeant,
messenger, radio operator (truck driver), and 1/4-ton
truck. See figure 65. The assistant platoon ser-
geant becomes the squad leader of the weapons squad.

c. Weapons squad. The provisional weapons
squad consists of the squad leader, two three-man
machine gun crews, and a two-man rocket launcher
team. The two .30 cal. machine guns are organic
platoon weapons; the rocket launcher is from the
third squad. See figure 65.
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COMBAT PLATOON
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I 0 41

REAR ECH
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I 0 36
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o WO EM
0 0 2
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PLATOON HO
O WO EM

I-Plot Cmdr
1-Plot S9 .I-river. Opr SOUAD
1-Mesenoger 0 _ O W EM
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1I-Truok Drivcr

RIFLE SQUAD WEAPONS SQOUAD
wO EM OWO EM

30 CAL MG CREW 20 CAL MG CREW 3.5 SOCKET
O WO EM, 0 WO EM LAUNCHER CREW
00 3 r-W00 3 OWO EM

I-Gunner I-Gunner
I-Assl Gunner I-Asst Gunner I-Gunner
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(Fr-om I Sq.ad) (From 2nd Squod) (From 3rd Squoad)

Figure 65. Typical reorganization of the engineer combat
platoon.
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Section IV. REORGANIZATION OF THE
ENGINEER COMBAT COMPANY

14. REAR ECHELON. a. Personnel. The com-
pany reai' echelon is under command of the unit
administrator. It consists of the warrant officer and
21 men from company headquarters and 15 men from
the combat platoons (fig. 66). The personnel from
company headquarters are:

(1) Administrative section: (2) Unit adminis-
trator and company clerk.

(2) Supply section: (2) Supply specialist and
light truck driver.

(3) M1ess section: (7) Entire section.

(4) Equipment and maintenance section: (9)
Entire section, less the electrician.

b. Equipment: Major items of company headquar-
ters equipment in the rear echelon are:

2 trucks, 21/2-ton 6 x 6 (supply and mess).
1 trailer, water (mess).
1 truck, 3/-ton, 4 x 4 (supply and mess).
1 trailer, 1-ton cargo (supply).
1 truck-tractor, 6-ton (equip and maint).
1 trailer, semi, 20-ton (equip and maint).
1 tractor, w/angle dozer (equip and maint).
1 compressor, air, trk mtd (equip and maint).

c. Platoons: The company rear echelon also in-
cludes 3 platoon tool trucks with cargo trailers, .50
cal. MG's, drivers, and toolroom keepers, and 9 squad
trucks with drivers and pole type trailers.

d. Operation: When the entire battalion is reor-
ganized for combat, the company rear echelon be-
comes part of the battalion rear echelon. On a sep-
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arate combat mission, the company establishes its
own rear echelon. In any event, the mission for the
rear echelon is to support the company operations
and provide its own security.

15. FORWARD ECHELON: a. General. The
forward echelon of company headquarters consists of
2 officers and 18 enlisted men organized into com-
mand, supply, and communication sections.

b. Command section. (12) The company com-
mander, executive officer, 1st sergeant, eight fillers,
and a light-truck driver with a 1/4-ton truck.

c. Supply section. (3) The company supply ser-
geant, armorerL light-truck driver and 3/4-ton truck.

d. Comnmunication section. (5) Three radio op-
erators, a radio mechanic, an electrician, and a 3/4 -ton
truck. One of the radio operators drives the truck.

e. Medical attachment. One aid man from the bat-
talion medical attachment accompanies each platoon.
Litter bearers are drawn from the company fillers
or the rear echelon, as required.

f. Support fire. See paragraph 262.

Section V. REORGANIZATION OF HEAD-
QUARTERS, HEADQUARTERS AND SERV-
ICE COMPANY

16. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COM-
PANY. a. Rear echelon. The rear echelon of the
headquarters and service company is located with,
and provides the command for, the battalion rear
echelon. The company commander is also desig-
nated as the battalion rear echelon commander. His
mission is to support the battalion forward echelon
with men and materials; to provide command, ad-
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ministration, and security; and to coordinate opera-
tions of the battalion rear echelon. Company rear
echelon consists of two officers, two warrant officers,
and 72 enlisted men (fig. 67) to include the:

(1) Administration section. (4) The company
commander, the driver, and 1/4-ton truck, the unit
administrative warrant officer, and company clerk.

(2) Supply section. (2) Supply specialist, sup-
ply truck driver and 21/2-ton truck.

(3) Mess section. (10) Entire section with mess
truck and water trailer.

(4) Equipment and maintenance platoon. (23)
All, except 10 men sent forward with the battalion
communication section. All equipment and vehicles
remain with the rear echelon.

(5) Bridge platoon. (37) Entire platoon with
equipment and vehicles. Trucks and drivers assist
S4 in hauling supplies, as required.

b. Forward echelon. The forward echelon of
headquarters and service company is commanded by
the company executive officer. It is located with the
battalion forward echelon. Company forward eche-
lon consists of two officers and 44 enlisted men (fig.
67) to include the:

(1) Company headquarters. (19) Executive offi-
cer, first sergeant, supply sergeant, armorer, 2 order-
lies (messengers), 12 filler personnel, a driver and
3/4 -ton truck.

(2) Assault platoon. (27) Entire platoon with
its equipment and vehicles. This platoon is held as
battalion mobile reserve unless employed otherwise
by the battalion commander.
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17. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS. a. Rear
Echelon. Members of the staff sections not required
in the forward echelon become part of the rear eche-
lon. These staff sections of 2 officers, 3 warrant offi-
cers, and 60 enlisted men (fig. 68) include:

(1) S1 section. (9) Personnel section of one
warrant officer and 7 enlisted men plus the battalion
mail orderly, and 21/2 -ton truck.

(2) S2 section. (1) One corporal, map distrib-
utor.

(3) S3 section. (6) One bridge construction su--
pervisor, construction surveyor, draftsman, troop
I&E specialist, sign painter, and 21/2 -ton truck.

(4) S4 section. (34) One assistant, S4, supply
warrant officer; the battalion, division engineer, and
water supply subsections, and 13 truck drivers with
their trucks and trailers.

(5) Battalion maintenance section. (11) Motor
warrant officer, maintenance sergeant, machinist,
welder, blacksmith, parts specialist, wrecker opera-
tor, 4 chief mechanics, one 3 /4-ton, one 21/2-ton truck,
and one heavy wrecker.

(6) Assistant division engineer section. (4) Al-
though listed in the T/O&E as a part of battalion
headquarters, this section continues its normal func-
tion and location at division headquarters.

b. Forward echelon. The battalion headquarters
forward echelon (fig. 68) of 13 officers and 73 enlisted
men includes:

(1) Command section. (6) Battalion com-
mander, executive officer, liaison officer, 3 light-truck
drivers with two 1/4-ton and one 3/4-ton trucks.

(2) S1 section. (5) Battalion adjutant, sergeant
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major, stenographer, clerk-typist, and truck driver
with 1/4-ton truck.

(3) S2 section. (7) Entire section with its trans-
portation less the enlisted map distributor.

(4) 83 section. (8) Operations officer, assistant
operations officer, operations sergeant, two combat
construction specialists, demolition man, clerk-typist,
and two light-truck drivers with two 1/4-ton trucks.

(5) S4 section. (20) Supply officer, supply ser-
geant, two supply clerks, and two light-truck drivers
with a 1/-ton and a 3/4-ton truck. The section is aug-
mented by a 14-man ammunition supply section from
the battalion maintenance section composed of the
battalion motor officer, equipment maintenance ser-
geant, engineer equipment mechanic, metal body re-
pairman, welder, 3 wheeled-vehicle mechanics, 4 me-
chanic helpers, a metal body painter, and a light-
truck driver with a 1/4-ton and one 21/2 -ton truck.
Additional trucks for ammunition supply are ob-
tained from the rear echelon as required.

(6) Commnunication section. (28) The entire sec-
tion with organic vehicles and augmented by the
electrician from the S3 section and 10 selected men
from the Hq and Svc Co, equipment and maintenance
platoon for use as linemen and messengers.

(7) Reconnaissance section. (10) Entire section
with organic transportation.

(8) Chaplain section. (2) Entire section with
organic transportation.

(9) Medical detachment. (24) Entire section
with organic transportation. Three aid men per
rifle company (both forward and rear echelon).
Men to serve as litter bearers are taken from the rear
echelon as required.
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18. REFERENCES. For duties of personnel,
and employment and tactics of infantry units see
FM's 7-10, 7-20, and 7-40.

19. SUMMARY. The disposition of all person-
nel and vehicles in the reorganized battalion is sum-
marized in figure 69 and table X.

Section VI. ALTERNATE METHOD FOR
REORGANIZATION

20. THREE ECHELON REORGANIZATION.
The preceding is a guide for a typical reorganization
for combat as infantry. It may prove desirable
however, to reorganize the battalion with a forward
echelon, a service echelon, and a rear echelon. In
general, this type of reorganization is similar to that
already discussed, except for the service echelon
which is taken from the rear echelon and located in
the nearest covered area within two or three miles
in rear of the battalion command post. A service
echelon, under command of the headquarters and
service company commander consists of the mess,
supply, and motor maintenance personiel of all the
companies, and a part of the S4 section. Adequate
trucks are retained in this area to provide the trans-
portation to move the forward and service echelon
personnel. The rear echelon may be located many
miles behind the service echelon. The rear echelon
is under command of the S4 and consists of part of
the S4 section, the battalion maintenance section,
part of the mess section from headquarters and serv-
ice company, and all personnel not needed in the for-
ward and service echelons. Heavy equipment, and
trucks from all companies loaded with individual
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equipment and 'organizational property not needed
in the forward and service echelons are also retained
in the rear echelon.

21. ENGINEER COMBAT PLATOON. It may
be more desirable to reorganize the engineer combat
platoon in the quicker, more simplified method illus-
trated in figure 70.

(TOOL .e 00a0 00000

Figure 70. An alternate miethod of reorgnizing the engineer
con bat platoon.
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APPENDIX IV

A GUIDE FOR DUAL-ROLE PROBLEMS

1. The division engineer is at the same time a bat-
talion commander and a division staff officer. This
duality of role, staff and command, poses a problem
for him which is not the lot of the usual commander
or staff officer. The problem is essentially one of
deciding where to spend his time and how best to
divide his time between his separate duties of com-
mand and staff.

2. A method of operation which vill solve this
problem under all conditions cannot be stated in ad-
vance. The ability and personality of individuals
and the current tactical situation may require that
the method vary between divisions, and from time to
time, within a division. Each division engineer
must develop the best method as a result of his own
experience.

3. Until experience or the division commander's
policies indicate otherwise, a general guide for the
division engineer is as follows:

a. The division engineer considers his staff and
command responsibilities as of equal importance.

b. The proper execution of duties at division and
battalion headquarters is dependent on the perform-
ance of his reconnaissance, inspections, and visits.

e. The division engineer should perform his duties
at division and battalion headquarters in a manner
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that will permit him to maximum amount of time
for visits, inspections, and reconnaissance.

d. A location for the division engineer's personal
headquarters. that is proper under all conditions,
cannot be prescribed. However, the division engi-
neer should consider that the normal location of his
personal headquarters is with his battalion head-
quarters. When conditions are not normal, he
should locate his headquarters where he can best in-
fluence the action favorably with engineer means.

4. The following factors may restrict the division
engineer in his efforts to follow the general guide
outlined above:

a. Incomplete understanding and personality
clashes between the division engineer and staff and
with the division commander and staff.

b. Unfamiliarity of the division commander, di-
vision staff officers, and regimental commanders with
the capabilities and limitations of engineer troops.

c. A fast-moving tactical situation.
d. Intensive planning activity at division head-

quarters.
e. The attachment of engineer units to combat

teams.
/. Poor communications in the battalion or between

division and battalion headquarters.
g. The attachment of corps engineer troops to the

division.
5. To diminish thle above factors and his dual-role

problems the division engineer should:
a. Always strive to improve his own efficiency, the

efficiency of his staff, and that of the engineer com-
pany commanders.
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b. Establish and maintain good relations with the
division commander, division staff officers, and regi-
mental commanders.

c. Insure that the division commander, his staff,
and regimental commanders are familiar with the
problems, capabilities, and limitations of engineer
troops.

d. Select an assistant division engineer with such
ability and personality that he will secure the divi-
sion staff's confidence.

e. Delegate routine duties to the assistant division
engineer and the battalion staff.

f. Demonstrate that engineer troops are normally
most effective when in support of combat elements.

g. Insure that the best possible communications
are maintained within the battalion and between di-
vision and battalion headquarters.

h. Maintain the battalion headquarters as near as
possible to the division headquarters.

i. Establish procedures that will result in the con-
tinuous exchange of information between himself,
the battalion executive officer, and the assistant divi-
sion engineer.

j. Insure that the assistant division engineer and
the executive officer are always able to contact him.

k. Avoid the attachment of corps engineer troops
to the division when a support assignment will serve
equally well.
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Supply section ---------------- 116 109

Echelons:
Forward -------- _____---- 264, app. III 298, 335
Rear ----------- _____---- 264, app. III 298, 335

Electrician ----------------- 57b(3), 133e(2) 56, 131
Employment:

Engineer combat battalion 158 159
Company ---------------- 58 58
Platoon ------------ 37 32
Squad ------------------- 19 20
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Engineers in-Continued

Employment-Continued
Headquarters and service com-

pany:
Assault platoon ----------- 76 79

Bridge platoon -_---------__--- 90, 99 87, 93
Equipment and maintenance 105 98

Platoon ------------ 76 79
Engineer:

Effort, control of ------------------ 185 186
Equipment maintenance supervisor___ 149d 152
Supply specialists ----------------- 56b(2) 54
Work done by other arms_ --------- 188 190

Equipment:
Engineer combat battalion --------- 5 3
Engineer combat company --------- 11 14

Equipment and maintenance platoon:
Duties of personnel ----------------- 104 95
Employment ---------------------- 105 98
Mission - ------------------------- 102 95
Operations ----------------------- 106 99
Organization --------------------- 103 95
Training ------------------------- 107 103

Equipment and maintenance section, en-
gineer combat company - ------------- 57 56

Equipment:
Operators ------------------------ 104 95
Pool ------------------------------ 72, 106 75, 99

Essential training phases ---------.--- 164 165
Executive officer:

Battalion --------------------- - 122b 115
Combat company ----------------- 50a(2) 47
Headquarters and service company_ lllb 106

Fillers ------------------------------- 50a(5)11lg 49, 107
First sereant ---------------------- 50a(3), 111c 48, 107
Fixed sections, bridge platoon:

Duties of personnel ---------------- 89 86
Employment -------------------- 90 87
Operations ------------------------ 91 87
Organization --------- 88 86
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Flank security in:
Advance and attack ----- -- 91 194
Defense ------------- ---------- 203 210

Float sdction, bridge platoon:
Duties of personnel ---------------- 93 90
Employment ---------------------- 94 90
Operation ------------------------ 95 92
Organization ------- --- 92 90

Footbridges --- _-- ---- ---- 244, 257 245, 278
Fortified positions, assault of ----------- 83, 266 83, 300
Forward echelon ------------ 263b(1), app. III 296, 335

General outpost ----------- . 201 202
Group, engineer combat, in support- 234a, 239 232, 239
Guerilla force, defense against ------- -- 198b, 214 198, 218
Guide for dual-role problems ----------- App. IV 339

Hasty defense, engineer supply for - 199b 200
Hasty, river-crossing 229a 229
*Headquarters, combat company -47 44
Headquarters and service company:

Company headquarters ------------ 108 104
Equipment pool ------------------- 72 75
Headquarters function ------------- 70 75
Mission --- - - - - - - - 68 73
Operations .--- -- -- - -- -- -- - 117 110
Organization --------------------- 69 73
Service function ------------------- 71 75
Training ------------------------- 118 111

Individual advanced training ----------- 167 166
Individual basic training --------- 166 165
Individual training squad ----------- 27 27
Infantry combat:

Assault platoon ------------------- App. III 335
Battalion:

General ------ ----- - --- 262 294
General organization for -.-- 263, app. III 296, 335
Support, fire power, and com-

munication ---------------- 264 298
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Infantry combat-Continued
Company ------------------------ 65 69

Platoon -------------- 44 41
Re-organization for ------- ----- App. III 335

Squad --------------------------- 26 26

Infantry support raft ------------- 245 246
Intelligence officer --------------------- 130a 122

Assistant -..------------------ ---- 130b 125

Intelligence section, battalion headquar-
ters:

Duties of personnel ------------- --- 130 122

Organization ---------- ----- 129 122
Training -- - ----------- 131 127

Jungle operations ---.- --- 269 307

Liaison:
Officer ---------------------------- 122c 116
In attack and defense ........-...... 185c 186

In river crossings -------------- 240 240

Machinist ---------------------------- 149f 152
Mail clerk, battalion headquarters -------- 127g 121

Maintenance, headquarters and service
company ------------- ------------- 106b 102

Maintenance section battalion:
Duties of personnel ------------ - 149 151

Operations ---------- ------------ 150 153

Organization ------------------- 148 150

Training ------------------------- 151 154

Management of training --------------- 163 162

Map distributor -------------.--------- 130d 125

March, motor -- _---..--- ------------- 178b 178

Mechanics ----------- ---- 57b(2), 104e, 149g 56, 98,
152

Medical assistant ------------------ 155b 156

Medical detachment:
Duties of personnel - -.-------------- 155 156

Operations ------- ---------------- 156 157

Organization --------------------- 154 156

Training -------------- ---- 157 158
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Medical officer --.......--............. 155a 156
Medical detachment sergeant ----- 178c 178
Message center clerks ------------ 141c 142
Mess section ------------------ 55, 115 52, 108
Mess steward ------------------------- 55b(1)' 53
Mission:

Battalion headquarters ------------ 119 112
Engineer combat battalion ---------- 3 1
Engineer combat company --------- 9 14

Company headquarters -------- 47 44
Platoon ---------------------- 30 28
Squad ----------------------- 12 16

Headquarters and service company___ 68 73
Assault platoon --------------- 73 76
Bridge platoon ---------------- 86 84
Bridge platoon headquarters_ . .. 96 92
Company headquarters -------- 108 104

Equipment and maintenance platoon_ 102 95
Mission, engineer, in attack ----------- 184 184
Motor march ------------------------- 178b 178
Motor movement, division ------------- 180 180
Motor maintenance sergeant ---------- 104b, 173 97, 173
Motor officer, battalion ---------------- 149a 151
Mountain operations --- --------------- 267 303
Movement, administrative:

Battalion ------------- 178 177
Combat teams ------------------ 176 175

Operation:
Battalion headquarters:

Communications section ------- 142 143
Division engineer section ------- 125 118
Maintenance section ----------- 150 153
Medical detachment ----------- 156 157
Reconnaissance section -------- 146 146
Water supply section ---------- 139c 137

Headquarters and service company___ 117 110
Bridge platoon:

Fixed sections ----------- 91 87
Floating section ----------- 95 92
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Operation-Continued
Headquarters and service company-Con.

Equipment and maintenance
platoon ---- ------ 106 99

Operations officer, battalion S3 --------- 133a 128

Operations officer, assistant ------------- 133b 130

Operations section:
Duties of personnel ----- ---- 133 128

Organization ------------- --- 132 128

Training ------------------------- 134 132

Operations with covering forces ------ 200 202

Operators:
Air compressor ---------------- 57b(6) 57

Dozers ------------------------ 57b(5) 57

Equipment ---------------------- 104f 98

Powerboat ---------------------- 93 90

Radio -------- -- 98c, 111d, 122d 93, 107,
116

Switchboard ----------------------- 141d 142

Tank dozer ----- -- ---------- 75f 78

Wrecker ----------------------- 149j 153

Orderly ------ l--i--- --------------- illf 107

Organization:
Battalion headquarters:

Administrative section --------- 126 118

Battalion headquarters ----. 120 112

Command section -------------- 121 113

Communications section ----- - 140 141

Division engineer section ------ 123 117

Intelligence section ----.------- 129 122

Maintenance section ----------- 148 150

Medical detachment ----------- 154 156

Operations section -------------- 132 128

Reconnaissance section -------- 144 145

Supply section:
Administrative subsection- 136a 133
Battalion supply subsection- 138a 136
Division engineer supply sub-

section ------------------ 137a 136
Water supply subsection - - 139a 137
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Organization-Continued

Engineer combat battalion-4 3
Engineer combat company_ -------- 10 14

Administrative echelon -------- 52 50
Command echelon ------------- 49 44
Command section ------------ 50b 49
Communication section ------ 5Mb 50
Company headquarters -------- 48 44
Equipment and maintenance sec-

tion ----------------------- 57a 56
Mess section ------------------ 55c 53
Platoon ---------------------- 31 29
Squad ----------------------- 13 16
Supply section ---------------- 56a 54

Headquarters and service company___ 69 73
Administrative echelon -------- 112 107
Assault platoon ---------------- 74 76
Bridge platoon ---------------- 87 84

Fixed section -------------- 88 86
Float section -------------- 92 90
Headquarters ------------- 97 92

Command echelon ------------- 110 104
Command headquarters -------- 109 104
Equipment and maintenance pla-

toon ----------------------- 103 95
Mess section ------------------ 115a 108
Supply section ---------------- 116a 109

Organization of:
Battle position, the ---------------- 201 202
Radiological defense --------------- 206 212
River crossings -------------- 252 263

Painter ------ l----------------------- 149h 153
Parts specialist ----------- __-_ 149e 152
Personnel:

Administrative supervisor - .. 127e 121
Management specialist ------------- 127e 121
Management assistant ------------ l- 127e 121
Sergeant ---- --------------------- 127d 120
Warrant officer -------------- 127b 120
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Phases of unit training ------------ 170 169

Photographer ----------------- -- 130g 127

Pioneering:
Assault platoon----------------- 77 79

Engineer combat company --------- 59 59

Platoon ---------------------- 38 33

Squad --------------------------- 20 21

Pioneers ----------------------------- 17 19

Platoon, combat company:
Duties of headquarters personnel:

Platoon leader ---------------- 32 29

Platoon sergeant -------------- 33 30

Platoon sergeant, assistant ----- 34 31

Toolroom keeper ------- --- 35 32

Truck drivers -------------- 18, 36 19, 32
Employment ---------------------- 37 32
Mission -------------------- 30 28
Organization ---------------------- 31 29
Pioneering - .--------- 38 33
Training:

General ---------------------- 45 43
Other arms and services--------- 46 43

Platoon combat operations:
Advance and attack -------------- 39 35
Combat as infantry ---------------- 44 41
Defense ---------- ------- 40 36
Retrograde movements ___-- ------- 41 37
River-crossing operations ---------- 42 39
Security - ------------------------ 43 41

Platoon:
Leader --------------------------- 32, 104a 29,95
Employment- -------------- 37 32
Sergeant --------------------- 33, 75b, 98b 30,

78, 93

Powerboat operator ------------------ 93 90
Preparatory movements ---------------- 251 262

Pursuit, battalion operations:
Composition ----------------------- 195 196
Duties of engineers ---------------- 197 198
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Pursuit, battalion operations-Continued

Employment of engineers -------- 196 196
General -------------------------- 194 196

Radiological defense:
After-burst operations ------------- 208 214
Before-burst operations - ..... 207 214
Command responsibilities -------- 205 212
General --------- -------- ------- 204 211
Organization structure ------------- 206 212
Training -------------------------- 209 215

Radio mechanic ----------------------- 141f 143
Radio operator 98, 111d 92, 107
Rafts: 122d, 141d 116, 142

Crossing on ---------------- 258 278
Infantry support ----------------- 245 246

Rail movements ---------------------- 178 177
Rear echelon --------------------- 263, app. III 296, 335
Reconnaissance:

Boat --- -- -- · . .............. 242 241
Engineer combat company:

Company -------------------- 59c 61
Platoon ---------------------- 38 33
Squad -................... 20 21

Engineer in the advance and attack_ _ 187 189
Officer --------------------------- 145 145
River-crossing ------------------- 234 232
Section, battalion headquarters:

Duties of personnel ------------ 145 145
Operations- 146 146
Organization ----------------- 144 145
Training -------------------- 147 150

Replacement training -............... 168 167
Responsibility for training -------------- 162 161
Retirement, retrograde movement ------ 221 224
Retrograde movements:

Battalion operations:
Delaying action --------------- 222 225
Engineer duties ---------------- 219 223
Engineer support of other arms_ 218 220
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Retrograde movements-Continued
Battalion operations-Coltinued

General- ---------- 217 220

Retirement ----------------- 221 224

Withdrawal- ---------- 220 224

Company operations:
Assault platoon -------------- 81 82

Company ------------------- 62 64

Platoon -------------------- 41 37

Squad -l--------------------- 23 23

River-crossing:
Battalion operations:

Airborne troops, use of ----- 233 231

Basic steps -------------- 230 230

Combat group commander ----- 239 239

Corps engineer ---------------- 237 239

Crossing means --------------- 232 231

Division engineer ----- ----- 238 239

Engineer plan:
General ------------------ 260 280

Illustrative situation -------- 261 284

Far-shore objectives ----- --- 231 230

General ------------------- 228 228

Liaison- --------------------- 240 240

Planning and reconnaissance.--. . 234 232

Tactical formation --------- ---- 235 236

Troops and materials-. ---- 236 238

Types of crossings ------------ 229 229

Engineer combat company:

Company ------------------- 63 67

Platoon ------------------- 42 39

Squad ---------------------- 24 26

Headquarters and service company:

Assault platoon -- --------- 82 82

Bridge platoon:
Fixed sections ----------- 91 87

Float section - - - --- - 95 92
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River-crossing--Continued
Standard equipage:

Boats:
Assault, 1M2 -------------- 241 240
Reconnaissance ---------- 242 241
Storm ----- --------- 243 245

Bridges:
Airborne, 50-ton ------ 249 255
Foating, M4 -------- -- 248 255
Floating, treadway, widenled 247 250
Foot -------------------- . 244 245

Cableways ---- - -------. 246 250
Division bridge equipment ------ 250 255
Footbridge --------- 244 245
Infantry support raft ---- --- 245 246

Security:
Against guerilla att ack ------------ 211, 213 216, 217
Assault platoon ------------------.. 84 83
Battalion ----------------------- 160 160
Company ---------------- --- 64 67
Flank ......-.................... 191, 203 194, 210
Platoon ........- - 43 41
Squad -------.....-....-- ----- 25 26

Senior supply clerk -------------------- 136b(3) 135
Sergeant:

Combat engineer intelligence ------- 130c 125
Combat engineer operations ----- 133c 130
Combat construction - 34 31
First ------------------ a------ 50a(3), 111c 48, 107
Major -... .............. 127c 120
Motor --------------------------- 104b 97
Medical -------------------------- 155c 156
Platoon -------------------------- 33 30
Personnel ------------------------ 127d 120
Section, fixed and floating -.--------- 89a, b, 93 86, 90
Supply-general, engineer and water - 56, 54, 136,

137b, 138b, 139a 137
Service function, headquarters and service

company --------------------------_ 71 75
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Sign painter -------------------------- 133f 131

Smoke, use of .--------------------. 193 194
Snow operations ------------------------ 268 307

SOP, recommended outline for ----------- App. II 323

Specialist training -.............-- --- 169c 168

Squad:
Combat company:

Duties of personnel ------------- 14-18 17

Employment ----------------- 19 20

Mission --------------------- 12 16

Organization -------------- 13 16
Pioneering_ _ _'- .............- 20 21

Training --------------------- 27-29 27

Combat operations:
Advance and attack _ - ----- _- 21 23

Combat as infantry ---------- - 26 26

Defense --------------------- 22 23

Retrograde movement ---------- 23 23

River-crossing operations ----- 24 26

Security --------------------- 25 26

Leader --------------------------- 14 17

Assistant ---------- ---------- 15 17

Standing operating procedure ----- _ -- 157, app. II 159, 323

Stenographer and clerk-typist ------------ 127f 121

Storm boat ------------------------ - 243 245

Supply:
Economy -----------..... ------- 212 217

Engineer, in the defense --------- 197 200

Officer, battalion S4 ---------------- 136b(1) 133

Assistant ---------------------- 136b(2) 135

Section, battalion headquarters -- -- 135-139 132

Section, company -------- 56,116 54, 109
Sergeant -------------------- 56b(1), 138b 54, 136

Specialist .----------------- 56b(2), 137b 54, 136

Warrant officer ------------------- 136b(2) 135

Support of other arms, retrograde move-

mernt-------------------------- ---- 218 220

Surveyor ------------------------ 133f 131

Switchboard operator _--- --------- -- 141d 142
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Tactical movements:

Battalion participation -------------- 81 181
Division motor movement ---------- 180 180
General -------------------------- 179 179

Tank dozer:
Cannoneer ---------------------- 75e 78
Commander ---------------------- 75c 78
Demolition specialist .-------------- 75g 78
Employment --------------------- 76 79
Gunner -------------------------- 76d 78
Operations -----------.......... 77 79
Operator --------- ---------------- 75f 78

Toolroom keeper ----------------- - 35 32
Traffic circulation ---------------------- 177 175
Training:

Battalion headquarters:
Admimistrative section - 128 121
Communication section --------- 143 143
Intelligence section - 131 127
Maintenance section ----------- 151 154
Medical detachment ----------- 157 158
Operations section ------------- 134 132
Reconnaissance section -------- 147 150
Water supply subsection ------- 139d 140

Battalion operations:
Advanced individual ----------- 167 166
Basic individual --------------- 166 165
Cadre ----------------------- 165 165
Concurrent ------------------- 171 170
Essential training phases ------- 164 165
General ---------------------- 161 160
Management ----------------- 163 162
Phases of unit training -1------- ]70 169
Replacement ----------------- 168 167
Responsibility ---------------- 162 161
Specialists -------------------- 169c 168
Unit training ----------------- 169 167

Combat company:

Communication section -Sic---- 51c 50
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Training-Continued

Combat company-Continued
Equipment and maintenance sec-

tion ------------------------ 57d 57
General ---------------------- 66 71
Mess section ------------------ 55d 53
Other arms and services -------- 67 72
Platoon:

General ------------------ 45 43
Other arms and services ---- 46 43

Squad:
Individual ---------------- 27 27
Other arms and services ---- 29 28
Unit --------------------- 28 27
Supply section ------------ 56d 55

Headquarters and service company:
Assault platoon --------------- 78 80
Bridge platoon ---------------- 101 94
Company - 118 111
Equipment and maintenance pla-

toon ----------------------- 107 103
Mess section ------------- c--- 115c 109

Radiological defense --------------- 209 215
Troop informationand education corporal__ 133g 132
Truck driver, general ------------------ 18, 36 19, 32
Typist ------------------------------- 133f 131

Unit administrator -------------------- 53, 113 50, 108
Unit training ------------------------- 169 167

Warrant officer:
Battalion maintenance ------------- 149b 151
Equipment and maintenance, H & S

Co ----------------------------- 104 95
Personnel ------------------------ 127b 120
Supply --------------------------- 136b(2) 135
Unit aministrator ----------------- 53, 113 50, 108

Water movement -- ------- 178e 179
Water supply:

Sergeant _--_--------------------- 139b 137
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Water supply-Continued

Specialist ---------------- 139b 137
Subsection ------------------------ 139 137

Welder --------------- 149i 153
Wiremen ----------------------------- 141e 143
Withdrawal -------------------------- 220 224
Wrecker operator --------------------- 149j 153

,50cn,.i. ~..,,,]tion
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